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entitled: “Those Magnificent Gods in Their Flying Machines”. Now readers, I
don’t even have the first two pages of that chapter but I am going to offer the
I would especially like to honor a writer this morning by the rest of the chapter for reference for it bears confirmation of exactly what I have
name of Lana Cantrell who was born in Salzburg, Austria. Her told you about your “flying brothers”. You need confirmation, not just more
accomplishments can’t even begin to be listed here but there is revelation from science fiction. Spielberg can give you enough fiction to satisfy
one volume of work which is without peer, THE GREATEST the most addicted people, including monsters and satanic offspring.
STORYNEVER TOLD; The Scientific Inquiry into the Evidence
of the Fail of Man from a Higher Civilization in Antiquity.
I

don’t know how you get this book but it appears to be a
publication of Biohistorical Press. The only address offered is
8215 Belden Blvd, Cottage Grove, MN 55016 and bears a year
of 1988. ISBN #9-620749-O-X. The book itselfis well over 500
pages and I have no intention of covering it. I would like to point
it out to you because this author has pulled together some very
accurate andwondrousinformationFOR YOU. ChapterOne is
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they crucified my Lord? Were you there when they laid
him in the tomb?” Well, I replaced the word “tomb”
GOOD
FRIDAY
because, silly writers, there were not recognized such
things as simple graves in those days and tombs were
What might be “good” about the celebration of the meaningful as “resting” places, prestige, and all manmurder of a Christ? Also, how is it that Passover comes ners of “stuff”. If you think they killed Christ, think
immediately prior to Easter? What does it all mean? again. “Christ” CANNOT be slain for it is a “STATE
Whatever you have been told it to mean!
OF BEING IN SOUL EXPRESSION”. Not even symbolically can “Christ” be “taken out”. All celebrations
RON
BROWN
of the “time” are, you will note, very PHYSICAL in
presentation!
Blood, the symbol of bread, methods of
There ARE some very important things to note, just murder, torture of the physical body and on and on.
in the U.S.A. this week, and hold it in your hearts, This is NOT OF CHRISTED (PERFECT) GOD, MY
readers. The killing of all these men and Ron Brown in FRIENDS-THESE
ARE THE ENTRAPMENTS OF
the Adriatic Sea area was an atrocity hardly matched in THE TRAPPERS OF SOUL. Did a “soul” ascend? Of
your political circles of death and destruction of this course,
all SOULS ascend for they are EX“New World Order” come upon you. These are indeed TRATERRESTRIAL LIGHT and they must, by the law
dark days as the Khazarians come up from their holes of the universe, ascend. If they are BOUND, then they
to take control. I am not going into what all has taken very definitely descend and that indicates a bondage to
place in this one little scenario but it is NOT what you the physical plane of experience.
think. Ron Brown was a part of the crooked team of
slave-masters ready, willing, and able to sell his soul
UNDERGROUND
SECURITY
SHELTERS
for MONEY, and did. However, as with everything
done by the Elite puppet masters-there
is required a
PRICE for security and it is not money-is
it? Who
ELITE MAN has built his underground survival
took out Ron Brown? You will be finding out within cities against the act of his own destruction, deep under
mere days so we won’t spoil that little surprise. Just the surface of the globe. Why? To protect him from
know that planes in this sophisticated day and age do that which he has conjured to destroy his enemiesnot go “off course” for the heck of it, and to NOT have YOU OF THE LIGHT. He believes, stupidly, that
a “box” for recording and location is absolutely un- somehow it will protect him from the very LIGHT
heard of in craft that, especially, would carry the most pulses and rays as “GOD BRINGS HIS WRATH UPON
important men in your current business world. “Secre- THE EVIL EMPIRE”. Poo and phooey; he is HIDING
tary of Commerce” SHOULD be about the most re- from God and it simply does not work for there is truly
spected and highest office in your nation. So, did these nowhere to run, and certainly no place to HIDEmen ACTUALLY perish or are they stashed somewhere FROM GOD. The body may be tucked away but God
keeps track of the SOULS and in the end that is ALL
to do their service another day in another way?
I find the games of evil men to be intriguing but, at THAT MATTERS. No, this does not mean that you
of course
the same time, boring. Why? Because they are so stupidly stand out in the line of fire-unless
predictable as evil intent never changes its scripting.
you want to rid self of that silly body. But OUR people
have a job to do and I suggest that if you want merit
BACK
AT
badges and brownie points you will keep that body as
UNABOMBER
HEADQUARTERS
secure as possible. Keep the soul tuned to God of Light,
and the rest will take care of itself and you will be
The Janet Reno Brigade HAD TO HAVE A MAD exactly where you SHOULD be to meet your PURPOSE.
BOMBER IN CUSTODY because you approach the And, you WILL need some supplies for that body so
19th of April which is the most evil of all days any don’t be foolish in your assumptions that “God will take
YOU WILL TAKE CARE OF YOU
more. There have been threats of more misery on the care of me”-for
OR FORGET IT.
19th and it is being blamed on this “Unabomber”.
Well, it is show-and-tell time for your Big Boy killers.
SUPPLIES
It will also be made, once again, to appear to be Patriots
and Zealots. No, it is the New World Order Khazarian
No, it won’t be easy to sit back on your assets and
Rulers in the sheep’s covering.
Get the picture of
upcoming religious shenanigans tonight as Billy Gra- wait for either someone else to “save” you or even,
ham lays out a wondrous Easter message. Just remem- perhaps, make it on your own. You have some real
ber that Easter was the blackest of all the Ancient heavy problems coming on and one of the things showRitual Holidays.
And, by the way, don’t buy that ing up is in the food supply of the bovine population in
garbage about blood on the doorsill causing the Angel England. This same grain is being imported to the U.S.
of Death to Pass-Over!
That was a Satanic symbol and all around the world. The culprits are Archer,
designating allegiance to the Dark Side, not God of Daniel, Midland Corp. who control the world grain
Moreover, the contamination of a rather
Light. You go forth and believe whatever you want to supplies.
innocuous strain of smut has been already introduced
believe, but WERE YOU THERE? 1 WAS THERE!
There is a song which goes, “Were you there when into the growing seed and fields of grain. There are
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only a FEW types of grain which are NOT affected.
Spelta is one.
Wheat seed is by and largely now contaminated.
What happens is that the grain grows and the harvest
may well teem OK. But, the GROUND is poisoned and
contaminated and future plantings will be poisoned as
will the harvest product. This will be all but impossible
to clean up and even with the rather weak strain of
SMUTVIRUS it will require some seven years of cleansing to get rid of the massive hazard. This “poison” will
also, obviously, slip into the water supplies. This is a
manmade assault weapon and you now must realize that
it will wipe out the cattle and bovine population which
would be in line to be fed the damaged grain which will
have no other use. Well, it isn’t too good for cattle-feed
either. And remember something very important, world:
Everyone who is not Zionist is considered in the Talmud as CATTLE. This includes ones of Hebrew ancestry who err in calling selves Jews and don’t know that
about which they project. Indeed, Ron Brown was a
very, very BIG SIGN OF YOURTIMES! Whatever HE
THOUGHT HE WAS, he was a symbolic “BLACK” and
the intent of the Talmudic Khazarians is to destroy all
“Blacks”. Then they will destroy all “patriotic” “others”.
They won’t actually meet their overpowering match
until China (Asians) rises up and smites soundly. It is
time you looked at FACTS and stopped the dawdling
over the instructions the enemy has written for you in
your GOOD books. The enemy has rewritten the text to
suit their needs and blow you away.
So, go to your churches and synagogues and do that
which you will-but
LOOK AT WHAT AND WHY
YOU DO IT! If it is to fill your hearts with love and
respect, then fine-but
you can do that from your
nearest place in which you stand, without new robes or
baubles. Enjoy the lily, I suggest, for its pure beauty as
a flower and stop burying it in the trappings of a
“murder” ritual.
The fact is that in the very scenario of Easter
celebration there is little attention to such as lilies. The
tradition started because in the Spring in the Easter
Season of the Satanic Holiday, about the only flowers
around were the spring lily-plants.
A legion soldier
picked up a withered lily and tossed it ON The Teacher.
As he did so he laughed and said, “...and a flower for
your teaching. What better remembrance than a dead
lily!” This was after he smeared it in the blood of the
Man in point. So, in your pictures on your cards you
have the symbol alright, usually growing right up
through a crown with the cross. That is a Masonic
Illuminati symbol. Do you see that it doesn’t matter,
however, what is on the picture card--IF you send the
card in grace and love, God only sees the INTENT of
love and sharing from your soul-heart, not the sketching on a piece of PHYSICAL paper? What is engraved
or painted on and within your soul is YOUR TRUTH.
There is a wonderful little thought-provoking “invocation” which a friend, J.S. of Mt. Shasta, shared
with Dharma years ago. She keeps it right by her elbow
as she types and it reflects the purpose of our intent and
it is in no way able to be restricted to a given “religion”
or church for it MUST become-the intent and desire of
ALL Men.
I thank you, John, for this gift for it has brought us
“through” the heaviest of days when the heart was
broken and the path too difficult to confront without
balance and focus. You are beloved of us, John.
4$+ 4gi?i 4$+ ++t, 4:+
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GREAT

From the centre where the
Will of God is known
Let purpose guide the little
wills of men the purpose which the
Masters know and serve.

restore

the KNOWING OF TRUTH; what have you done with
that asset? You SHALL be judged by that one recognition. How did YOU spend Good Friday, Saturday and
Easter Sunday?
Well, Ekkers are spending theirs in a full “face-off
Already
with Satan’s representative in depositions.
there are transcripts wherein the actual words have
been CHANGED. This is a real bad scene, readers.

Editor’s note:
Without any way to verify same, we offer the following information in light of what
events the controlled media have not been able to suppress that stand out as “untidy” about the official
deaths. The “suicide” of the airport mainteversion ofthe Commerce Secretary Ron Brown “accidental”
nance worker, shortly after this violent plane crash event, was only one curious issue. As Commander
Hatonn said in writings on p. 2 & 9, more will be revealed soon about this matter. For now, we share the
following from a usually very reliable information source.

From the centre which we
call the race of men
Let the Plan of Love and
Light work out.
And may it seal the door
where evil dwells
and Power
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Food For Thought
On Ron BrownDeath

From the point of Love
within the Heart of God
Let love stream forth into
the hearts of men.
May CHRIST return to Earth.

and Love

PROJECT

TRUE meaning of HEAVEN AND HELL. Heaven
bears GOD, LIGHT. Hell bears nothing save DARKNESS with absence of LIGHT. It is all in the mind,
good physical readers, just as youare told about “things”
and if the mind is misdirected, so too shall be the things
of the physical sensing body. Ah, but ‘tis the MARK
which matters and it behooves you to consider what
brand your soul might be wearing. You are birthed with

ZIVVOCATZON

From the point of Light
within the mind of God
Let light stream forth into
the minds of men.
Let Light descend on Earth

Let Light

THE PHOENIX
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[OF GOD] on Earth.
When YOU understand this petition unto God, you
shall have seen the meaning of the Christed Being by
whatever name you wish to call HIM.
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FAX

U.S. GOVERNMENT WRONGDOING ALERT
&

PRIORITY URGENT

ANTI-SATAN-ANTI-CHRIST
IT IS NOW THE TIME WHEREIN THE MAJOR
CLASHES COME FORTH BETWEEN THE ANTICHRIST AND THE ANTI-SATAN. CHRIST SHALL
PREVAIL OVER SATAN! So you may well go forth
and call yourself Jew or Christian, Islamic or Bud.
dhist-but ifyou MISS this one point of all importance,
you have nothing save Satan in your closet. The vety
most important FACT OF LIFE IN PHYSICAL FORM
IS THAT YOUARE EITHER FOR GOD OF LIGHl

(1) Cadavers from the Ron Brown shootdown have arrived at Dover AFB Delaware. All
have chemical traces of Thermite, a chemical used in bombs to blow safes and bunker
doors. Also the stewardess who was alive on the ground, Shelly Kelly was helped into the
rescue helicopter with minor cuts and bruises. On arrival at the hospital she had bled to
death from a neat 3” incision over the femoral artery. Necropsy shows that the wounds are
Clinton has ordered all cadavers cremated and others are trying ta
three hours apart.
block the order.

8

(2) The plane was flying in dangerous combat theater and had on-board fuel for the land.
ing at Dubrovnik and two extra approaches for safety reasons. The plane was still burning
eight hours after impact.

OR YOU ARE AGAINST
HIM-THERE
IS NC
MIDDLE LINE.
And you shall be known for rhr
company you keep and the actions you commit fol
those things reveal Ike SOUL INTENT WITHIN.
WHERE

ARE

YOU?

CLUES!

It is required that Satan presents a clue, a sign, 4
That mark is scattered around on every.
thing you touch for all you can “touch” is PHYSI.
CAL for the sensing body. The mark of the beast ir
on everything, but that is not important, for anyonr
who experiences in the physical arena is “marked”but, IT IS THE MARK ON THE SOUL WHICH HA!!
IMPORTANCE. And, it is through the mark on YOUI
soul which shall reflect in your physical actions and
presentations. The mouth will LIE; the SOUL WILI
NOT!
If you come from the LIGHT and remain as i
Lighted Being, YOU SHALL RETURN TO THE LIGHT
If you are a repetition of the darkness and remail
unlighted, you shall remain in the DARK without the
presence of the LIGHT, GOD. Yes indeed, this is the

MARK!

-

(3) In the Lear jet crash in Alabama, a two-star Air Force General was ?n scene within 30
minutes. His job: execute any survivors. Teddy Kennedy was the target on another mystem
rious plane crash. Others on that plane died on impact.
(4) There were no State Dept. officials on this flight and that is extremely unusual, givea
its nature, What did they know?
(5) Ron Brown’s law partner at Patton, Boggs and Blow was murdered in South AFRICA
WITHIN ONE HOUR OF THE PLANE CRASH. Congressman Hale Boggs of Louisiana
was killed in a mysterious plane crash in Alaska. The government located the wreckagr
but kept it secret. Boggs was refusing to sign the final version of the Warren Commissior
Report. TV’s Cokie Roberts is Boggs’ daughter .
DISTRIBUTE THIS DATA Ih”MEDIATELY--ALL

WEB SITES

/s/Joe

L. Jordan
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Remember we spoke of Dharma’s confrontation (right
out of the blue without warning) where the opposing
lawyer leaned forward and asked, “Mrs. Ekker, are you
anti-Semitic?”
Doris later thought of a dozen better
responses than “I” offered instantly.
She thought it
would have been better to say, “Are you anti-Christ?”
or, “Define your term,” but what popped out was: “IAM
SEMITIC!”
Now just guess how that one got later
changed in the typed transcript with every hope it
would never be noticed: “. . .no, I am sympnthetic.” Oh
indeed, DELIBERATE TAMPERING, and that is not a
good thing. There are several equally naughty things
which shall remain unpublished but will surely carry
the day in dastardly deeds of intent.
Why is Dharma here writing instead of being at the
deposition?
Well, the naughty trickster was going to
substitute HER in today rather than according to the
schedule for tomorrow.
He really wants ME in the
worst possible way. So, we decided to write until the
explosion of disappointment blows over and the shattered pieces settle a bit. I sincerely enjoy “helping out”
this little misguided missile sent against me. She will
drift on over after a while and I will simply see to it that
they have a really good day with E. J. I sincerely believe
that our own lawyer is sharpening his teeth a bit, in
addition. Since this whole thing is but a battle of wits
of good against evil, let’s WIN, shall we? I don’t think
it matters much in the final solution-but
let’s give
something to ponder in their spare time. By the way,
the Green Brigade might well sharpen up selves for this
lead lawyer is pondering bringing charges of “false
testimony” and “false information” against , starting
with George Green! You see, early on in the taking of
the house, George himself offered to cover the cost of
the dwelling in sale. It turns out he had stolen enough
funds to do so nicely so it was safe for him to be the nice
guy and offer. Oh my, it is right there in the old
depositions! The opposing counsel HAS TO LOOK AT
THAT AND WONDER “WHAT WENT WRONG” {the
three big“Ws”!). When he realizes he is more damaged
than helped it should be quite an interesting revelation.
As we walk through the tumultuous storms, please
check the weather-vanes, for a lot of “funny stuff’ is
taking place, from the holographic “comet” suddenly
appearing, to the Worldwide Crusade of good old Billy
tonight, to ships which appear and disappear-yoursin your oceans. They also manipulate clouds, energy
fields and laser light beams from those same locations
and there are ones confirming this right from their own
inner circles [see p. 2 oflast week’s CONTACT]. May
the FORCE be with YOU for there is protection in the
LIGHT.
Yes, I know, Dharma, that it doesn’t look that way
from where you sit but it is so. Know that the seeming
“win” which you might well view, is not necessarily the
“last laugh” of the victory. Do not try to outguess God’s
magnificent plan. The opposition is not even fighting
with an intent of “justice” or “right” as they fling
hardship after miserable hardship in the pathway
through dirtytricks and outright unlawful actions which
seem to always remain OK with the judicial bench. The
Judge, however, will have.to realize that he will have to
face some rather interesting “appeals” if he gets too far
out of line and becomes an obvious servant to the
opposition. At some point PUBLICITY will focus on
this miserable mess and that is what they want to
squash before allowing it to happen. Now, aren’t you
proud to know George Green, who is pushing and
hiding behind the little nit of the “wit society”7 That
standoff will surely come sooner or later and I hope we
all get to view the fireworks, for such as Abbott, Horton
and Green are not even remotely a match for the shrewd
skills of such as a Steven Horn. He will chew up and
spit out as lunch appetizers. One thing is quite obvious
about the REAL defined, according to Horn’s definition, “anti-Semitic” blatherers such as the Green Brigade who don’t have allegiance to ANYTHING, especially the false-One Worlders, is that the system of
players on “that” side, will getcha and they despise the

idiots who suck selves into the game. Where do you
readers REALLY think the Tutens, Younts, Ences, etc.,
of the game will END UP with Green? Paying, of
course, for he will COST EVERYTHING.
But will they destroy us? Of course not for there is
nothing of value in your perceived game and the loss, at
worst, is so temporary as to be amusing. The interesting thing is that it is costing the players on Green’s
Team the most important thing in their lives: their
MONEY and their very soul transition out of the muck
of the sensing world of temporary physical translation.
Remember, team-mates, that every one of our systems
have to be TESTED under fire and so it shall be and is
being accomplished. I can only hope that each of YOU
will see YOUR OPPORTUNITY FOR SERVICE AND
NOT JUST PASS IT BY. That service opportunity will
come always in such ways as to be quite overlooked if
you are not paying attention. Just a word, a conflrmation of support, is often THE DIFFERENCE in success
or failure. Make sure you SUPPORT the RIGHT SIDE.
Everything is PERCEPTION and INTENTION so let us
see who will take an opportunity to support God and
LIGHTED SERVICE and who will cop-out on the way
to the witness stand to protect SELF’s little ego and
misperceptions. And, no, I do notjust speakto the wide
reader audience-is
it not time to put your support on
the line right in your dooryard? E.J. and Doris will
NOT come and ask you, so you have to pay attention and
think over your own experiences, travels, reasons for
those travels, and focus on our goals of winning in
LIGHT.
Check your goals and our journey and then see what
might be your contribution and purpose in this supporting network. Sometimes it is the most tiny thing of a
word, insight, sharing a burden, a song or a prayer for
insight.
Listen, then, and watch for opportunities
flowing past.
I have to remind you that in every instance involving any of the players according to the Plan of the
Protocols ofZion you will find producing their lies and
witnesses to what did not happen. For instance, there
were said to be, at the “NON-SALE” of Ekkers’ property, three witnesses and a real estate agent present.
Horn even produced a couple of secretaries who disappeared when the truth was noted with better and more
accountable witnesses. I suggest you ponder this and if
YOU can serve as witness to good, step forward. I
remember the old times when a man would be singled
out and, when asked to step forward, ALL PRESENT
STOOD FORWARD.
You who can remember any
instance which might help as witness, is it not time to
step forward?
I would example something about the last deposition of Dharma wherein the topic was on Father Ed
Cleary. Things are not only CHANGED (tampered
with) in wording but the whole dissertation of repeating what Green has said and scattered “secretly” about
Ed came out as if Dharma felt that way and was
speaking badly of the man. No, yesterday she actually
took the block under the neck with the axe swinging
and set the record to straight-except
you can’t get the
records to enter so extreme measures have to be taken
to bandage gaping wounds. Whatever Ed Cleary may
be or may not be, he was a FRIEND, and I believe he
will come to see that he chose the wrong-intentioned
persons. However, that matters not in this scenario for
Dharma has never felt him other than a friend and
George Green badly abuses and insults him. So, will he
somehow deliberately hurt her for some perceived gain
with Green? I do not believe so! I believe the very
antics of Green and his munchkins show that Ed Cleary
told Green where to “shove it”-you know: into that
place where the LIGHT doesn’t have showing? Misplaced loyalties are a thing of which LIFE is made as
the sensing flow ebbs and rises. So, check your gauges
and see where your soul intent dwells, not the silly
representations
of the sensing network of confusion
into which you are never allowed FULL VIEW.
The old adage, “know your enemy”, is a good one,
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but a better one is, “know God and never mind your
enemy”. I don’t accept “enemy” as a valid term in any
way, shape, or form, aithough I use it to better explain
my relationships as you would define opposition parties. However, enemies are not valid in perception if
you KNOW GOD. These are simply adversaries doing
their job FOR YOU. These are the challengers for your
experiencing.
When you make up your mind to overcome them, they will dissolve without your spoiling
your own soul intentions. When YOU have no more use
for your enemy-you will resolve the circumstance, and
HOW you handle that conversion is the finest alchemical response of all translations. Physically destroying
your enemy is NEVER a reasonable or workable solution for the consequences so far outweigh any “good” as
to be remarkable in recognition.
Dissolving the “enemy” status is the point and if it means to allow him to
remove himself, so be it, but allow it to fully come to
realization so that he or his toxins do not rise again to
smite you down.
You might always consider your enemy as your
friend who is UNCOVERED in his intentions and you
will fare even better for you have, mostly, friends who
are deadly enemies running about in friendship’s clothing waiting to get what is yours, even if they have to
steal it from you. Whatever they take, it is NEVER
ENOUGH.
It is always good to get those hidden
enemies out where you can deal with properly and in
proper sequence of their own events. JUST BE SURE
TO BE WARY, AND CUNNING AS THE FOX AND
GENTLE AS THE DOVE. Be patient, and if the intent
of the other is toward evil-they
will devour selves, so
why tarnish your own soul advantage by soiling it in
conflict? Conflicts are a basic part of life experience
and you err if you sacrifice soul on the altar of ego
“things”. Contradiction is the major perception of life
The test of a human is in the perception
journey.
regarding the conflict and contradiction. Sometimes it
is better to consider HOW to handle wealth than poverty for wealth kills off more good souls than any one
other physical acquisition.
Do all of you see that these cases of which we share
and write have almost NOTHING to do with the point
of any of the confrontations?
This is sorting the grain
time, people, both for good and evil, but the problem is
that there is NO PLACE FOR THE GRAIN IN THE
MIDDLE! Into which coffer will you find self? Will
you find yourself eventually in the witch’s brew or in
the soaring essence of REAL LIFE? Oh yes, it IS up to
YOU. Destiny has a lot to do with it-FATE, nothing.
On this thoughtful notation let us end this chapter
this morning.
Thank you and may these days of focus on those
things of greatness and micrology be ever considered
with WISDOM. Salu.
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Argentina, Thursday that she was angry that the movie
‘s List portrayed her late husband as a hero.
the stock-in-trade of the lapdons of the ulutocrats. No Director Steven Spielberg “knows absolutely nothing.
4/12/96
PHYLLIS LINN
more is it more evident than in the recent aircraft But it’s not entirely his fault.” Schindler, 88, told
NOTHIN’
NOBLE
ABOUT
tragedy in Croatia. Commerce Secretary Ron Brown reporters at a Buenos Aires hotel where she was appearBROWN’S
MISSION
was leading another of his infamous “Ron Brown Ex- ing to promote her new book of memoirs. Her late
press” tours featuring “special friends” of Brown and husband, Oskar Schindler, was credited with saving the
This refreshingly frank letter from a Glendale, CA the Democratic National Committee.
lives of 1,300 Polish Jews during World War II by
Brown, now that he’s dead, has become a national putting them to work at his factories. The couple, both
resident appeared in the April 10 issue of the (Los
hero, lionized by the media. For the record: Brown was German Catholics, came to Argentina in 1949. Eight
Angeles) DAILY NEWS, [quoting:]
The tragic nature of the 35 deaths of the Commerce a bad guy. No one wished him dead [don ‘t count on it!], years later, a homesick Oskar left his wife without
Department flight in Bosnia should not be disparaged but neither does his death cleanse his record of illegal money and returned to his homeland, where he died in
1974.
nor minimized. At the same time, the purposes behind activities.
Emilie Schindler’s book, called Memorias (Memthis flight should not be provided a sanctity that they
PORTA-POTTY
PACKINGcannot support. President Clinton has asserted that the
oirs), is based on 200 hours of interviews with writer
A NEW
FAD?!
Erika Rosenberg. It is to be released in Argentina in
13 chief executive officers accompanying Commerce
Secretary Ron Brown were engaged in some noble
early April and later translated into several languages,
I can’t resist sharing this brief news bite from the representatives of the publishing house Planeta said.
crusade to restore the ravaged infrastructure of the
former Yugoslavia. As recently as last year, the Demo- same issue of THE SPOTLIGHT, if only for the sad, but
“Spielberg’s film, (Thomas) Keneally’s book and
cratic Party distributed written solicitations for dona- also amusing mental picture it creates, [quoting: J
all the rivers of ink that have spilled over paint Oskar
Immigration officials stopped a truck heading north as a hero,” she relates in the book. “But that’s not true,
tions, indicating that six-figure contributions would
from the Mexican border hauling a portable toilet. neither of us were.” She described her former husband
qualify donors for a specified number of semiprivate
dinners with the president as well as passage on various They found 17 illegals hiding in it, piled on top of each as “a man with no virtue,” claiming he had four lovers
“trade missions”.
at one point after their marriage broke up. [iwore
other.
The United States has pledged to contribute hunpublicityfir
the Zionist agenda-by
which standards,
the Schindler’s List storyline is made even better.]
BRANDO
dreds of millions of dollars to the reconstructions of the
BASHING
former Yugoslavia as part of the U.S.-orchestrated
THE
COURT
JEWS
peace negotiations.
Most people are unaware that in
This is the story to which Hatonn makes reference
many instances, U.S. foreign aid funds are actually
I don’t want to get on the bad side of the JDL like
distributed by the political administration (Republican on page 25, from the April 7 issue of the (Los Angeles)
..~
or Democrat) only after U.S. companies are allocated DAILY NEWS, [quoting:]
Brando did, but it’s hard to resist passing along this
The Los Angeles-based Jewish Defense League article by Susan Poizner from the March 21 issue of
portions of the aid. That is why these 13 CEOs were on
this flight.
They were doing their proper jobs in blasted Marlon Brando on Saturday and vowed to make THE JERUSALEM REPORT, [quoting:]
The Prince and Princess of Wales are finally getseeking new business for their companies, and their his life “a living hell” for comments the actor made
deaths in that pursuit are truly tragic.
But, don’t during an interview with Larry King on CNN. “You ting divorced and the time has come to divide up the
attribute a false virtue to a flight where Brown was gladly take money from Hollywood producers and then spoils of their sorry alliance. . . . [ The issttes] are being
paying back contributors to the Democratic Party by vilify the industry with slanderous accusations and negotiated by two teams of attorneys. Prince Charles’s
providing them a preference in securing contracts for anti-Semitic vulgarities,” the JDL statement said.
group is headed by Fiona Shackleton, of the longYugoslavian reconstructions that would be funded by
Irv Rubin, national chairman of the 6,000-member
established legal firm Farrer & Co. Princess Diana’s
the U.S. taxpayer.
league, defended the heavy-handed language used in attorneys are led by Anthony Julius, of the prestigious
the message to the star of “The Godfather” [which was Mishcon de Reya firm. Both attorneys are aged 39.
produced,
in part, to focus attention A WAY from the Both, in the cogent words of The Sunday Times, have
REAL muscle behind organized crime-the
Mtshpucka
“Jewish blood running through their veins”. And with
Jewish crime syndicate1
and other films.
He said Mishcon de Reya’s senior partner, the life peer (and
members of his organization will protest Brando’s rabbi’s son) Lord Mishcon, acting as a consultant on
upcoming film The Mand ofDr. Moreau and demand Diana’s behalf, blood type “Jewish” seems to be sloshBrando’s star be removed from the Hollywood Walk of ing around the royal divorce in distnctly disproportionFame. Brando could not be reached for comment. [I ate quantities.
think he yelled, “Stelllllla!!“]
During Friday’s interIn a country of 60 million, with just 300,000 Jews,
view with King, Brando complained about a Jewish-run the prominence of Jewish lawyers in the royal divorce
Hollywood and of movie characters that stereotype can hardly be considered a coincidence.
Indeed, the
minorities. He used derogatory words in reference to truth is that, in seeking Jewish professional help in
Jews and other groups
their hour of crisis, Britain’s best-known mismatched
[What words? Here are some quotes from the couple are merely maintaing a royal tradition. “Jewish
version of this story in the April 9 issue of the CHI- invovlement in royal society is not new,” says Nigel
CAGO SUN-TIMES, quoting:]
Evans, editor of Majesty magazine, a monthly devoted
. ..the Oscar-winning star. ..said, “Hollywood is run exclusively to the royals. “Edward VII (son of Queen
by Jews. It is owned by Jews and they should have a Victoria and great-grandfather
to the present queen)
greater sensitivity about the issue of people who are surrounded himself with Jewish advisers.” Newman
suffering. He enumerated negative stereotypes that he also cites probably the best-known royal-Jewish relasaid have been depicted in the movies. “We’ve seen the tionship-between
Victoria and her Jewish-born (and
We’ve seen the chink. Christian-converted)
[at least superficially]
prime
nigger and the greaseball.
We’ve seen the slit-eyed dangerous Jap. We have seen minister Benjamin Disraeli who, on entering Parliathe silly Filipino. We’ve seen everything,”
Brando ment in 1837, rapidly established himself as the queen’s
said. “But we never saw the kike because they knew “favorite minister”, says Newman, “by flattering her
perfectly well that that’s where you draw the wagons outrageously”.
Ron Brown .
correct comaround.” [Definitely NOT a politically
Princess Di had sought out Jewish expertise even
ment!]
before the divorce:
Jewish therapist Susie Orbach,
The April 15 issue of THE SPOTLIGHT also had
“Mr.
Brando’s
comments
about
Hollywood
being
best-selling
author
of
Fat
is a Feminist Issue, is said to
_.
-.
some comments to make on this subject, [quoting:]
controlled by Jews is about as sloppy an anti-Semitism
have worked with the princess to help her overcome
Say the word “censorship” and the mainstream
as saying that Jews control banks,” [and as truel] said bulimia.
media circles up the wagons and begins to talk about Rabbi Harvey J. Fiefds of the Jewish Federation of Los
And while this generation of royaIr has made some
“those crazy conspiracy theorists”. But censorship is Angeles.
Jewish acquaintances-Di’s
include banker Lord Jacob
Schindler
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Rothschild [that name seems to ring a bell!], and
Dominic Lawson, editor of The Sunday Telegraphone recent experience may have set back the cause of
relations some years. For it was a Jewish man, Steve
Wyatt, who allegedly stole the heart of the princess’s
sister-in-law Sarah (Fergie) Ferguson, the duchess of
York. They became friends after the Texan oil tycoon
invited the duchess aboard his private jet for a trip to
Mexico. In 1992, British tabloids got hold of holiday
snapshots
of them, and suggested
a romantic
invovlement.
The palace was appalled. And within
weeks, the queen announced that negotiations for a
separation between Fergie and Prince Andrew were
underway.
LINE

ITEM
THE

VETO:
SLIDING
SLIPPERY
SLOPE

DOWN

From the April 10 issue ofthe (Los Angeles) DAILY
NEWS, [quoting:]

WASHINGTON-Ronald
Reagan demanded it 100
years after Ulysses S. Grant first asked for it, but it fell
to Bill Clinton on Tuesday to sign historic legislation
finally granting presidents the line-item veto. The
symbolic importance of the measure is clear: It gives
the president new authority to cut bits and pieces of
spending approved by Congress and thus tilts the 200year-old balance of power toward presidents. President
Clinton hailed the law with unqualified praise when
signing it in an Oval Office ceremony. Sen. Bob Dole,
who hopes to wield the power next year as a newly
elected Republican president, saluted the statute in
similar terms.
An article by Trisha Katson in the April 15 issue of
Drovides this analysis. lauotintzl
Despite cries that the line item veto is-&con&u-

THE SPOTLIGHT
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.

/

PROJECT

tional and it could lead to political “blackmail” and
“usurpation of power”, the Senate passed the measure
on March 27 by a vote of 69-3 1 and the House passed it
on March 28 by a vote of 328-91 [this overwhelming
majority vote to give away its own power would be
baffling if you didn ‘t see the big picture].
The president will now have the unprecedented power to repeal
and amend law.
HOW IT WORKS: Upon receiving a bill, if the
president signs it, he then has five days to make a list
of spending items he wants to cut. Congress would
have to resubmit those items in the form of another bill,
which the president could veto. Congress could then
overturn it by a 2/3 vote.
“This line-item veto provision and its effect will be
to start the gradual accretion of power in an American
monarchy,” noted Rep. David Skaggs (D-Cola.).
“We are making the White House too powerful,”
warned Rep., Jim Traficant (D-Ohio). [You may re-
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favored by the international elitist Committee on the
Constitutional System (CCS) in the 1985 book Reforming American Government.
The 1986 book Constitutionaf Reform and Effective
Government
by James
Fundquist, published by the globalist Brookings Institution, also supported the line-item veto.
INCOME

TAX

101

It’s definitely “that time of year”, so it was very
timely that this article by Jim Thomas-and
others in a
similar vein-appeared
in the April issue of h4EDZA
BYPASS (1-SOO-4-BYPASS), [quoting excerpts:]
This article will attempt to cut through several
hundred pages of regulations and get to the heart of the
To understand federal income
income tax matter.
taxes, one must first understand the republican form of
government established under the Constitution.
The
states of the union are referred to as “the several states”
member him as “Lurch “from Cathy 0 ‘Brien ‘s account
or “the SO states” in federal laws and regulations.
of his participation
in Ohio ‘s “Charm School” for States outside the union-for
example, the “state of
mind-control
slaves.
He’s been getting a lot of good PuertoRico” -are referred to as simply “states”. Thus,
press lately as a “patriot” opposed to IRS tactics and the “states” are within the federal government’s jurislaws like this one.]
diction while the “several states” are outside, or “with[And speaking of mind-control...]
The Senate’s out” the federal jurisdiction.
leading [mini-memberedf
parliamentarian, Robert Byrd
Each of the “several states” have their own govern(D-W. Va.), had opposed the measure for years but ments, make their own laws, and have their own jurisfinally agreed not to filibuster against it. “The control diction that is foreign to each other as well as to the
of the purse is the foundation of our constitutional
federal government. The Constitution, in Art. 1, Sect.
system of checks and balances of government,” Byrd 8, Clause 17, gave sovereignty to the federal governsaid in a parting shot. “The Framers were very careful ment over 10 square miles of territory-Washington,
to place that control over the purse in the hands of the D.C. Thus the federal government can and does make
legislative branch.” [You may remember HIA4as Cathy’s laws under their own sovereignty (10 square miles) and
owner during her years as a Presidential
model mind- other federal property (e.g. the post office) or territocontrol slave. If these are the FRIENDS of the constiries, just like the several states do. Federal jurisdiction
tutional republic. we surelv don ‘t need enemies!1
follows federal sovereignty, and ends where soverThe line-item veto was a key structural change eignty ends. In other words, no one in the federal
government can, under the
Constitution,
make law or
regulations for the sovereign states or their natural
born Citizens, unless the
states or its Citizens volunteer themselves into federal
jurisdiction.
[This is afrequent theme mentioned in
the media’s minimalist exposure of the beliefs of the
‘Montana Freemen”, such
as this bit in a recent issue
of the Daily News: ‘Members of the Montana-based
consider
organization
themselves a sovereign nation and believe they have
the right to establish their
own banking system, authorities say. “1

The “several states” are
sovereign, but the “states”
are not sovereign, and are
subject to federal jurisdiction. This is so because the
“states” are not part of the
Union.... How did the free
Citizens of the several states
get involved in the taxing
scheme in the first place?
They accepted a government granted privilege,
namely Social Security

Kevixklan in court
Dr. ‘Jade Kevorkian wears a Colonial American costume Monday vorkian, 67, a retiredpathologist, gave his performanc$,in Oakas he displaysa scrollcontainingwhat he said were elementsof land CircuitCourt in Pontiac, Mich., where jury selectionwas iwt
common law, which he obtained from a legal referencebook. Ke- to begiq in his latestassisted-suicidetrial.

[or-the
‘privilege
” of
“discharging
your debts”
with Federal Reserve notes
instead
of real money].

When you signed the SS-5
application card, yoti affirmed that you werea”U.S.
citizen” and you agreed to
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become a taxpayer.
The Social Security tax is just
another income tax that you voluntarily agreed to pay.
This is not my opinion-it
is in the law.
SWISS
ON

COURT
MARCOS

OKAYS
CLAIM
MILLIONS

From the March 25 issue of THE ORLANDO SENTINEL comes this update on a story which appeared in
the January 9 News Desk, [quoting:]
ZURICH, Switzerland-In
a dramatic new twist to
the long-running legal battle over the late Philippine
President
Ferdinand Marcos’
fortune,
a Swiss
court has recognized a new claim
to the Marcos millions lying in Swiss
bank accounts.
A
Swiss court has decided that a golden
Buddha statue filled
with diamonds-all
war
Japanese
booty-was
most
likely
illegally
seized by Marcos
from a poor Filipino
locksmith who uncovered it in 1971.
The Zurich Legal
Office will within
days send Marcos’
widow, Imelda, an
order to pay $460
million to compensate the locksmith’s family which, under Philippine
law, is owed half the value of any find, the family’s
lawyer, Andres Baumgartner, told the Associated Press
on Sunday. The fortune also is claimed, however, by
Marcos, the Philippines government and victims of
human rights violations that a Hawaii court said the
Marcos regime committed.
After 10 years of legal
proceedings over the Marcos millions, the new judgments, issued Feb. 23 by the Zurich district court, has
opened an even stranger chapter.

Marcos

Many people think that shortly before World War II
ended in 1945, Japanese Gen. Tomoyuki Yamashita hid
booty in the Philippines amassed during the war in
Southeast Asia. The booty is said to include about
1,000 tons of gold bars and a 3-foot-high golden Buddha filled with diamonds. But while the Swiss court
has recognized the statue’s existence in Marcos’ portfolio, no one knows definitely if the booty was ever
discovered or where it is now. [The Shadow knows!]
Thank you, readers, for the time, energy, stamps,
and love that you put into gathering and sending in
news clippings. They arrive most timely when sent to
NEWSDESK, P.O. Box 986, Tehachapi, CA 93581.

New Gaia Presents
Bread Mixes, Flour & Kernels
formul
name)
is a grain of
Spelt is the most ancient and very best grain. Spelta (its more
its own unique being. It is the best fiber resource and has large amounts of B-17 (anticarcinoma). The grain berry grows an exceptionally thick husk that protects it from pollutants and insects. It is stored with its husks intact, so it remains fresher. Thus, unlike other
grains, it is not normally treated with pesticides or other chemicals. The strong, protective
husk may also be a metaphorical signature of this grain’s capacity to strengthen immunity.
Spelt contains special carbohydrates (Mucopolysaccharides) which are an important factor
in blood clotting and stimulating the body’s immune system.
New Gab offers Bread Mixes that use pure Spelt flour instead of wheat. The taste is
uniquely nutty and enjoyable for the whole family. Also offered are combination Bread Mixes
with both Spelt flour and whole wheat flour. Both are perfect for a 2 lb. loaf of bread which
can be utilized in the Hitachi Bread Machine or others of its equal. The mixes are easy to use
with only the simple addition ofwater, butter & sweetener. The packages come in 2 lb. sizes only.
Also available are whole spelt flour packages for your baking and homemade bread needs
that come in 2 lb., 4 lb. and 8 lb. sizes.
You may also order the whole spelt kernels that can be milled at home into flour. These
come in 4 lb. and 10 lb. bags.
--.
-----------__------____----__---__-PARSLIED

PEANUT

AND

SPELT

PATTIES

1 c. cooked spelt kernels
l/2 e. shelled peanuts

Place in food processor and grind. Place mixture in a 2-quart bowl.

1 egg

2 tbl. fresh chopped parsley
l/4 tsp. tamari soy sauce
l/4 tsp. herb seasoning salt
l/4 tsp. white pepper

Add and mix thoroughly. Using wet hands, form the mixture into 4 patties. Coat a
nonstick IO-inch skillet with cooking spray, and cook the patties over medium heat for
5 to 7 minutes on each side, or until browned and crisp. Transfer the patties to paper
towels, and allow to drain.
4 spelt buns
mayonnaise,

lettuce leaves, sprouts,

sliced tomatoes,

pickles

Fill buns with patties and “accessories”.
----------------------------------I.
See Next-to-Last Page for orderinglnformarion
or cdl-800-639-4242
(I-800-New-Cc=&)
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Yellow=Bdkd,
Bird=Brained
Legal
Attacks
Continue
4/10/96 #l
FAR

FROM

HATONN
HOME!

Each of us think upon our own status and circumstance and memories wash over the being in waves of
recognition of times gone by, times of whichdreams are
made, things which are undergoing impact both negatively and positively, each according to a given portion
of each play in performance.
It is not as simplistic as
starting a novel by such as Snoopy in the comic strip
Peanuts who simply sits atop his doggie house with his
goggles and Red Baron flying scarf and begins: “It was
a dark and stormy night, unlike most nights in which
the stars show bright and sparkley in winter more
intensely than in summer.. .” Then he is suddenly
attacked by a canary with a banner that reads “Met
Life”.
Well, Dharma has no goggles, no scarf, but there is
an abundance of yellow-bellied bird-brains attacking
in hopes she will stop our writings.
We are honored that some do take the papers in
which our writings are either honored or attacked, for
out of “work” one always hopes a tiny voice is heard and
sometimes believed.
Before the INQUISITION trial of the day in August
it becomes more and more difficult to find a moment to
write. I find that interesting in that lawyers want pay
and yet no time is left for productive work. Useless
DAYS upon days are spent in pounding, degrading
depositions which have not one iota of relativity to the
point. The opposition is ACTUALLY TRYING TO
CALL DORIS AND E. J. “ANTI-SEMITIC”
AND
SOMEHOW THAT IS SUPPOSED TO DISTRACT
ENOUGH JURORS AWAY FROM THE FACT THAT
THERE WAS NO SALE, AS ADVERTISED, OF THE
ADAM DRIVE PROPERTY IN MAY OF 1988.
MARLON

BRANDO

Well, it worked with Marlon Brando, didn’t it? I
can tell you one thing and that is IF THESE GROUPS
OF RACE-CLAIMING,
RELIGION-CLAIMING
PARASITES CALL THEMSELVES “SEMITES” THEN
THEY ARE NOT GOING TO BE VERY POPULAR
FOR VERY LONG. Why are they ASHAMED to have
it noted that they own Hollywood? Would that not be
something they would like recognized7 Why is the very
term “Jew” so disliked as to have the simple utterance
a “hate” word? This is what they call themselves; is
that not how to address them? How is it a hate crime to
speak of such in supposedly interview circumstances?
How is there no “hate” involved to speak of the “socalled Christian” evangelists and their like kind while
if a non-Jew (Goyim) speaks of a Jew it is a “hate
crime”? But that is not my point! My point is that in
the myriads of articles we have written and in which I
feel there is far more science than comment, being
NON-RELIGIOUS and certainly NON-RACIAL, how
is it that in a court of law such a reference is dumped on
a simple grandmother who writes for Godly energies as

would any journalist who has work put to public press?
If indeed Dharma were totally “anti-Semitic” (which
she neither is nor can be for she IS SEMITIC), what can
that possibly have to do with her and her husband going
to a public auction sale with certified funds in hand to
purchase a piece of property for which there was NO
SALE, some eight years ago-PRIOR
to any journal
writing AT ALL? And how can a word such as “Semitic”,
which Mr. Horn just used in the breath before Dharma
said, “I &I SEMITIC,” with measured emphasis, be
mis-transcribed as “I am sympathetic”? Did this little
court reporter misunderstand or did she have help with
corrections of perceptions in spelling and refreshing of
memory? In other places words appear which were not
spoken and in that there is some interest. No wonder
Mr. Horn will NOT ALLOW a deposition to be taped;
his tricks might be revealed. He very definitely objects
massively to journalistic articles being written wherein
he is mentioned.
Well, Doris writes about what happens and this is
what happens. Commentators MUST write about their
observations and perceptions and what is taking place
as they experience it. Then these observations must be
backed by journalistic backup material regarding the
topic under discussion. What is a JOURNALIST?
JOURNALIST: One whose occupation is journalism.
JOURNALISM: The occupation, practice, and academic field concerned with writing, editing, and publishing newspapers and other periodicals.
JOURNALISTIC: Pertaining to or like journalism
or journalists.
JOURNALIZE: To enter regularly or daily, in a
journal. To write or describe in, or as in, a journal or
as in, a journal or diary. To keep a journal or diary.
JOURNAL: A diary or record of daily or regular
occurrences; especially, a ship’s log or logbook. A
newspaper, especially one published daily or regularly.
Any periodical or magazine; as in a learned journal,
etc.
(These definitions are from The Readers Digest
Great Encyclopedic

Dictionary.)

Readers, if writing now well over I60 JOURNALS,
a hundred odd being already public in publication, and
some six years of weekly newspaper articles of which at
least three of Dharma’s writings are published, if extras are not even considered, (6 X 52 X 3 = 936 full
writings) PUBLISHED. What then CAN be considered
journalism or being a journalist? Further, if you write
as in journalism, do you not have to have reference
backup? And furthermore, are not the publisher and
editors responsible for seeing to their own business?
Now, how is it that a lawyer, in trying to say there
was a property sale held (when there was NONE), can
demand all of the writings, copies of writings, books,
journals, paper articles, phone notes, e-mail, faxes,
correspondence and backup materials used and produced by this journalist since Jan. 1, 1990 WHEN THE
NON-SALE UNDER SCRUTINY TOOK PLACE IN
MAY OF 1988? Of course he IS working directly with
George Green, Betty Tuten, Leon Fort and, surely,
George Abbott, esteemed lawyer of Nevada, including

also David Horton and other, long since departed from
God, suers and sue-ees. And is not a journalist entitled
to her/his OPINION ABOUT THESE ENTITIES IN
OBSERVATION OF THEIR ACTIONS WHICH INCLUDE LIES, CHEATING, AND THEFT DIRECTED
ON TARGET AGAINST THE JOURNALIST(S)?
Whether or not these people who represent the worst of
officers of the courts and maligning malcontents like it,
there is the obvious FACT that E. J. Ekker ALSO fits the
title of JOURNALIST. Further, if a person is in court
and is accused of being the brain-child in mental
writing, then is that person not the ONE who has the
right to be heard AND/OR PROTECTED by that law of
the courts the same as the perpetrators of the attacks
who HAVE NOTHING, NOTHING, TO DO WITH
WHETHER OR NOT THERE WAS A SALE OF PROPERTY IN 1988, WHEN NONE OF THEM WERE SO
MUCH AS PRESENT OR HEARD-OF AT THE TIME?
If there were ones of the reading audience who
wished to purchase the property, for whatever reason,
later, as an investment for collateral, is this unlawful
somehow if Ekkers didn’t know how or who structured
the transaction?
I can guarantee that Ekkers, of all
parties, were the most shocked to find that such as Betty
Tuten, Tammie Ally and family had made any investment in the property. Did they do that because they
loved Ekkers or wanted to make sure the property
would be under their control to cause the Ekkers to have
to vacate without warning7 These people now trying to
destroy the Ekkers must surely have had no loving idea
of helping and the proof is in the eating of the pudding,
readers. It was an investment in property as collateral
and it is assumed they thought it to be a good investment or THEY certainly would not have made such a
business move, would they?
These enemies now claim, after they came, took
and moved on, to have been programmed and brainwashed. How so? There is no group, no regular
meetings, no seminars, not even more than an announcement of a possible meeting where all or any are
welcomed to visit. Of all the things you will NOT FIND
HERE, IS BRAIN-WASHING OR PROGRAMMINGand that is about the most OBVIOUS of all things
regarding us. Our whole thrust is “no force”, &no
programming”, welcome to go or come, and hopefully
the seekers who didn’t find La-la-Land would move on
and seek in somebody else’s pocket. It is not the job of
these people here to see to others’ business for they
have about had enough of trying to salvage the leavings
from the liars, cheats and thieves who move into the
neighborhood and try to take over that which is not
theirs, mismanage that which is also not theirs, and
then lie, cheat and steal that which is others’ and claim
they are innocent children of God. Forget it, brothers
and sisters, it just is not so! And, there was no SALE
ON MAY 24TH, 1988 AT THE EAST FRONT ENTRANCE, OR ANY ENTRANCE, OF THE CITY HALL
ON THAT MORNING BY LARRY MITCHELL OR
ANY OTHER AUCTIONEER. THERE WERE NOT
THREE SECRETARIES AS WITNESSES, NO REAL
ESTATE AGENT, NOR ANY OTHER GATHERING,
SO WHAT DOES “ANTI-SEMITISM”, EVEN IF IN
1996, HAVE TO DO WITH 1988, EVEN IF IT WERE
SO, WHICH IT IS NOT? AND WHAT DOES A
JOURNALIST’S WRITING IN 1996 HAVE TO DO
THAT WOULD CHANGE THAT FACT’? AND, ABOUT
AS BAD FOR PUBLIC IMAGE IS THE BAD SHOW
THESE SUPPORTING PLAYERS ARE MAKING OF
THE NEVADA COURT SYSTEM BY THE OUTRAGEOUS ACTIONS OF THESE SAME PLAGUE-BEARERS.
Well, it may be difficult for my writer to carry, and
especially while “I” make it public, but we don’t lie,
cheat OR steal and we do not keep dark and dank secrets
while trying to further damage anyone, even our selfproclaimed enemies and opponents. Dharma doesn’t
really like coming to work 365 days a year, holidays
included, to write at daybreak or before. Neither does
she enjoy getting nothing of value, for living, in return.
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Mr. Green broke all of his agreements, so what else is
new? Readers, life is what happens while you make
other plans and so, too, it happens here to us and it
happens to you! The alternative is to QUIT! Which
will it be? Well, here, we don’t quit-whoever
we
might be!
Now, I would like to turn to another topic for, after
all, that is what our writings are about, OTHER TOPICS. These references are like life, that which happens
while we try to do our appointed work.

nothing but claim freedom7 Ah, indeed; a week allows
for you to reach the highUNholy day of April B!
So, the next hue and cry is “Well, where is Jesus to
allow this to take place, for these people claim to be
Christians!?!?”
Good question, readers: Which Jesus?
What Christ? YOU define the term for me and I can tell
you where HE IS NOT. Otherwise he is everywhere.
If I ask YOU, “Where is God?“, most of you will say
piously “Ah, within .my heart!” No, God is not JUST
within your heart. God is everywhere, all things, all
around and you are literally living and breathing GOD
IN LIGHT. You are like a fish surrounded by water in
the sea, so surrounded are YOU by GOD. Any MAN
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you refer to as “Christ” is not a labeled being but a Man
in a state of Grace or christness. Christ is not a name;
it is a state of being so whatever name you call the MAN
involved makes no difference. You can get rid of the
Christ teachers one way or another from the physical
plane but you CANNOT GET RID OF GOD NOR HIS
DEMAND FOR YOUR “GOODNESS” (GOD-NESS).
You only have an alternative of TWO places to TRY
and hide, the physical or etheric expression, and therefore you don’t have any place to hide your transgressions from God nor, actually, long from Man. And, you
shall be KNOWN FOR THE COMPANY YOU KEEP.
Seek out evil and you shall be accepted as evil.

MOVE

When George and Desired Green moved away and
off to bury their loot in Nevada they promised to
continue the good fight, pass out the good word, support all that had begun in recognition of God and Light
and finally the day came when the transfer would take
place.
Desire6 asked sincerely: “Can’t we continue our
work and serve God as well in Nevada as here?” My
response? “Yes, you could, but you won’t!” It doesn’t
matter WHERE you are for it is always WHAT YOU
ARE that will tell your tale. The gold itself was already
snugly hidden away for none to find. Now, when found
out, it is deemed everyone’s problem but theirs. A
letter from Dave Overton which had nothing to do with
the gold in point was then presented as if Dave had
given Greens $350,000 for their bills and rent payments-without
need of even sharing. That the letter
didn’t match the presentation
made no difference
whatsoever. Clever? No, quite stupid. George may be
able to find bent attorneys as willing to lie, cheat and
steal as is he-but the truth is out for anyone to see,
clearly, the facts. So, having a court rule WITH YOU
doesn’t mean a thing when the facts are you lie, cheat
and steal and bury truth.
It reminds me of a lawyer joke:
When it was learned that old Macauley, a member
of the Bar jor almost thirty years, had only afiw days
to live, his buddy Flaherty hurried over to the hospital.
To his surprise, he Sound the patient sitting bolt upright in bed, leafing through the Bible in a frenzy.
“Take it easy, pal, calm down, ” Flaherty soothed.
“What the hell ‘re you up to, anyway?”
“Looking for loopholes, ” gasped Macauley.

How many of you are looking for loopholes which
will allow you to continue in the LIE and perhaps
maybe make it through into some glory-land which is
ONLY available to TRUTH?
Well, Benjamin Franklin once said: “God works
wonders now and then: Behold! a lawyer, an honest
man.”
And no, I am not picking on lawyers for how else
are lawyers to work within the system as it is structured? They are but priests in the temple of their gods
in the black robes.
1 am further amused at what is taking place all
around you and is as if the trick is to magic you into
believing what is said and not what IS. The Ron Brown
plane crash is now noted to have been stricken by, at the
least, TWO FULL BURSTS OF LASER BEAMS.
[Editor’s note: See also Commander’s comments on p.
2 and the intelligence
report on p. 3.1 And still the

waggling tongues give homage and show-and-tell to
cause you to not notice the murders. And among these
same “take-out” games, just watch what “they” are
doing with the Unabomber and the Montana hoopla
over sovereignty in a tiny village of Justus, Montana.
Do you really thinkjustice is taking place in Justus? Oh
citizens, it is now being readied for the “necessary
Federal ‘raiding’ by troopers”. It is in all the news, so
how do you miss it? It is given that in a “week or so”
there “will have to be action taken”. Against who?
People who never even leave their city-limits and do

TimelyNoticeFrom
GulfWar Syndrome
Advocate
To: Rick Martin at: CONTACT Newspaper
NOTICE From Peter Kawaja
On April 1 lth, 1996-my Home was sold ILLEGALLY by the County of Palm Beach.
The California FEDERAL Bank/now Nations Bank, an IRS asset-illegally
foreclosed on my home,
in a continuing effort to suppress the Gulf WAR CRIMES. The dates of actions are tied to my appearances
at Federal Grand Juries, the IRS and CALFED. This follows a series of events from the threat to blow up
the aircraft I would take, which canceled my speaking tour in California by the Granada Forum last year.
I sent a certified letter to Louis Freeh of the FBI-they
never called to even check it out, because they
already knew who the perpetrators are. So much for wanting to stop Terrorism in America. Following
this I received a warning call from Debra Von Trapp about a plot against me. Then a Judge threatened
to incarcerate me INDEFINITELY-for
“contempt”. Next there was a seemingly innocent FIRE at my
home, now not so innocent. The fire department took 15 minutes to get here even though they are LESS
than 3 blocks away, and a dedicated department for THIS community.
Following that, my insurance company sent a letter to me stating they “heard” I had “guns and
ammunition” in my home, and would NOT come out without a POLICE ESCORT, for fear of their lives.
11am being setup.] I wrote their attorney to ask WHERE did they “hear” this from, demanding a written
apology. 1 have received no apology. How does owning a gun, LEGALLY, translate into being a radical?
Whilst I was in one court, in a different court and building, the Judge in the case about my home granted
a foreclosure in my absence, and there is much more in the way of FRAUD and violations against me. In
spite of solid evidence I presented, the Judge IGNORED all of it. Now I am told, I have 10 days to get out
of my home, where my wife shed her blood and died. Her blood is in the very foundation of this home.
ALL of her blood came out of her and ran into the carpet and concrete. I could not hold an open casket
burial. The fire could be perceived as a good way to destroy or perform an illegal search of my home for
evidence AGAINST George Bush et al. I fought the fire with extinguishers and had to be given Oxygen
in the ambulance whilst the firecrews went up into the attic and all throughout my home, unescorted.
Having found nothing here, they then foreclosed. They understand the sentimental VALUE ofthis homewhat it means to me. I had hoped to die here, and perhaps they want another WEAVER situation. By
having on record that I am alleged to have guns and ammunition, and people fear me, the SWAT team can
he used to make an assault in order to oust me from my home. So, I must go, knowing they have stolen
this land from me. Whoever lives here will be under the curse of the BLOOD of my wife and ALL dead
Gulf War veterans. This is SACRED ground. I will be moving and ask that those who have written to me
for a video tape, or other materials, to please be patient and give me some time to get settled and I will
be in touch with anyone who wrote or called.
My phone line will eventually be moved. If you call to speak with me in the next 30 days, please make
sure to leave an explicit message and the Date and Time I can call you back. My voice-mail will let you
know my new phone number and mailing location. Please do stay in touch, and forward this message to
anyone you know who may be trying to reach me. This is not a win for them, and I will never give up.
Don’t any of you EVER give up. In spite of all odds, you MUST have Hope, you must believe it is in God’s
hands. WE need each other, especially in these days. Cling to your family and PRAY, pray and then keep
praying.
America is coming under judgment and there are rough roads ahead. Pretending it isn’t going to
happen will NOT make it go away. This will be a trial by fire. The plagues that are upon us are the
beginnings of what is to come. Ignoring them, thinking the Gulf War Illnesses won’t reach you-will not
prevent you from being afflicted or DYING. Live your life, daily as if it is your last day. Start living for
yourself, start doing things with your family, your wife, your husband, your children. MONEY, and things
mean nothing at all. Eat only healthy foods. They cost more, but you are worth it. Understand that the
foods you have been buying are designed to be a major contributor to cancers and your early death, to
breaking down your immune system, to allow the GWI to be transmitted to you.
PREVENTION is the key. Build up your immune system NOW! Once the GWI takes good hold ofyou,
it is many times impossible to recover completely-most
will die. Stop living in the closet in fear. By
hiding and fearing to be counted on any list, you are ensuring the New World Order will come to pass in
a bloody way. Stand up now for YOURSELF-not
me, and peacefully demand change, fcr ?omorrow you
will not be allowed to even voice an opinion, and it WILL be too late.
GOD BLESS THE REPUBLIC!
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Greatest story

Never Told
(Continued

from

(QUOTING, PART ONE: (Editor’s note: To preserve the exact flavor of the document, no effort will be
made to correct grammar and punctuation.)]
. . . . Though they may have no longer believed in the
power of the Gods in these late times, in the days of
Cicero, they still believed in their existence and why, as
in these times, they suddenly abandoned the people.
This book is, I believe, the first ‘holistic’ study of
man and his. position in the world. Looking at the
popular press of science books, particularly by socalled noted scientists, it is sorely obvious that eclectic
thinking is missing from them for most of these people
are studied in one area only with very minimal use of
the myriads of others. How could anyone study Neanderthal man or even Napoleon without knowing what
they ate, their environment, their physiologies, etc?
The issue of whether or not Ancient Astronauts lived is
a very touchy subject with the Carl Sagan gang, as I call
them, scientists who just are not studied enough in all
fields. This national clique has everyone believing that
all scientists believe as they, but this is definitely not
true. Just as with the theory of evolution, another
subject of aggravation to many, but which, we will see
is very much a part of this study too. It is a shame
Albert Einstein is not around today when the debates
over the issues of Ancient Astronauts is at its highest
for he believed that man today is but the remnant of a
once highly civilized and technological society. He
would have sided more with Eric Von Daniken and
Zecharia Sitchin than the Saganites and perhaps we
would have had less quibbling over this controversial
topic. I used to be rather undecided until, as a student
of pathology and other natural sciences, I started reasoning that if all of what the Ancient Astronaut proponents said occurred were true, then there should be
biological evidence of it. Taking the old texts and
scriptures at face value is not enough; there has to be
other evidence to collaborate it and I believe I have
found it.
As I began reading the ‘histories of Egypt, Sumer,
India and Hebraic peoples, I began getting a pattern of
history that no one seems to have recognized because
we have allowed the Bible to influence our research
through the ages. I kept seeing paralleling stories in all
these texts and a new story to man’s ancient past
The latest translations
of the Vega. or
erupted.
A4uhabharata, the great India epic, (which itself means
“The Great Story,” and indeed it is!) has been looked
upon as nothing but tales, but I was amazed to see the
same stories in the Egyptian, Hebrew, Sumerian and,
biblical histories. How old these histories of India are,
no one really knows, but they, like the Egyptian and
Sumerian, predate the Bible by thousands of years.
Only by the wedded bliss of the natural sciences such as
psycholobiology, pathology, and a score of others, can
we ever divorce the true history from the exaggerations
and myths picked up along the way by man as he
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recorded his past, This is another part of it too, for all
these histories stemmed from a common source, perhaps a record of the events left by the “gods” themselves, and it also points to a common origin of these
people. The translations of the && by J.A.B. van
Buitenen published by the University of Chicago has
been a herculean task for this man who should receive
credit for a superlative job. There are many versions of
the Veda, but the stories all collaborate one another
more or less much as in gnostic literature of the Bible,
another forgotten source, for we shall see just why the
Dead Sea Scrolls may have been hidden from us and
written in such secrecy. But we are also indebted to van
Buitenen for he disbelieves the Ancient Astronaut
theory, .which is a plus for those of us who do not, for
he is then not biased in his translations.
There has been much debate that our government is
concealing facts concerning UPOs, hollow earth, etc. I
too was undecided in this until I delved into the past. It
is rather narrow-minded to be skeptical that in the
enormous universe someone else would not have already gained the knowledge we ourselves are trying to
seek. We just do not know all there is to know in the
areas of physics and the natural sciences to make a
definite yes or no to this. The Lock Ness Monster is a
good example. It is not so much, is it believable, but is
it possible? Considering the fact we still have thousands of animals and millions of insects yet to be
identified there is no reason, and certainly not from a
natural science point of view, why it could not be true.
One of the big problems in science is that we have too
many people voicing opinions who are only studied in
mathematics and physics and very few in the biological
sciences for this is a high-tech world caught in the last
stages of its own decline because people do not employ
all the sciences together for that is the true scientist.
Remember the gorilla, the coelacanth, animals they
said were extinct, until they found them? It is nice to
be confident about your world, it makes us feel secure,
but putting horse blinders on may distract us from
seeing the truth and dealing with it. It takes more
intelligence to not believe in evolution, than it takes to
believe in it, I have found. Those who are fanatics in
its belief remind me so of the church that has kept man
in the dark for ages. I am not a Creationists per se, but
they have certainly hit the mark on many things by
bringing up issues in science that are an embarrassment to the Saganite gendre. But to teach such a shaky
theory in schools is putting horse blinders on very
young minds who should be able to explore the world
for themselves.
Quite frankly, this is communistic.
Believe! or else you will not pass the grade. I have read
scores of scientific literature on evolution and they
begin to all look alike for the same reason-it
is what
I call the Professor Cory syndrome. I do not know if
anyone remembers this comedian, but he would start
talking a long-lettered, scientific jargon, emulating his
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old professors, until he had an audience in stitches but
actually believing what he said, whatever it was. No
one wanted to admit they really did not know but he
made you think you did. And this is pretty much the
format of much of science as far as evolution goes.
They get drunk with their words and really do not know
themselves what they are saying, but with 204etter
words, anything looks good! I intend to prove that the
evolutionary theory is one of the biggest hoaxes since
the Cardiff Giant, and a test-case in what happens when
people are not studied enough in all the sciences.
Whether you believe in the Ancient Astronaut
Theory or not is irrelevant; actually this book covers so
many areas of mankind from a biological and historical
viewpoint I think layman and professionals will find it
of interest. I come from the old school of thought that
one must be well-studied in all fields before judgments
are made, and writing something to please the general
public or make a sensationalized statement to gain
attention is very poor research. This research will step
on many toes, but as a researcher, I am not out to win
a popularity contest. I have had to deal with biological truths
that affect us today which have their roots in this dark past.
It is a sad fact in this country that most science
books have to be subsidy published for there is no
public interest in improving their way of life. Every
subject I have dealt with really could have had more
volumes devoted to it, so this is very condensed. The
problem is that the average citizen does not have the
time or initiative to study anything in the sciences or
medical fields and puts their faiths in the first persons
who condone their paths in life, even if it means
catering to their weaknesses which evolution most
certainly does. If they were more well read, they would
not be so easily duped. Evolution among scientists is
not fact; it is still very much theory, contrary to Carl
Sagan, whom I admire in all areas of his research, save
this, and his disagreement against the Ancient Astronaut proponents. Many in the science fields advocate
it. Our best two examples are from NASA itself. Josef
P. Blumrich and Maurice Chatelain. Blumrich was
chief of the Systems Layout Branch of NASA, a skeptic
until he read the story of Ezekial and therein found the
exact description of a spaceship and wrote his book,
Spaceships of Ezekiul, using his technical acumen of
aeronautics to discern what went on here. Another
superb book is 0 UR ANCESTORS CAME FROM 0 LITER
SPACE; A NASA Expert Confirms Mankinds ’ Extruterrestrial Origins (Doubleday LQCompany, Inc., NY-

1978) by Maurice Chatelain. The title is rather ‘campy’
which truly hides this most interesting study by one of
NASA’s officials who helped put man on the moon and
conceived and designed the Apollo space craft. Now, if
the Ancient Astronaut theory is all bunkum, why are
NASA officials advocating it? There are too many
peoples in these fields who believe as do not. As
Chatelain wrote concerning the Apollo flight:
But the astronauts were not limited to equipment
troubles.
They saw things during their missions that
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could not be discussed with anybody outside NASA. It a lot of talk and there still is.
BELIEVE IN UFO&’ OF COURSE, HE HAS SEEN
is very difficult to obtain any specific information from
Perhaps we will find out why the moon may have THEM AND WILL BE THE FIRST TO TELL YOU SO.
NASA, which still exercises a very strict control over been off limits to us to detonate such a device. We are
Just last week the Ekkers were smugly sent a brand
any disclosure ofthese events
It seems that all Apollo
going to find we are very much not alone.
It is
new catalog from America West Distributors.
It was also said that during their/lights
our ustro- noted that they still carry many of the books PUBand Gemini flights were followed,
both at a distance
and sometimes
quite closely,
by space vehicles of nauts frequently felt as if some external force were LISHED with funds from the Phoenix Institute as “borThey experienced
extraterrestrial
origin-flying
saucers, or UFOs (uni- trying to take over their minds.
rowed” from the Institute. These are NOT journals but
What seems almost
dentifiedflying
objects), if you want to cull them by strange sensations and visions.
rather Dr. Coleman’s Conspirators’ Hierarchy, etc., a
certain is that some of the astronauts did have psychothat name.
Every time it occurred,
the astronauts
tale of Bush, Immaculate Deception (This one just
logical problems and changes ofpersonality
after their ripped off the authors and not the Institute.), Violet
informedMission
Control, who then ordered, absolute
silence.
I think that Walter Shirra aboard Mercury 8 missions in space. Some turned deeply religious, some Flame meditations, Bridge to Infinity and several oththat of course
was the first of the astronauts to use the code name seemed to develop mental trouble-facts
ers-BUT THE INSTITUTE PAID FOR THE PUBLIwithout par- CATIONS OF WHICH HE TOOK THE RIGHTS. The
“Santa Claus ‘I to indicate the presence o//lying sau- could be ascribed to pure coincidences
ticular signijicunce.
cers next to his space capsule. However, his unnouncemost atrocious in his circle might well be the usurpaThe experiments in telepathy carried out in space tion of Dolores Cannon’s fine works on Nostradamus.
ments were barely noticed by the generalpublic.
It was
have been discussed
and even
a little different
when James Love11 on board the by some astronauts
Dr. Coleman’s book was partially.typed by Dharma,
Special symbol curds of geometric figures
Apollo 8 command module cume out from behind the published.
and Janice Jaffee, who was working here with the
in Institute structure, retyped it, and the editors of the
dark side of the moon and said for everybody to hear: were used to transmit thoughts from the participant
orbit around the moon to the correspondent
on the journals and CONTACT did all the editing and layout[see
“We have been informed that Santa Claus does exist!”
Even though this happened on Christmas Day 1968, surface of the earth. Most of these experiments were box below for ordering
books directly
from Dr.
much more so than similar telepathic ex- Coleman].
many people sensed a hidden meaning in those words successful,
Dr. Coleman was not even GIVEN a cusperiments conducted on earth, which generally had a tomary box of books. And readers, THIS is the quality
that were not difficult to decipher.
He then went on to tell how the astronauts had lower score.
of persons (Green’s Brigade) aiding and abetting Steven

photographed various UFOs and when the first moon
landing of Apollo 11 was made on the Sea of Tranquility, two UFOs hovered over Astronauts Armstrong and
Edwin Aldrin who took pictures of them which appeared in the June 1975 issue of MODERN PEOPLE
magazine having gotten them from a Japanese source,
so it was said.
There was even some talk that the Apollo 13 mission carried a nuclear device aboard that could be set
off to make measurements
of the infrastructure
of the
moon and whose detonations would show on the charts
of several recording seismographs
placed in different
locutions.
The unexplained
explosion of an oxygen
tank in the service module ofApollo
13 on itsjlight to
the moon, according to rumors, was caused DELIBERATELY by a UFO that was following
the capsule to
prevent the detonation of the atomic charge that could
possibly
have destroyed
or endangered
some moon
base established
by extraterrestrials.
Well, there was
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One of the astronauts who is yet doing research
today is Apollo 14 Astronaut, Edgar D. Mitchell who
heads the scientific INSTITUTE OF NOETIC SCIENCES to study further the issues of telepathy and
other so-called paranormal research which, we are
finding, is not so paranormal.[END
QUOTING OF
PART ONE]
I choose to end this particular segment right here
because the NEXT subject person referenced is GORDON COOPER, pilot of Mercury 9 in 1963 and of
Gemini 5 in 1965. I want to tell you a little story about
this man and his effect on Dharma. He won’t know this
but back at the time prior to her writing the little movie
“treatment” called Sipapu Odyssey a man entered her
life by the name of Jerry Popper. We will not belabor
this tale but Jerry had worked on a project concerning
filming of some Tesla material (black boxes) and so too
was Gordon Cooper working on that project. Gordon
Cooper personally gave a “silver medallion” copy of
CONTACT WITH PLEIADES to Popper. Years later
when he met Ekkers he was working on the project
revolving around a possible project with Ekkers and
“Little Crow” of the Lakota.
This gets more interesting because he dug out the
Volume I picture book from deep in his closet to share
the pictures.
It became of total interest and many
things came from that connection; however, several
other things continued to occur along the roadway
which followed. Not the least of these incidents was
that this was a one-time edition which was not able to
ever be replaced. It was on loan when the Ekkers moved
to Tehachapi and guess what? Mr. Green had been
involved in that book in a most negative manner.
Moreover, the original book ended up missing after Mr.
Green visited. Later, seminar attendees to Mr. Green’s
lectures said he said that he had an original book
INSCRIBEDBYGORDONCOOPER.
Now,youput
the possibilities together, readers, and you might concur with us that a LOT of strange things took place. It
was most expensive and terribly embarrassing to have
to replace the volume with a substitute no longer of
value, personally, at all. This is the same Green who is
helping Mr. Horn destroy the Ekkers in a case involving a non-sale of property BEFORE GREEN EVEN
KNEW THE EKKERS.
IS THERE SOMETHING
WRONG WITH THIS PICTURE7
WHAT MIGHT
THAT WRONG PICTURE REPRESENT7
IS MR.
GREEN ACTUALLY, AS TOLD TO US, AN AGENT
FOR THE ADL B’NAI B’RITH? IS HE JUST A FOOL?
HE IS CERTAINLY A THIEF OF GOLD AND
PROJECT PROPOSALS. SO WHAT CAN HE ACTUALLY DO? EVERY NASTY THING HE CAN CONJURE! HE REPRESENTS THE VERY ENTITY WHICH
IS AND HAS BEEN DESTROYING YOUR GLOBE
SOCIALLY AND PHYSICALLY. DOES HE EVEN

Horn in his all-out assault against two old people still
struggling just to find a bit ofjustice in the now defunct
and corrupted judicial system. Is Mrs. Green, Desired,
a party to this? How could she NOT BE? She still
shows as “distributor” and still writes letters to further
hide the misdeeds which continue to this very moment.
Does this make the books they distribute somehow
untrue? Of course not-get with knowing the difference, readers! Truth flows as well as lies from evilso don’t be silly in your discernment. Just as you must
test your receivings against that which you KNOW IS
TRUTH, you must allow all the input you can gather to
allow for judging works and presentations. The most
important books ever written are by EUSTACE
MULLINS, and America West Distributors handles
some of those volumes [buy dlrectfrom Eustace Mullins
see box at le/t]. You won’t get much of a discount for
prices, though, I can promise you, from that source of
distributors. There is also possibility of getting copies
of the first 50 or so “journals” from them although there
is no reference longer in the catalog. They should still
have about 110 thousand copies, although at their last
accounting in court they say they only have 40,000. A
big difference in then and now? Who knows? Well, I
guess The Shadowknows. I suggest the paper run the
contact information for some of the books offered are
hard to find in book stores and you might be interested.
I find they follow CONTACT with great detail and offer
many of the books we recommend or endorse. They
won’t yet, however, have this one. I am sure they will
make every effort now, however, to get a corner on it
somehow, if for no other reason than to keep it out of
circulation. No, ‘tis true, readers, I really do not like
these people AT ALL and love has nothing to do with
it. I despise evil but I don’t waste my time in hate so
don’t even entertain such a thought as to my feelings.
The more difficult they make our task, the more the
truth will be noted. So be it and good morning.
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Diagnosis: Cancer
SeekingAlternativeTherapie
SouthOf The Border
4/11/96

RICK MARTIN

Cancer is something that always happens to someone else. But when it strikes closer to home, panic sets
in. Denial is common. Anger is almost a certainty.
Acceptance of a “higher plan” is seldom the first response. In the Fall of 1995, my mother, Zita Morris,
was diagnosed with breast cancer. By all externals she
appeared to be the picture of vitality and health, attributable in large part to the daily regime of exercise, diet,
vitamins and health products, When she became aware
of a lump in her breast a year previous, she tried to “will
it away” through sheer determination.
When the lump
ultimately grew to larger than golf-ball size, she finally
acknowledged to herself and me, “We have got to DO
something!”
After a mammogram, a biopsy was performed and
back came the diagnosis, as feared: cancer. An operation was immediately scheduled by the doctor, and we
would find out later that the operation room had already been reserved at the time of the biopsy, so sure
was the doctor of the test results. And so, in November
of 1995, my mother underwent a radical mastectomy of
her right breast and a good portion of the lymph system
on that side. “It was a clean operation. It looks like we
got it all,” came the doctor’s response immediately
following surgery. The surgeon was absolutely professional, kind, and thorough.
The next step in the process was for Zita to be
referred to an oncologist (cancer specialist) to continue
in the evaluation of her ongoing medical condition.
Additional tests, of course, were ordered, including
drinking a radioactive dye prior to receiving what
amounted to a full body scan-a test that does prove to
be extremely diagnostically useful, though thoroughly
unpleasant. And then there were the blood tests.
Finally, an appointment
was made with the
oncologist to review these’test results. I attended the
first and second appointments. (What would you do?)
The oncologist was a kind, soft spoken man who was
anorexic, pale as a ghost and looked like he was knocking on heaven’s door. He very carefully went over the
data, indicating that it appeared the cancer had spread
to the bone. He warned us of the implications of breast
cancer in the bone, which, as we understood it, is
technically different from bone cancer. We were informed that, in the former, the bones become extremely
brittle and are subject to shattering with the slightest
wrong move, which then complicates things tremendously. We were told that the progression of the disease
was paralysis, then eventual and, unfortunately, painful death. Chemotherapy was stated as my mother’s
ONLY viable option for arresting the disease. He was
not forceful, merely matter-of-fact about how this dis-

ease proceeds once in the body. He indicated that Zita
has something in her blood which he referred to as
“markers”, which would allow him to observe if chemotherapy was having an effect. We never really did
understand what the term actually meant.
When I asked what the prognosis would be if Zita
did nothing, he said very quietly and somewhat reluctantly, that “without chemotherapy she will not be
around in five years, nor will she be around in three
years; in fact,” he said, “she won’t be around in two
years.”
With all of this said, chemotherapy seemed like the
only option in the world, as contrary as it was to
everything we knew, felt and believed. He confided in
us that about half of his patients elect not to proceed
with chemotherapy.
He spoke about Zita receiving a
surgical implant in her front, right shoulder area which
would allow for regular chemotherapy injections into a
main vein going directly into the heart, which would
prevent the burning and eventual collapse of the veins
in her arms.
We then took a tour of the chemotherapy ward and
saw the now comfortable and humane setting for the
introduction of “strong medicine”. Not all patients lost
their hair, we were assured. Some looked as if life had
long since stopped having meaning.
Depressed and shaken by this latest news, we left
the doctor’s office not knowing where to turn next.
If you ever find yourself in this situation, one thing
you can count on FOR SURE: everybody you know will
have an opinion about it. The question remains, what
is right for you?
We had heard about a program in San Diego where,
for two or three weeks, a person could detox, through
the use of colonies and a very limited diet of only fresh,
uncooked vegetables (no seasoning) and wheatgrass
juice. Off Zita went to San Diego’s Optimum Health
Institute at 6970 Central Ave., Lemon Grove, CA 91945,
(619) 464-3346. While at the Institute, Zita met many,
many people who had come to the Institute AFTER
receiving chemotherapy. Many had come from one or
several ofthe alternative Mexican clinics, having hopped
from one to another seeking treatment, seeking “cure”.
No one that Zita spoke with felt enhanced by chemotherapy-most
were merely trying to detox from it.
This feedback reassured her that her refusal of chemo
was the right choice.
After her stay at Optimum Health Institute, Zita
made arrangements for a local physician to obtain her
records since it is always good to keep your options
open. And so there was some additional blood work,
always the blood work. The results? The cancer
“markers” had more than doubled since Zita’s last
appointment. But what exactly were markers? We

never really did get a satisfactory answer. Some seemed
to think it was the body sluffing off or eliminating,
cleansing itself after the extensive cleansing program
she had just been though.
In the weeks that followed, I made many phone
calls and sent out letters. I began collecting brochures
and information on all the so-called “alternative” therapies I could lay my hands on. Before long I had a stack
of documentation a foot high, and the realization set in
that I still didn’t know which was valid. And so,
frustrated, I set them all aside for another day.
Then, coincidentally, a couple came to visit who
had traveled the world for 30 years investigating alternative health treatments, particularly cancer treatments.
These beloved CONTACT readers were in the business
of KNOWING who is good and who is not, who heals,
and who merely strips the bank account. And so, very
carefully, we found ourselves on my living room floor
pouring over that stack of alternative treatment facilities. They were absolutely clear about one thing. They
said that there was one man who stood head and shoulders above the rest for cancer or terminal illness treatment-namely,
Dr. Richard Schultz.
Interestingly
enough, I had received information on Dr. Schultz from
three different sources, all in the previous two weeks.
All roads were leading to Dr. Schultz. No longer in
practice, thanks to the FDA, Schultz now offers SUPER
QUALITY formulas, herbs, and tinctures through his
American Botanical Pharmacy, P. 0. Box 3027, Santa
Monica, Calif. 90408-3027, (310) 453-1987.
Dr.
Schultz is also associated with the American Institute
for Natural Healing, P. 0. Box 3628, Santa Monica, CA
90408, (3 10) 576-6565, where training is offered in the
form of home study courses using video tapes of his
treatment methods. More on Schultz later in this
article.
Right here I want to mention an organization that
was absolutely the most helpful as a resource for alternative cancer treatments: the Cancer Control Society,
2043 N. Berendo St., Los Angeles, CA 90027, (213)
663-7801. If you send them $10 or $15, they will send
you an entire kit of resource materials, including lists
of doctors in the United States and Mexico, book lists
and reference materials, and people to talk with. They
will also provide information about actual tours of the
alternative Mexican clinics. All in all they are an
excellent resource for information.
Then we entered into a discussion of the Mexican
clinics, specifically referring to the clinics in Tijuana.
While some were good, the cost is generally SlO,SOOSlS,OOO for a four week stay, and most gave each
patient the same prescription regime. There ‘was,
however, one doctor in Tijnana who stood out as the
genuine article -a real physician who was in the busi-
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ness for the right reasons, namely, healing. We made
a note of this man’s name and tucked it aside as our ace
in the hole. Little did we know that we would have to
play that ace sooner than expected.
In March, 1996, stoic by nature, Zita seemed to be
experiencing a great deal of pain and was even beginning to walk with a limp. Finally admitting to me that
something was wrong, we decided to take some immediate action! Pulling out the doctor’s name in Mexico,
I made the call. An appointment was set. He agreed to
see us right away. We made reservations at a motel he
recommended, which had also been recommended by
the earlier mentioned, well-informed couple who assisted us in discerning quality health practitioners,
This motel, literally right on the border to Baja
(Tijuana), is called the International Motor Inn, 190
East Calle Primera, San Ysidro, Calif. 92173-2901,
(619) 428-4486 and they specialize in cancer patients,
offering shuttle bus service to the various “alternative”
clinics in Tijuana.
Rates are reasonable (approximately $40 a night) and the staff are helpful.
Once at the border, prior to going into Tijuana, we
met many people at the motel who were being treated at
one or another of these clinics. We were somewhat
surprised to see three separate Amish families from
Lancaster, Penn. and from Indiana. One of the families
had, as it turned out, been coming to Mexico for
treatment of their daughter’s brain tumor. This was a
therapy that had been ongoing for three years thus far,
and their daughter was still alive.
We spoke with one sage patient that first morning
who said, “You know, people exhaust absolutely all
options, including chemotherapy, before coming here
and then they expect miracles. Do people die at these
Mexican clinics? Of course! What do you expect. Do
people survive?
They sure do. Do people die in
American hospitals?”
I spoke directly with patients from Alaska, northern Alberta, Canada, Wisconsin, Michigan, Florida,
New Mexico and Arizona. Most had been given no time
at all to live. Having started treatment in the Mexican
clinics, most have been coming back for years now.
Still alive. Most tried to recover from chemo. One of
the common threads throughout all of Mexican clinics
is BUILDING UP THE IMMUNE SYSTEM so the body
can do its own work!
The doctor we had been referred to in Tijuana is
Jeffrey Freeman, M.D., at the Europa Institute of Integrated Medicine. Information about the clinic may be
obtained by writing to Dr. Freeman at P. 0. Box 926,
Bonita, Calif. 9 1908.
That first day we met with Dr. Freeman and his
wife, Sonia Rodriquez, M.D., and they obtained a
complete medical history. Dr. Freeman said to us, right
up front, “I want you to understand something very
clearly, I have not found a cure for cancer.” He went on
to add that some of the treatment modalities practiced
at that facility were very effective in the alleviation of
certain symptoms.
We were actually feeling guilty about all the time
these fine doctors were willing to spend with us, which
amounted to most of the day. ‘By the afternoon they had
diagnosed that there was metastasis (cancer) in Zita’s
lower right rib-cage area, which is why her side hurt so
much. A treatment plan was developed which would
take 10 days. Her specific treatment included treating
her blood through the use of ultraviolet light. This was
done by withdrawing approximately a quart of blood
through an I.V., into a quartz crystal glass tube (flat),
which sits atop an ultraviolet light machine (deveIoped
in Russia). The blood was then ozonated, treated with
antioxidants,
hydrogen peroxide, a drug known as
chlordronate and then the -blood was reintroduced to
her body, again being treated with ultraviolet light
prior to reentry. She also received I.V. amino acids,
plus received electromagnetic therapy.
About half the way thrdugh the treatment program,
the pain in her side subsided. Metastasis had settledin
the fourth lumbar region of her spine, which had been
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giving her pain. Treatment continued as planned, with
a slight increase in the use of chlordronate. When the
IO-day treatment cycle was over, she wasn’t “healed”
but she certainly felt a lot better. Upon returning home,
several people commented that she “glowed”.
Upon our return, we continue to communicate with
Dr. Freeman and Dr. Rodriquez.
Several weeks have passed since this clinic treatment. These last few days, Zita has been walking very
“stiffly”, deliberately, as if in pain, with a slight limp.
Additional tests have been conducted, including a full
bone scan. She received the devastating results of that
scan. The cancer or mestastasis has spread throughout
her spine and rib-cage. She has a broken rib. The
cancer is spreading aggressively and she is in extreme
pain. There is so much pain and pressure from her
spinal region that her legs give out from under her, so
she is unable to walk. The few steps she is capable of
taking are with both legs bent and the upper half of her
body stooped over 90 degrees in front of her.
Yesterday we went to see the oncologist-not
the
same one we first met with, but the same office. Let’s
just say he was less than enthusiastic over the mention
of the word Tijuana. He ordered an MRI (body scan),
which fortunately was done the same day. He prescribed morphine for her pain, which has alleviated it
only partially.
Next week we will be receiving the
results of the MRI and if it indicates that there is
intrusion upon any of the spinal disks, surgery will
likely be ordered. If surgery is not appropriate, radiation remains a viable option.
The doctor also prescribed tamoxifen, which is
loosely described as “hormone therapy” but is technically referred to as an antiestrogen or antineoplastic
drug. While the original oncologist did not prescribe
this, even when asked about it, apparently the reason
had to do with one of the other earlier tests performed
on Zita. This new oncologist, however, indicated that
the use of tamoxifen under certain conditions is a
matter of some controversy and he happens to be of the
school of thought that it DOES work. Therefore, we are
pleased at that recent development.
We are utilitizing the very best diagnostic tools
available through M.D.s and Zita is keeping ALL of her
options open concerning treatment.
The next step in attempting to overcome this vicious disease will be several fold, but certainly will
include the use of Dr. Schulze’s “incurablesprogram”.
Please understand, there are no guarantees when
seeking ANY treatment for disease such as this. What
will the outcome be? I won’t hazard a guess. Zita has
her affairs in order and we are taking it one day at a
time, keeping the faith, utilitizing whatever health
tools are at our disposal or to which she is strongly
drawn.
With regard to the Europa Institute of Integrated
Medicine, I have never met more caring physicians.
These people obviously are devoted to medicine and
love their work.
Let’s take a look at some of the information contained within their clinic’s brochure, [quoting:]
You are an individual who takes the time to research your health care options. We at EIIM hope you
will! Understanding you DO have options, and educating yourself in the process is actually the first step in
taking an active responsibility in your treatment and
recovery. We offer the most innovative and efficacious
treatment protocols from among the most prestigious
research institutions in the world, such as the Mayo
Clinic, Stanford, and the best of the European scientific
community.
We at Europa Institute provide biologically and immunologically-based
therapies for auto
immune and degenerative disease. Our treatment protocols are impeccably documented, thus offering the
most viable medical treatments available. Your “team”
will consist of leaders in “cutting edge” European
Biological
Medicine,
Immunology,
Homeopathy,
Cardiology,
Nutrition,
‘Naturopathy,
and
Psychoneuroimmunology.
[Still quoting:]
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Hyperthermia is the application of therapeutic heat
to the center of tumors and cancerous areas. It is
considered the 4th Modality (in addition to surgery,
The core temperature must
chemo and radiation).
reach 41 degrees C or 106-l 12 degree F, and be maintained for approximately I hour. This is accomplished
through the use of Microwave energy delivered via
small diodes that attach to the area. It is painless. The
number of treatments for Cancer depends on the severity of your case. The Cancer cells basically shrivel up
and necrot, without harming healthy tissue surrounding it. We also use it as an adjunct to other therapies
because of its ability to increase cellular porosity. This
equipment is available in a few research centers in the
U.S. and is only used with ionizing radiation or chemoMRI’s, ultrasounds, X-Rays, etc. will be
therapy.
required to be brought to the evaluation. We will order them
if you don’t already have tests less than 2 months old.
For enlarged prostate, HYPERTHERMIA is designed to eliminate the need for traditional treatments
such as a TURP (Trans Urethral Resection of the Prostate), and laser surgery. These older techniques have
always required hospitalization under anesthesia, both
of which are not without risks. The use of a watercooled catheter similar to a common urinary catheter
has the same shrinking effect and is, for the most part,
available throughout the world. It has not been formally approved by the FDA in the United States, therefore only a few U.S. centers are offering this type of
treatment for enlarged prostate. We’re one of the few
centers where this is commercially available in an
office procedure.
Patients need to qualify by being examined and
tested, including a PSA, TRUS (ultrasound) and blood
chemistry (SMAC), which are covered on the U.S. side
by most insurance plans. We need to determine what
type ofblockage is involved and rule out cancer (30,000
men in the U.S. die annually from prostate cancer). It’s
a fact that 1 out of 3 men over 50 will experience
enlarged prostate. Hyperthermia gives a new lease on
life and you no longer need to suffer or risk surgery and
its complications. We prefer to do an entire program to
eliminate the underlying cause, not just address the
symptoms. [End quoting. ]
While at the clinic, Dr. Freeman provided me with
a series of technical, medical papers on the use of
hyperthermia in the reduction of tumor cells.
Once again, from Europa Institute of Integrated
Medicine’s brochure, [quoting:]
GRIN AND BEARIt / Bv Fred Wamer

“I have personally investigated the
charges a ainst me and found them to
be totally Palse!”
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BIOMAGNETIC/BIOELECTRIC/
POLARITY
THERAPIES

Cellular polarity imbalances are factors in illness.
Reestablishing proper polarity helps the cellular potassium/sodium pump, enzyme functions, antioxicant and
bio-oxydative mechanisms and keeps foreign invaders
at bay. Various equipment is used for this including the
Pappas Polarity Machine, InductoMag Pulsed Magnetic Therapy, TDP Mineral Disk Lamp, Electra
Accuscope, and Pap IMI Apparatus.
[Still quoting
from the Europa literature:]
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that surround us.
Ultraviolet light has been used in disinfection for
many years and is, in fact, still used for that purpose.
Any contaminated object, whether it be surgical instruments, bedding, room air, the human skin, or body
fluids such as blood, can be cleansed rapidly of viruses
and bacteria.
This killing of infectious organisms is a useful
quality of ultraviolet light, but it is not as important as
another capability of this remarkable part of the energy
spectrum: the stimulation of the immune system and
various

enzyme systems.

When a small quantity of blood is treated through
ULTRAVIOLET
LIGHT
photoluminescence,
an astounding thing happens.
Through some mechanism that is not completely unPhotophoresis/Photoluminescence
derstood, the body’s defenses are organized rapidly to
(Ultraviolet Blood Irradiation)
destroy all invading organisms, whether viral, fungal,
or bacterial.
The immune system comes to life and
We are one of only a few clinics using this therapy. rapidly brings the body back to a state of balance. [End
This therapy entails drawing/pumping whole blood quoting.]
into a special imported quartz glass cuvette, passing it
With all of this said, let’s hear from Dr. Freeman
through a special imported U.V. light machine (we use directly about his practice of medicine in Mexico.
a Russian machine) into an evacuated bottle, then
reinfusing it. The actions noted to date include the
INTERVIEW
WITH
DR. FREEMAN
following:
It up-regulates cellular immune function
The following
is an interview with Rick Martin
similar to ozone therapy, but has different effects on
reprogramming cellular receptor sites in autoimmune from CONTACT and Jeffrey Freeman, M.D., A.A. F. P.
disease, allergies, etc., and does not have the free- Dr. Freeman shares this clinic with his wife, Sonia
radical generating potential as oxygen/ozone; It inacti- Rodriquer,
M.D.,
Carolyn
Bormann,
N. D., C. P.
vates viruses and toxins directly and increases bodily (Naturopathy), Betty James, M.D. (general medicine),
‘i r m a n d.o
resistence to them; It
Montanez,
M.D.,
increases oxygen potenH.M.D., Arne Liss,
tial; It activates natural
Dr. Jeffrey Freeman
Ph.D., Prof Maria
production of hormones/
Europa Institute
Of
Eugenia
Padilla
sterols and Vitamin D;
Fuentes, and their
It restores
normal
Integrated
Medicine
recent
addition,
chemical balances in the
William Hitt, M.D.,
P-0. Box 926
blood and normalizes
Ph.D.
This intersize, shape, and moveBonita, CA 91908
view was recorded
ment of dysfunctional
on March 20, 1996
misshapen
lipid elements, and much more.
on location at their
Direct Phone Number
For
UBI is an old therapy
clinic known as the
Europa
Institute of
and has been in use in
The Clinic In Tijuana:
the U.S. sincethe 1930’s
Integrated
Medi011 526-682-4902
cine at the Allen W.
but was “shelved*’ with
Lloyd
Building,
the advent of antibiotFax: 011 526-682-4920
Ave. Pasoo, Baja
ics, since there’s more
California,
money and less hassle
Tijuana,
in “giving a pill”. We
#406,
are the only facility in the Western U.S. doing this Suite 201 (2nd Floor), International
Border Zone.
therapy. [End quoting.]
Telephone 011 526 682 4902.
As a side note, Dr.
In William Campbell Douglass, M.D.‘s book titled Freeman introduced hyperthermia
to Mexico and it is
Into The Light-Tomorrow’s
Medicine, Dr. Douglass reported that Europa is the only clinic with this (very
provides a fascinating historical retrospective of the expensive) and effective equipment. Ifyou do decide to
use of ultraviolet light in the treatment of disease. He contact these good doctors, please let them know that
also explores thoroughly the present and future uses of you read about their clinic in the CONTACT.
this tremendously valuable modality. This is an excelDr. Freeman: I’ll give you a little point of view of
lent book, which I recommend. [Quoting a portion:]
why I founded this clinic. OK?
The most appropriate name for light therapy is
Being an American, married to a Mexican physiprobably “photoluminescence”.
So, extensive has the cian, I have, in effect, a vested interest in two worlds.
research been in this area,’ and so varied the researchI also am a graduate of a Mexican medical school. I
ers, that it has been called by several names. Among have done post graduate work at the Baylor College of
these
are
hemo-irradiation,
photophoresis,
Medicine in Houston, Texas; again, two worlds. But
photochemotherapy,
photobiological therapy, photo- there is a point to this. The point is that I was a little
oxidation, ultraviolet blood irradiation, photon pump, bit annoyed at seeing so many non-practioners, so many
and photodynamic therapy. These names are instruc- people who really have not paid their dues to practice
tive in themselves, giving some idea of the scope and medicine-especially
in Baja California and Mexico,
diversity of photoluminescent research in the past.
practicing. I spent a lot of time getting educated and
The word photoluminescence
sounds mysterious trying to do the best job possible in delivering health
and hi-tech, but it is an extremely simple, painless, and care. I regard this, as I’ve told you before, as a sacred
safe means of treating a patient. “Photo” refers to light, mission, so to speak, because I regard the human body
and “luminescence” refers to emission of light. Al- as a temple, a sacred temple-mine
and yours. And
though this book deals primarily with the ultraviolet
when you encharge me with the care of it, I take that as
portion of the energy spectrum, other energies, from x- a very serious charge. A man with the background and
ray through infrared, and perhaps beyond, can be ap- training, clinical training, maybe has some book knowlplied to the treatment of disease. Starting with UV edge of biochemistry, which is fine, but is not a clinilight, we are opening a veritable cornucopia of thera- cian. A Ph.D. in philosophy is a wonderful thing but
peutic possibilities using the electromagnetic forces that doesn’t make them a health care practitioner.
I
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feel people need to be qualified and educated in the best
areas of science possible, not just hire a few Mexican
people that are not as adept, that they’ve got a few
dollars to buy. That’s not the way to do it.
As the result, there is in Baja California a stigma as
far as medicine, as being the land of the phonies.
Alternative medicine has got a lot of validity and is not
phoney. There is a lot of room where decent, ethical
practitioners can work. And that was my goal objective-to
bring that to this part of this world and to
remove that taint that some of these other people,
without calling names, have put upon this land; and to
bring a high level of medical care.
But at the same time, my personal philosophy was
to practice medicine according to the dictates of my
conscience and not the dictates of a bureaucracy. This
place gave me the freedom to do that. Now, we developed this clinic, bringing to the public well-documented, well-researched points of views and philosophies. Not necessarily by me, by reputable investigative institutions such as the Mayo Clinic, Stanford, a
whole slew of them all over the world. There is a place
in Poland, a place in Germany, Israel, etc. I have
documentation from all these places of higher learning,
and this justifies my utilization of certain therapies
when we see the indications for it. We don’t practice
cookbook medicine here; there are no recipes.
The
medicine is applied according to the needs of the
individual in the disease process, after we make our
diagnosis because again, if you can’t identify the enemy, you can’t attack them. - So that’s why I approach
things in this manner.
Martin: Let’s talk about some of your treatment
modalities.
I notice in reading the brochure on the
Europa Institute of Integrated Medicine that you use
machines, technology, treatment modalities from a
variety of different countries, including Japan, Germany, Russia. Can you just speak about some of the
different treatment modalities and how you arrived at
those.
Dr. Freeman: I arrived at them based on-let’s
take cancer. There’s a good one. Hyperthermia-I
initiated hyperthermia in Baja California. First, with
another institution, and when I found out that this
particular individual was trying to dilute it, milk it for
whatever it was worth, I brought it here and we try to
give good, ethical treatments. Hypertherapy is used as
an injunctive therapy in the United States for the
treatment of cancer, so that you can utilize low-dose
chemo and low-dose radiation as an injunctive therapy.
And the goal objective is: tumor control without good
tissue damage. After carefully researching it out, and
doing a lot of reading, a lot of literature, and getting
involved with some of the people-for
example, there’s
a major institution not too far from here, University of
Southern California (U.S.C.), there’s a researcher, Dr.
Peckeridge-in
talking to these people, I initially
brought the prostate machine. Recent articles in the
newspapers indicate it melts down enlarged prostates
of the elder gentlemen, so they can avoid surgery.
That’s not an FDA-approved procedure, currently. The
original research was done by the Mayo Clinic. I
brought that procedure here and I’ve been using it for
three years, very efficiently. That’s number one.
Then we got into-of course, hyperthermia works
well with large body cavity tumors such as the thoracic
cavity, the abdominal cavity, liver, lungs, etc. But the
theory for the standing, without being adjunctive
therapy, the biological rationale is very simple-it
interferes with the S-phase of the mitotic process which
is the process whereby all cells replicate themselves.
So, if we can interfere in this, two sources of energy,
which is microwave energy and heat, we can invalidate
the tumor’s ability to grow, and good tissue is not
damaged because it has good circulation and it cools
down rather rapidly. Now, the Japanese recently came
up with a publication that, I found out, if you stimulate
as an adjunctive to hyperthermia, tumor necrosis factor, which is an immunological component, you will
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get a, thousand percent better cytotoxic effect on the
tumor cells. This is very significant because this is the
body’s immune system which can destroy tumor cells.
So, we utilize that but instead of applying tumor necrosis factor, we apply our biological product from Germany which stimulates the production in the body,
naturally, of tumor necrosis factor and we’re getting
very good results-significant
results, to say the least.
Martin: And what exactly is that?
Dr. Freeman.
,Lt s a product called Purstulus
[phonetic spelling], and it’s a biological product made
up by a laboratory. The formulas come from Germany.
Pyro-immune stimulants, you might call them. OK?
Or, biological response modifiers, is another way to
phrase it. We utilize that.
Martin: I noticed you are using ultraviolet. Let’s
talk about ultraviolet.
Dr. Freeman: Ultraviolet light, another name for it
Dr. William Douglass talks
could be photophoresis.
about it extensively in his book Into The Light. It’s an
excellent modality. It’s another adjunct to our degenerative disease treatments because it has a lot of value.
One of those values is that it is a fantastic antiviral.
This, incidentally, goes back; this is not a new therapy.
This has been established
as being utilized in
pneumonias before the onset of antibiotics, but what
happened is: the antibiotic industry came on very
strongly and, of course, organized medicine shelved it.
It’s not an illegal procedure, it’s actually an FDAapproved procedure. It is used extensively, because of
Russia’s economy, I imagine, I’m not quite sureantibiotics were a scarcity-they
put this into utilization in the hinterlands and have gotten very good use.
The documentation is fantastic. Actually, much of the
documentation with some gastrointestinal diseases such
as peritonitis, etc., other infectious problems, hepatitis
and other viral problems, has been well established by
investigators in the United States, by a Dr. Miley, back
in the ’40s. Interestingly enough, I came across a
textbook which I’d like to show you, a textbook of
immunology for medical students. I got it in a used
And, by accident, there’s a
bookstore at U.C.S.D.
whole section on the value of ultraviolet irradiation of
the blood that they were teaching to medical students
back in the ’60s. Of course, this is a European book, it
actually comes from England. But nevertheless, being
documented as a textbook for students makes that, for
me, a significant piece of literature and explains the
mechanisms or actions and so-forth, and why it works.
It is well-established in the area of immunology that
this is a valid modality, stimulating, at times, interferon or the production of interleukin 2, which are
the factors in the immune system that elaborate some
of the T-cells, especially T-4 cells.
Martin: Now, there are those who would say that
the pharmacological industry in America has a vested
interest in seeing that these types of treatment modalities are not being used and are applying undue
pressure to the AMA directly. Do you think that is
valid?
Dr. Freeman: No, I don’t think it’svalid because
ANY MODALITY THAT, IS GIVING YOU BETTER HEALTH CARE, WHICH IS LESS TOXIC,
SHOULD NOT BE SUPPRESSED-IT
SHOULD BE
ENHANCED! Just the contrary, more research should
be done on it.
Martin: So, it is your view that there are suppressed treatment procedures in America?
Dr. Freeman: Well, suppressed isn’t exactly the
right connection. I don’t like to knock. I think what
they do is, they just don’t put any emphasis on it by
saying that they are valid or good modalities.
So,
they sort of put them on the side, they are put aside,
very generally, so they’re not competitive. Now, I
don’t know what the powers are that do this-1 just
have conjecture about that. But I do know the
modalities work. The oxygen-carrying concentrate
is significantly increased with the ultraviolet light.
Of course, we add to that by using intravenous ozone
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in the form that the Europeans have been using for fifty
years, which is also a great sterilizer, antiviral, antifungal, and antibacterial agent. So we find we are
getting extremely good results with Chronic Fatigue
Syndromes that are secondary to Epstein-Barr viruses
and other viral components.
Martin: Now, there are those out there who would
play devil’s advocate and say that America has the best
medicine available and all Third World countries, ineluding Europe, are way behind the times medically
and that these other treatments are just antiquated.
How would you respond to that?
Dr. Freeman: Look, I’m an American. I don’t want
to make any mistake about that. I had training in the
United States, and without a doubt the technology and
the education is very good. BUT, there is a certain level
of bureaucracy that exists that closes doors to new
techniques and new approaches.
And that’s how I
would answer that. And, I think that we could all learn.
We need to keep an open mind that science is such a
dynamic and changing subject that we need to keep an
open mind to see that there are other means to accomplish healing.
1’11give you a good example-immunology,
which
is probably, for me, the future of medicine of pure and
certain autoimmune diseases. How old do you think
that material is? In 1896, a Russian immunologist by
the name of Minor, I think his name is, I’m not pronouncing it, but anyway, he first brought out some of
the theories that are basic to immunology. That’s less
than a hundred years ago. It’s just come into its own in
the forties.
It’s a new subject, relatively speaking.
Textbook literature is coming out about different areas
of autoimmune diseases and the immunological basis of
tumors and so forth and so forth. So, we’re dealing
with new material. We’re accepting that. Why? Because we’re not interfering in a certain level of economits, I think.
We’re privileged to have one of our
country’s really fine immunologists as an affiliate of
our clinic, William Hitt, M.D., Ph.D., who is a former
professor at Johns Hopkins and Louisiana State University and, I think, that puts us one up on things in the
kind of medicine that we do here.
Martin: As we talk with Dr. Hitt later we’ll get into
this more, but can you just comment on your treatment
modality for substance dependency?
Dr. Freeman: Yes. What I use is an enzyme called
[DPN] diphosphopyridine nucleotide; this is nothing
new. This is a step-let’s take alcohol, for example. In
the metabolism of alcohol, the liver, where all of this
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takes place, when you break down alcohol, ethanol, the
alcohol, plain whiskey, you build up a metabolic byproduct called acetylaldehyde.
Acetylaldehyde is a
toxic substance to the nervous system and it causes
cravings, because it’s painful, frankly. So you need to
do something to remove that pain. So what do you do?
You drink more so you can go into a state of unconsciousness.
Unfortunately,
if you get too much
acetylaldehyde, another step would be isoquinelons
[phonetic spelling] which are really super-toxic, and
subsequent death, if you ingest too much alcohol. And
the reason for that is because there is a step missing.
The step is this enzyme which controls the velocity of
the metabolism
of this, so you don’t remove
acetylaldehyde quick enough and that step is this [DPN]
diphosphopyridine
nucleotide.
We remove that by
supplementing this.
Now this is something that was researched out at
the SchicWSchatil Institute in the state of Washington-many,
many investigative studies have been done
on this. As a matter of fact, millions of dollars were
spent. The technique was taken to South Africa where
I subsequently got it from one of the forensic psychiatrists who used it for over fourteen years in South
Africa. It worked very well. Combined with what Dr.
Hitt does with his amino acid therapies, with this and
that, we have the answer to multiple addictions. I’d
like him to explain it, since he is the expert in it; it’s a
neurotransmitter approach which is excellent. I think
we have an excellent program. It’s a physiological
approach to addictions.
The Betty Fords and all of
these institutions that have good programs, I don’t
think address the physiological needs of the individual,
but they are real, And there is a hereditary relationship, as well.
Martin: And what is that relationship, as you see
it?
Dr. Freeman: Well, I think they are missing this
link, this step; those people who have this addictive
problem for alcohol, particularly the Orientals-they’ve
discovered that they do, due to a “rites of passage” that
they have-the Japanese drink to prove their manhood.
Some of the young men were drinking to the point of
intoxication, therefore, it was discovered that this step
is missing to control the velocity of their metabolism,
the speed at which they metabolize the alcohol and they
don’t get out enough acetylaldehyde; the subsequent
isoquinelon build-up was toxic. So, this seems to be
true in some of the other people that come from that
particular genetic pool-Eskimos,
some American In-
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dians, I guess-true
in a little different respect.
So, we have to say there is a genetic link there, that
they are not metabolizing at the same rate. And what
we do with our difosfopiridien nukleotide and diphosphopyridine nucleotide is to normalize that velocity,
that metabolism.
Martin: And why is this not done all across the
country?
Dr. Freeman: It hasn’t been approved by the FDA,
yet. First of all, I don’t think they are that aware of it.
Researchers are aware of it. There is a Blum at the
University of Texas who has written around this; a Dr.
Jeffrey Bland has written around this-he’s an Australian researcher.
Even the United States Government
has written around this--they published a recent study
on alcoholism and all the ramifications.
They can
identify it because it is basic biochemistry, but nobody
calls it out and says, “This is what it is.” That’s the
problem.
Martin: Let’s get back to talking about medicine as
practiced in the United States vs. practicing in Mexico,
because what most people will want to know is: Why
would a U.S.-trained medical doctor come to Mexico to
practice medicine?
Dr. Freeman:
As I stated before, FREEDOM;
freedom to practice medicine according to the dictates
of m conscience and the science that I have read and
can apply clinically, as opposed to-because
everything I do in the United States is subject to peer review,
peer control, and they may not be as well versed in the
area that I am interested in. I may be applying research
to clinical medicine, and some gentleman that has
spent 30 years applying penicillin injections, a few
antihistamines for flu, is satisfied as he makes his $25
fee or whatever it may be in his office, and all of a
sudden he is the one that is saying to me, “He is not
practicing according to the standards of the community. He is using an ultraviolet light; what is that? I
don’t know that but that’s not my standard, and I’m the
community.”
I don’t want to be subjected to that kind
of nonsense.
Martin:
One thing that is very obvious to me,
coming down here, is that...
Dr. Freeman: Non-consensus medicine...
Martin: . . .there is a tremendous lack in traditional
medical practice in America when throngs are flocking
from Canada, I notice, and throughout the United
States, to the border of Mexico to get their treatment for
Something is terribly wrong and it is an
cancer.
indictment against traditional medical practice when,
in traditional oncology diagnosis, chemotherapy and
radiation are the ONLY answers that are explored,
without educating the patient and without offering
viable alternatives to build the immune system.
Dr. Freeman: Well, the American system seems to
be such that the physician is the omnipotent ruling
power. He has got the ultimate word. For example,
Taxal, which is a derivative of a Yew tree from the
jungles-after
many years of research proved to be
modestly effective in cancer, how many years did it take
for the American physician community to accept this?
And still, it is very difficult to get an oncologist in the
states to give it. We are dealing with a sick population,
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people with cancer, who are desperate. They have no
real answer, except to be burned, mutilated, and made
terribly toxic with the treatments, more so than the
disease. Where is the quality of life that we can talk
about? It doesn’t exist when you are a cancer victim,
unfortunately, if you’re in the American system.
Martin: I’ve spoken with a number of people in the
last two days who were given from anywhere from two
months to nine months to live, and in various cases,
that was five or ten years ago-they
have been coming
down here for repetitive treatments at one or another of
the various clinics and they are a11 living, healthy
examples of how wrong diagnosis can be.
Dr. Freeman: It also brings us to the question of, let
us take prostate cancer, where there is some doubt
about it. If you did nothing, how long would the
survival rate be? Don’t treat some of them. Now, I’m
not advocating that, there is some controversy about that.
Martin: Let’s talk about Saw Palmetto. What do
you think about Saw Palmetto as a treatment.
Dr. Freeman: Enlarged prostate7
Martin: Yes.
Dr. Freeman: Well, Saw Palmetto, which is an
herb, has a great deal of validity based upon clinical
observation with an enlarged prostate. Now, I’m not
going to recommend this for a cancer or anything as
deadly as that.
But, to remove some of the
symptomatology of a gentleman that wakes up at night,
it’s a palliative treatment. It gives you some temporary
amelioration of the problem which is the diminished
urine stream, the frequency, the waking up in the
middle of the night five and six times. But it is not the
answer, there are much better things on the market.
These things have to be taken in perspective and, if you
have these problems, it is a good hint to go in and get
yourself examined by a physician; get some definitive
treatment. Not necessarily because it is such a problem
to have an enlarged prostate. An enlarged prostate is
annoying, to say the least, and it certainly is not
deadly-it’s
an aronoma, that’s why it’s called benign,
not a carsoaronoma,
there is a difference.
The
carsoaronoma is the malignancy. So, Saw Palmento,
for those who can afford it or that want to get some safe,
rapid amelioration of the symptomatology, I agree, it’s
good. We use it as maintenance here.
Martin: I know that all of our readers are going to
want to know because they’ve read a little bit about it
in the last few weeks’ CONTACT, let’s talk about
Laetrile. You referred to it in the last few days as the
fourth protocol.
What did you mean by that?
Dr. Freeman: I don’t know if I actually said “fourth
protocol”, but it is certainly a modality that has been
used in Baja California.
When it came out, good
quality Laetrile has shown some good clinical results in
cancer treatment, combined with other things. As a
stand-alone therapy, I’m not 100% in favor of it.
Martin: When you say good quality Laetrile, what
do you mean? How can the quality of Laetrile vary?
Dr. Freeman: The manufacturers of Laetrile have
made some of second-rate quality in this area. I do
know that German Laetrile is considered to be the
much, much more superior than the Mexican, at this
point in time. But I am not here to criticize the
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manufacture of Laetrile. I think that has since been
rectified and they are now putting out a better product.
But there are ways to produce anything-if you
cheapen
it, you don’t get as good a product. It’s quality control.
But you have to be careful when you utilize any of these
alternative products.
Don’t grab at it just because
somebody put a label on it, is what I’m saying.
Martin: So you really think Laetrile has been over
emphasized?
Dr. Freeman: I haven’t, personally, in the alternative treatments for cancer, seen the most efficacious
results that I would like to see with a product. As much
publicity as Laetrile has gotten over the years, of
course, it was before my time when it really got the
better results, I think it was probably in the time when
Dr. Harold Manner was alive, who was one of the
primary movers of Laetrile.
Martin: You notice Laetrile is not available in the
United States.
Dr. Freeman: No, and it hasn’t been. And because
of some of the lack of quality control-it
comes from
other parts of the world, Mexico, maybe, and then of
course you get a different product from Germany. We
don’t use it. To put this thing in its proper perspective,
proper research needs to be done on it that is well
financed, not by a private company but by independent
researchers perhaps through a school or university. I
think that would be the more-rather
than criticize it
and say it’s no good, let’s get somebody to do it, if it
hasn’t been done, and let’s see some publications on it.
That’s my opinion.
Martin: Let’s talk a little about ozone.
Dr. Freeman: Ozone, I use it, very aggressively
because of its beneficial effects on the body. As I
described before, enhancing some of its oxygen-carrying capacity of the red blood cells is there. It is also
good for cardiovascular problems, infectious processes,
particularly viral problems. It has been used and well
established in Germany and other parts of the European
theater, for more than 50 years. There are textbooks on
it, which I have. You should see some of the amazing
results I’ve gotten with stasis ulcers. Stasis ulcers are
those terribly nasty things that never heal on your legs,
secondary to the varicose veins. These ulcers that
people carry around for years and the only alternative
open to them is that they have to have skin grafts. Well,
frankly, I just had a gentleman in his 8Os, a former
airline pilot, had walked around with this thing for two
years. He now has new baby skin growing there. There
is another gentleman that I have who lives not too far
away, same problem. He’s been clear of his ulcer for
the last two years, and the basic thing that turned it
around was the ozone. One, it purified and sterilized
the wounds, and it aided in the healing and the scarring
and the growth of new skin tissue there. It really works
well. Our techniques are a little bit different, with
bags, and so forth.
Chlordronate is used for bone cancer, used very
successfully in the European countries.
I think it’s
Norway, Scandinavia anyway, in bone cancer, to prevent reabsorption of calcium so that you don’t get
further deterioration of the bone. Chlorphosphanate is
well established. As a matter of fact, there are a variety
of these used in the United States. There’s another
product on the market that, the commercial name is
Eradia [phonetic
spelling],
it is similar to a
biphosphonate, except it has a slightly different structure in the biochemical complex but it does do the same
thing and it has been known to be fairly effective. I
don’t know if it has been totally cleared by the FDA for
that indication yet. But, I’ve used it and it works. We
alternate between Chlordronate and Eradia, which is
the product I just talked about. These things do work
to prevent reabsorption. They don’t use them clinically
that frequently in the United States. Didronel is the one
they do use. It’s not quite as effective.
Martin: A lot of the clinics down here, from what
I understand, basically offer a standard menu prescription to al1 natients entering their facility. Can you talk
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about, from a diagnostic standpoint, treating cancer or
related ailments, across the board, with...
Dr. Freeman: Cookbook medicine7
Martin: Yes.
Dr. Freeman: Sure I can talk about it. I think that
is because most of these people are businessmen, expolicemen, ex-whatever they might be, and not medical
people, not physicians. Not even remotely related to
physicians, or scientists. But they think they can take
a patent formula and apply it to the total population.
WRONG! Wrong, wrong, and terrible. It’s an abomination and its a disgrace, in my opinion. How can you
just say, to somebody who walks in, let’s take Chronic
Fatigue as an example. “I feel tired.” So, up comes
some character who says, “Well, you take a little of this,
a little salt and pepper, a little soya, and we’ll get a
good formula and we’ll cook it up and see how you do.”
Does that make sense to you? Instead of saying, “What
is causing your feeling tired? Is it a virus? Is it a
bacteria? Is it an anemia?” What if the man had a
dreadful anemia? I don’t say that all of them do such
terrible medicine, that they don’t do any basic lab work
because most of them do-because
they do hire Mexican medical doctors, and some of them are very conscientious. But because of the economy of the organization, they are fast to apply the therapies of this individual who sits off in some distant place and dictates,
“I want this formula applied because that’s what the
man paid for-my therapies.” Who is this jerk who is
applying these therapies7 Why is he doing this? What
are his qualifications?
Because he sticks his name on
it and says, “I am a healer”? That is not the way it
works, I’m sorry. That’s as dreadful as some of the
systems are in the United States, playing God again.
We can’t do that.
Medicine, as I said, is a very sacred area of endeavor and it has to be regarded as such. I’m dealing
with your life. Would you put your life in the hands of
any nut that just says, “Take this.” You want to know,
what is his background? What is his standard? What
is the justification for applying this‘? Have you seen his
credentials? At least look at the guy’s pedigree, that is
the least you’re owed. I don’t say that the degree is
what makes the individual. There are individuals with
degrees that are also unethical, lowdown, disreputable
people, but at least it gives you a parameter to start
from. See what the man’s background is to dictate to
you what you should put in your body.
Martin:
Yesterday I overhead some discussion
about cancer being a virus. Let’s talk about that.
Dr. Freeman:
That’s why I used some of the
therapy. There is a good deal of theory about them
being retroviruses.
There is an origin, that certain
cancers, not all of them, certain tumor cells definitely
have an immunological basis and could be retroviral
provoked.
Therefore, the application of some- for
example, some of the sarcomas have pretty much have
been proven in mice to be of viral origin. As I say, this
is experimental, in the lab. And some of these theories
are not-but
there are some real relationships in the
immunological and genetic basis of certain tumors.
Thus, to apply antiviral therapies to them .seems to be
rather logical. This is not all tumors, I must clarity
that. This is only certain ones, and you have to identify
the cell-lines to know what we’re dealing with. There
again, your diagnosis is extremely important.
Does
that mean you go out and get a biopsy on everything?
Maybe yes, and maybe no. Everything is an individual
thing. It has to be customized to the needs of the
patient. It can not be just-1 don’t have a formula for
anything. True we have certain parameters we work
with, but that has to be tempered by the clinical criteria
of the individual treated.
Martin: You are practicing here in Mexico, and I
think in Mexico, as well as the Philippines and other
places, there are a wide variety of healers, from psychic
healers to the laying on of hands to shamans. Have you
had any direct experience with any “fringe” healing
methods7
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Dr. Freeman: Shamans, no, though I know some.
I’ve seen some interesting things that they do, I just
know some of the Indian groups in the general area.
And I’ve seen some interesting things. I don’t use them
here in my practice. But what I do see -the mind/body
connection, I think, is extremely important. How do I
put that into the perspective of science? We work with
a psychologist that does psycho-neuroimmunology.
That’s basically, what he’s doing is stimulating the
mind to healing itself, healing the body. This is not
quite so simple as that. Psycho-neuroimmunology
is
related directly to the immune system, but we notice a
change in the immune system and the mental attitude of
people. This is established medicine. But I do believe,
sincerely, I’ve watched so many depressed patients.
When I was in my residency, of course, 1 worked at
Baylor, which is famous for its cardio-vascular unit.
When we saw people who had critically bad hearts and
you told them they only had so many days-ifthe
doctor
was so insensitive to say that, these people programmed
themselves to die almost to the dot. This is a bit of an
ex Iggeration, but it’s not so far fetched. So, we find the
mind and maintaining a positive attitude in dealing
with who and what-light,
hope and life is a key factor
in getting well. I don’t know whether that’s shaman or
what it is, but it’s real, in my opinion.
INTERVIEW

WITH

DR.

HITT

Whatfollows is a briefinterview
with William Hitt,
A4.D., Ph.D., a recent addition to the Europa Institute
of Integrated Medicine. This interview took place on
location in Tijuana, on 3/29/96.
Dr. Hitt, a U.S.
physician
and medical/scientific
researcher,
taught
immunology
at Johns Hopkins and Louisiana State
University and Tulane. He is the founder of Allergy
Control Group in Dallas and the Microallergy
Clinic
in Houston where over IO, 000 patients
have been
treated for allergies.
Dr. Bonin, a U.S. physician,
discovered the treatmentfor
alcoholism while practicing at the American Hospital in Paris, France in I93 7.
Over the years following
World War 11, Dr. Bonin
treated hundreds of patients for alcoholism.
In 1985,
Dr. Hitt collaborated
with Dr. Bonin on the medical
efficacy of the treatment.
Dr. Hitt conprmed that the
neuroreceptors
of the brain and the immune system are
directly correlated to alcoholism.
He expanded on Dr.
Bonin ‘s research
to include effective treatment for
drug addiction.
Upon the death of Dr. Bonin in f989,
Dr. Hitt assumed the legacy and has dedicated himself
to the research and treatment of alcohol and drug
addiction.

Martin: I know that you are coming on board here
for, is it primarily an alcohol treatment program?
, Dr. Hitt: Well, I would not say primarily-drug
and alcohol. But I consider alcohol a drug, and drugs
a drug, also.
Martin: Let’s start with your professional credentials.
Dr. Hitt: I have been affiliated with teaching at a
medical school level and also, in research, for principally 40 years. I have owned my own immunology
allergy clinics in Dallas and in Houston, that I owned
for approximately 15 years. In 1982-1983, I met Dr.
Wilfred Bonin of Houston who was doing the principal
concept of the alcohol treatment that we’re doing now.
I worked with Dr. Bonin for a few years until his death.
He died in 1989. Dr. Bonin was an internal medicine
doctor and so, basically, he sought me out because of
the fact that I was research-oriented and he had something that he just didn’t know how it worked. Quite
frankly, the timing of this was very unique because
Blum, from the University of Texas, whom I had associated with, and Dr. Noble at U.C.L.A., had basically
worked out a new concept that really what we were
dealing with in alcohol and drugs was a genetic concept. And now, it looks as though, basically multiple
addictions are that way. In 1994, the Nobel Prize for
medicine was awarded on the substance called G-Protein. Basically, the G-Protein, actually I had to write
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this in for a newspaper because they didn’t even know
how to explain this in the paper. And even when I wrote
this, it was a little too complicated to publish in the
paper. But, the G-Protein is essentially a protein, a
catalytic protein that works between the neuron and the
neurotransmitter, basically converting and holds maybe
the genetic coding of all addictions, and even compulsive/obsessive behavior. So, in a sense, you may have
really an alcoholic father, a mother whose father was
alcoholic, a child who may have a compulsive/obsession with gambling.
Martin: A direct link.
Dr. Hitt: Yes. And you can just crisscross these
links, but almost all of these behavioral patterns will be
compulsive.
Martin: How can you diagnose such a thing?
Dr. Hitt: Well, they are running-Blum
and some
of these other people now, have tests. The truth of the
matter is, really, you’re dealing with clinical history
here. If someone walks in to see me and tells me, “I’m
an alcoholic”, I believe him. You know’? If someone
walks in and says, “I’m not an alcoholic”, I might not
believe them. You understand? But if someone walks
in and says, “Look, I’m a compulsive gambler, I can’t
stay out of it, I can’t keep from making bets,” I believe
him. Why would I not believe him? If someone says,
“I’m anorexic, or I have bulemia,” I’m not ever going
to say, “Are you sure, now, are you really sure? Maybe
its your thyroid.” I believe what they are telling me
because obviously the people will do almost anything to
avoid telling you the truth about this. Bonin taught me
that. I used to say, “How do you know that SOand SOis
an alcoholic?” He said, “I ask him.”
Martin: (Laughter.)
Dr. Hitt: It makes sense. When we get into the
semantics of this thing though with somebody from-this will be a very common thing-some
psychiatrist
will say, “How do you know those 10 people were really
alcoholics?” And I said, “Well, if they tell me they’re
alcoholics and they believe they have a drinking problem to the point that it is causing sociological problems
and all kinds of problems”, I would much rather err in
treating one guy who thought he had a problem than not
treating. Now, ironically, I have a psychologist that
I’ve treated for addiction in drugs, but they kept trying
to tell her that all of this was coming from the fact that
her childhood, a disorientation
of childhood, you
know-everything
from bed-wetting and thumb-sucking and all this sort of stuff-and
not addressing the
problem. What they were trying to do was make her,
because of her knowledge of psychology, they didn’t
want her to feel, apparently, that she had a problem and
she did. She was just as hooked as anybody else. She
knew how to hide it.
Martin: Let’s go back over your credentials.
Dr. Hitt: I have an M.D. in medicine, and also a
Ph.D. that I got a few years later. Now, I’ve been
working essentially as an immunologist. I do not have
a degree in immunology. In fact, no degrees were even
available until 1984-85. Now, allergists back in those
days, I kind of worked in that area, call themselves
immunologists but there was no degree in any medical
school until, as I say, 1984-85.
Martin: Then you really did get in on the cutting
edge of this field.
Dr. Hitt: Yes. We were the authors. So if in ‘85,
‘86 you went off to an immunology meeting and you
saw some guy with a degree in immunology, he wasn’t
even shaving yet. But here were a bunch of old guys, 55
and 60 years old who had pioneered this.
My background was strictly in clinical research but
then, all of a sudden, it wasn’t fun and I just started
wanting to put this into some kind of practical use.
That’s when I started in with five other medical doctors
and we formed the Microallergy of Houston and in
Dallas, and then I was starting to have a little more fun
except that even that became routine. But when I met
Bonin and I saw that he was onto something here, and
Blum gave me the mechanism to go on with this,
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because I knew this was not just “Look, I’m going to tell
you something and it is common sense.” Let’s just take
two or three modalities of thinking. Ifyou were dealing
with a psychiatric problem and say a hundred people
went to that psychiatrist for a psychiatric problem and
out of that hundred people the psychiatrist got zero
changed, you would say, undoubtedly-Let’s
look at
homosexuality.
If you try to convert a hundred homosexuals back to heterosexuals, you’ll accomplish zero.
Now, even a lousy psychiatrist, whatever the aberrancy
was, you would expect them to at least get a few. And
maybe they would only get 10% or 12%, but essentially
that is what has been happening with alcohol and drugs
[treatment]. They’ve been working on about a 10% or
an 8% or a 7% level. If you don’t believe me, ask the
insurance companies because they have done all of
these statistics and they have all of these people who
have been in 15 or 20 different programs at $25,000 to
$30,000 a program and the insurance company, after
spending half a million dollars on the guy, has started
to say, “Wait a minute. This is too much. This is
ridiculous, nothing is working.” And yet, on the other
hand, these programs, what they were doing were literally, paying a finder’s fee to get these people in there
and paying 10% or 15% finder’s fee to get the patient
in. In most states, you could lock someone up for 30
days without their permission. You could get a guy in
there and put him under lock and key for 30 days. But
the only people they did that with were people with
insurance. Now, insurance is not paying for this. What
I was doing, I had to get a program that was accepted.
Now, there was no way that I was going to go back to a
bunch of psychiatrists who were already onboard on
some kind of a program like this, and get any help from
them. So I thought, “Where can I go to work on this
program?” What did I need? What I needed were some
drug addicts and some alcoholics. Any place you can
find drug addicts and alcoholics is acceptable, but also,
I was trying to finance most of this research from
money that I had saved over a number of years, myself.
And so, I went into Mexico City for two reasons. Dr.
Ccmatti [phonetic spelling] and I were real good friends.
He was an immunologist and he invited me in, and Dr.
Valaquez Juarez, who was kind of the head of medicine
in Mexico and had been the primary doctor for every
President of Mexico, and Dr. Castellanos [phonetic
spelling] who was a psychiatrist and even today is the
psychiatrist for the presidential families. These people
were helping me. And so, I was able to take a program
through the Salubridad (the Mexican Department of
Health, or FDA of Mexico) that would have taken me
fifteen years in the United States. And, in fact, as you
go into the Salubridad on any given day now, you’ll
find 5 agents from the FDA in there.
So, I went there for two reasons. Number one, at my
age I would have probably never seen any program that
I was doing come to fruition in the United States.
And secondly, I was working with the same type of
patient, because an alcoholic patient in Mexico is no
different than an alcoholic patient in the United States,
and in Mexico I have treated now over 4,000 patients
for alcoholism, and another $00 or 600 patients for
drug addictions. I came here to Tijuana; we do have
other branch offices in Mexico, other branch clinics.
Martin: And of all those you have treated, how
successful have you been?
Dr. Hitt: In alcohol?
Martin: Yes.
Dr. Hitt: We have, right now, a going success rate
of about 70%. This is contrasting to 7% or 8% from a
Betty Ford, an Oceanica, or whatever type of program
you’re talking about. In Dr. Freeman’s treatment, what
you have to have, requires almost one full-time person
to be checking up on these patients for the first two or
three years in our research program. You have to be
following up in order to be able to tell somebody how you’re
doing on your program. Obviously, when somebody fails
they’re probably not going to get in touch with you.
Martin: Let’s say one of our readers out there has
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a drinking problem and they want treatment. They read
about this. What could they expect and what kind of
costs are involved?
Dr. Hitt: What I would want them to do, from my
standpoint, and this is from what I’ve seen will work.
Basically I would want to talk to them, I want to know
if they have any other drug addictions. If they do, then
I would probably want to combine my program in with
Dr. Freeman’s program, because his program works on
the dehydrogenation of acetylaldehyde, which is very
important because that is more of a blanket type of
thing. Eventually then, what I would want to do is, say,
if they are principally alcoholic, then go in also with
the amino acids, desensitize the neurotransmitter,
so
we don’t have a dry alcoholic or somebody who, laier
on, is craving or something like that. Do you see?
We’ve got to abolish the craving for “.hething so that if
they are in a bar or somebody offer5 them a drink-the
craving, if it’s not there, they don’t have to take the
thing. But if the craving is there, even though you’ve
got the acedalaldehyde blocked, they probably will take
it, even at their own demise. You see?
Martin: Do you find many pure alcoholics?
’
Dr. Hitt: In Mexico. In Mexico almost everyone is
pure alcoholic or a pure cocaine addict or something.
In the United States-and that’s why I came to Tijuanaobviously, you have more multiple addictions-but,
depending upon the age of the patient that you’re
dealing with. If you get an older person, generally it is
a single addiction. If you get a younger person, you’re
dealing quite frequently with multiple addictions. If
you’re dealing with Hollywood types, multiple addictions. So you’ve got to have different processes and
that is why I’m here. To be honest with you, I came here
because I had never-I
had been reading a lot about
crystal methamphetamine.
Do you know, in all of the
years in Mexico City, I’ve never seen one such person
ever come in. Now, imagine, I’ve interviewed maybe 5
thousand patients and yet, not one person has come in
and said, “Look, I’m hooked on crystal.” So, I thought,
“Well, I’ve got to go some place where there is some
crystal.” Because this is an important drug and I’ve got
to make this work. Anyway, we have treated now
maybe 30 crystal patients right here in Tijuana and, of
them, all but one or two of them are alright.
Martin: That’s amazing.
Dr. Hitt: With the crystal patients that we’ve
treated here, though, all of them were single addictions.
Martin: I’m trying to let our readers know what all
is being offered here, because there is so much not
offered in the United States, as you know.
Dr. Hitt: Essentially, what I think we could do is a
better job with any kind of compulsive/obsessive behavioral problem by the treatment modalities that we
have here, than any other place. If I didn’t, I’ll be frank
with you, at my age, at this point in my life, if I thought
that somebody else had something that worked better,
I would go to that. You can’t fault an AA, you can’t
fault the Scripps programs, but on the other hand,
they’ve been horribly unsuccessful. Let’s be realistic.
Now, for the few people that have made it through, God
bless them. If you walked up to a cardiologist and he
says, “I’ve got to do a double valve bypass.” And you
said to him, “What are my chances of making it?”
That’s what you’re going to ask him. And he says,
“Seven percent.” I think you’ll get up and walk out of
there. And that’s what these people have been up
against. So, consequently, right now, nobody has any
credibility. That’s why if you go to an AA meeting and
somebody says, “Where,‘s Shorty?” “Well, Shorty went
down to Charter and he’s doing a 30-day hospital
train.” And everyone in there boos. They all start
yelling, start booing, the fact that he went off to see a
psychiatrist. And then, what does the psychiatrist do?
When he finishes Shorty down at Charter, he dumps
him back,into AA. Because everybody is passing the
buck. You understand?
So, Shorty is getting pingponged around. Now, if he fails, and they get him out
of Charter, he’s been locked up there for 30 days. Then,
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they put him into AA and he fails in two weeks or three
weeks. Then they just say, “Well, it was AA’s fault.”
Martin: But you’re taking the biochemical approach.
Dr. Hitt: Yes. And, in fact, we’re looking at it as
a disease-and,
in fact, AA says it is a disease, but
we’re looking at it and treating it as a disease. We’re
not treating it as psychological only. In other words,
from a sociological standpoint, we’re looking at this,
basically, and we are the exemplar of the discourse. We
are trying to say that the people who have been doing
this are heretical and that we are changing, and this is
a heretical discourse, and we’re changing this concept.
This isn’t easy to do. If you’ve got the rooting in
whatever your discourse is.. .
Martin: It’s entrenched.. .
Dr. Hitt: Yes.
Dr. Freeman: What we have works.
Dr. Hitt: Right, what we have works. Essentially
this is an outpatient modality, 10 days, which is not like
a month or forty days. It’s a program where a person
can continue working. The woman I’m working on
right now, she’s going back to work after her first
treatment.
Martin: Now, is this a $50,000 proposition or...?
Dr. Hitt: We’re talking now down into realistic
terms, where, if after a while, they start seeing the
results of this, insurance companies should love us.
What we would be talking about would be, on an
outpatient level, is a $2,800 to $3,800 treatment, depending on whether they are having to use two treatments or one. If, on an inpatient basis, we could be
talking about a $4,000 or $5,000 treatment, as opposed
to $30,000 or $40,000 dollar treatment, or a $25,000,
or whatever. It has got to be a lot less than anything
else. Life is too short to work with something that
doesn’t work.
Dr. Freeman: Tell him about your other research.
Dr. Hitt: From a technical standpoint we know
urinary
immunomodulators,
that
there
are
immunomodulators. And anybody that knows anything
about immunology knows that that can be removed
from urine. We know the interferons, both gamma and
some of the other interferons, we know the interleukins
1 through 16 can be removed from urine; we know, urea
can be removed from urine and is used in many drugs.
We know many hormones, Premarin is made from
pregnant mare urine, that’s where it gets its name and
it is one of the biggest selling conjugated estrogens in
the world. But, there are many immunomodulators in
urine. And, there are also antigen receptors that can be
collected from urine that can be removed, filtered out,
and reinjected back into the same host. If you would
take an antigen receptor, let’s say for any antigen
bothering an individual, say, olive trees. Or, say, rag
weed, or pine trees, and inject that back into the host,
the host will make an antireceptor antibody against
that, so over a period of a few weeks, you can literally
just cover the antigen receptors that are causing whatever the reaction is in that individual. You could do the
same with shrimp, or dairy products, anything. There
is really no reason for anybody to be allergic or showing
chemical intolerance or food intolerance with that
simple procedure. The other side of the coin is this: On
the viral work we are finding now that virus predisposes many, many diseases. For example, virus predisposes now cytomegalovirus,
or Epstein-Barr virus.
Many of these, are, we know, the foundation of many
things like Chronic Fatigue Syndrome. And many of
these diseases have not been addressed very well but
we’re finding them. What happens is, they elude the
immune system.
Martin: By hiding within the cell, usually.
Dr. Hitt: By hiding within the cell, exactly. And
changing to where there is no antigen receptor so that
they can be processed out and where an antibody can be
produced to knock them out. So, consequently, what we
have here is the ability to take this material, like the
gamma interferon or gamma interleukin from that in-
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dividual, inject it back into that individual to where it ternative Therapy Centers for the Treatment and Prewill keep these viruses from replicating.
vention of Cancer by John M. Fink, Avery Publishing
Martin: Very interesting.
Group; and Alternative Medicine Yellow Pages-The
Dr. Hitt: I got a call from a doctor whose wife I’m comprehensive
guide to the new world of health, by
treating in Phoenix, Arizona. This guy’s wife is suffer- Future Medicine Publishing, Inc. in Puyallup, Washing from Chronic Fatigue for 20 years. For the first ington.
time in 20 years, she’s starting to feel better. And she’s
Now, let’s return to our earlier discussion of Dr.
been under this treatment that I sent over there with Schulze.
him for 10 days. I have a treatment that deals with
knocking out virus using the person’s own system and
DR. RICHARD
SCHULZE
just backtracking the immune system. Obviously something had to go wrong in the immune system for this
In a message from his Patient Handbook, Dr.
virus to get a hold. In other words, why didn’t this virus Schulze writes, [quoting:]
make an antigen receptor to where it could go through7
When I first started my own healing journey in the
You could say the same
196Os, one of my
thing- why doesn’t
an
first great shocks
AIDS virus? And yet, we
was that
most
Dr. Richard Schulze’s
School
know a lot more about it
health products
Of Natural Healing
now, because we know, for
didn’t work. This
example, interleukin
16
included all of the
P.O. Box 3628
from the TH-cell will stop
herbal formula I
Santa Monica, CA 90408
reverse transcriptase from
tried. I was con310-576-656s
having the same effect that
stantly amazed at
it would under natural cirthe
weakness of
Fax: 310-576-6576
cumstances and so, therethese so-called infore, a person could live
tense herbal forwithout very many T-4
mula that were
American
Botanical Pharmacy
cells, if you can stop resuppose to change
P.O. Box 3027
verse transcription.
If we
my life,
they
Santa Monica, CA 90408-3027
can combine ultraviolet
didn’t.
I would
treatment,
and some of
take them dili310-453-1987
these other, again, old, old,
gently and nothing
these things go way back.
would
happen.
Now, again, Dr. Freeman has the methodology to do Out of frustration, and my own illness, I remember
these treatments better than they could be done than if taking 20 to 100 times the dosages, the whole bottle,
somebody doesn’t have the knowledge of how to do and still nothing, no effect. In order to get myself well
them. So, combining that with immunology, is the best from a terminal heart attack, I had to break all the rules
of both worlds. [End of interview.]
and make it up as I went. Because I broke the rules I
got well.
OTHER
MEXICAN
CLINICS
In the 197Os, I started helping others get well and
opened up my clinic. From the early days of my clinical
Are there any other resources available to provide practice I was especially interested in helping people
information about these “alternative clinics” in Mexico? with serious illness and degenerative diseases. Almost
Yes. In a just-published book titled Tijuana Clinicsall other graduates from the various institutes I atAlternative
Therapies-Hospitals
and Medical Cen- tended worked mainly on young healthy people who
ters- Where and How to Go by Sally Wolper, you will wanted to be a bit healthier, but I was obsessed with
find a fairly complete listing. This book may be pur- emergency treatment and the sick and dying. The same
chased by calling (800) 231-1776 X 13. The cost is useless herbal formulae that failedmeyearsbefore
were
approximately $20 plus shipping. However, BE CARE- now failing to help any of my patients. They thought
FUL! Not all of those listed in this book are medical they were doing something wrong and this is why they
doctors. Shop around very carefully, and check out the were coming to see me. I was forced to improve upon
credentials of those offering their services.
the crude formulae I had developed to heal myself and
Information about tours of the Mexican clinics can also create new formulae that worked. Why were all the
be obtained by calling the National Health Federation
herbal formulae useless7 Why didn’t they work? As far
at (8 18) 357-2181 or by calling the Cancer Control as I could see there were three main reasons for this.
Reason #I: (Antique Formulae) Most of the herbal
Society at (213) 663-7801.
Two of the best known of the alternative cancer formula available were designed in the middle to late
clinics are: American Biologics and the Hospital Ernest0 1SOOs,(Arnold Ehret born in 1866), some even earlier.
Contreras. For information about American Biologics, The 1800s were very different times. Today we have
you may write to their national headquarters at AB- junk food restaurants on every corner, get less exercise
Mexico, 1180 Walnut Ave., Chula Vista, Calif. 91911, and have more stress than probably ever before in
(800) 227-4458, or within Calif, (619) 429-8200.
history. What it took to stimulate and cleanse Wyatt
Hospital Ernest0 Contreras, write to: 2505 Con- Earp and Buffalo Bill 150 years ago doesn’t work today.
gress St., Suite 120, San Diego, Calif. 92110, (800) Even some of the more modern herbal formula avail700-1850.
able were still designed in the 1940s or 1950s. This is
Remember, buyer beware when seeking alternative
still over 40 years ago when herbs were looked at as a
treatment modalities.
cute little hobby to alleviate headaches and tired feet,
Are there holistic, alternative-dentists in Tijuana? not cure life threatening disease. Many other modern
I am told that there is one who is excellent, namely, formulae are just remakes of these ancient formulae,
Javier Morales, D.D.A., Multualismo 1217 (corner of the herbs are just shuffled and a so-called new formula
6th St.), Tijuana, B.C. Mexico, phone 001-52-66is dealt. These formulae just don’t work.
883242.
Reason #2: (Weak formulae, wimpy dosages, poor
I have also been referred to another dentist, not so manufacturing and poor quality herbs.) Most modern
alternatively oriented, named Dr. E.R. Herrera, in the American natural healers and herbalists have been
same building as Europa Institute of Integrated Medi- educated and grew up in a hostile legal and political
tine, phone (619) 585-0084 or 011-52-66-835323.
environment. Recent history dictates that the A.M.A.,
Two additional sources (books) for alternative
F.D.A. and other organizations have been on a witch
therapy referrals are:
hunt for practicing herbalists and have jailed many
Third Opinion-An
International
Directory to Al- including me. Out of fear, most herbalists and manu-
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facturers want to make sure that no one ever gets sick
or has any reactions with their products, even a cleansing reaction. They feel it’s far safer to make products
that have little or no effect. Like many medical doctors
today they are operating out of fear of legal and financial repercussions, not what is best for the patient.
One way these herbal manufacturers assure their
safety, not your health, is to design formulae with very
small amounts of thepotent herbs, or none at all! Then
to be really safe they suggest a dosage that is so low it’s
useless. They don’t want to take any risks. To further
weaken any potency many manufacturers have abandoned the tried and true methods of old herbalists for
quick extraction processes, high tech (high heat) machinery, freeze dried herbs, ignoring the moons and
seasons, mostly to make a quick buck. The results,
most herbal products I see today are worthless junk.
Many manufacturers are more concerned that their
product tastes good or looks good, with a whale or
rainbow on the label, than whether you will get well
using it. I also see labels loaded with sophisticated
laboratory testing results for potency, trying to convince you that the colorless, tasteless and odorless
water inside will actually benefit you. How stupid do
they think we are!
One of the worst aspects of many herbal formulae
today is the poor quality of herbs used. The vast
majority of herbal products are made from herbs grown
outside the United States. There is only one reason for
this, they are cheap. Herbs brought in from India,
China, Egypt, Mexico or Eastern Europe cost literally
pennies a pound. I never used these poor quality herbs
in my clinic, I always used American organically grown
herbs that can cost over 20 times as much. I have
visited these countries and found filthy, disgusting
growing conditions, toxic pollution and out of contrcl
use of pesticides and insecticides. When we travel to
these countries we don’t drink the water, don’t even
want to eat the food, then why would we want to use
herbs grown there? [End quoting.]
And now, from a very timely newsletter received
here just yesterday, titled The Last Chance H.ealth
Report, Vol. 6, Number 2-4 (804) 973-0262, let’s see
what Dr. Richard Schulze has to say to Sam Biser.
[Quoting:]
Dr. Schulze: Medical doctors kill you with their
Natural healers and herbalists kill you
treatments.
with their inexperience, their ignorance, and their
impotent therapies and remedies.
Biser: Most readers won’t believe their eyes. You,
of all people, talking bad about natural healing!
Schulze: If you use their watered-down therapies,
wimpy programs, impotent cleansing routines, and
minuscule herbal dosages, you’ll end up 6 feet under.
Do people really believe they are going to get cured
from killer diseases with a few drops of this or that, or
a light massage, or a weekend fast? Good luck!
There are only a few practitioners in the world who
have the guts to put their patients through half of what
is necessary to heal a deadly or chronic disease. Sure,
these people can cure the odd case of pimples or dandruff, but the really sick just get sicker and die. [End
quoting.]
If you are suffering from a terminal disease and it’s
your life on the line, it pays to become informed. If you
are unwilling to become informed and take responsibility, you may be well advised to put your affairs in order.
SOME

CLOSING

THOUGHTS

This journey through cancer is not yet completed.
For many of you this article may be hard to relate to.
For others it will seem all too familiar. I’ve offered you’
the very best therapies my mother and I have come
across, with some informed guidance along the way.
It’s my hope that the information contained herein will
assist you in not floundering on your individual path of
free will choice. Wherever your healing journey leads
you, keep a positive outlook. When hope is gone, so is life.
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mas and Easter because they were celebrated on acwho was hanged. And Rabbi Aben Ezra,
in a commentary on Genes, (XXVII, 39) also calls him
Emperor Constantine repro“...in the days of Constantine,
who made a change of religion and placed the figure of
the one who was hanged on his banner.”

count o/him

Article

II.-

In Jewish
Talmud
4/11/96 #l
JESUS

HATONN
CHRIST

As Easter and Passover have just whizzed by and
there is song in the hearts while the eyes remain blind,
I am nagged to explain the man, Jesus. I can’t explain
a figment of Saul’sbrain. I CAN speak ofEsu Emmanuel
(Jmmanuel) but that too only seems to cause confusion.
Perhaps I can better look at the Talmudic references to
this Man called by the “Jews” many names but RARELY
as “Jesus”.
This becomes difficult in anything other than simply reference for there is more attention to the name and
the possible MAN than on the Christed presence. Since
I don’t want to give supposed information perhaps we
should go directly to reference material already assembled. To disallow bias as to these references and
end up on the wrong end of the “anti-Semite” swear-in
I shall take the information from that which is referenced in the Jewish TALMUD.
This information was assembled and presented in
Latin which would hardly serve many people so we
have to have a translated version and we will take the
translation as presented by a scribe of prominence and
respect, I.B. Pranaitis, which is simply also a Latin
term.
[QUOTING:]
JESUS

CHRIST

IN

THE

TALMUD

by I.B. Pranaitis
Many passages in the Talmudic books treat of the
birth, life, death and teachings of Jesus Christ. He is
not always referred to by the same name, however, but
is diversely called “That Man”, “A Certain One ” , “The
Carpenter’s Son”, “ the One Who Was Hanged”, etc.

so nearly corresponding to the words of this curse.
When talking to a certain Jew about this some years ago
he told me that it not only meant this, but also Jeschu
Scheker (liar) Utoebah (and abomination). Who would
not be deeply horrified at this? This Jew lived at
Frankfurt and at Hannover and had travelled all over
the world. When he saw how this horrified me, his faith
in Judaism began to weaken, for he was not adverse to
the Christian faith and had often discussed it with me
and Dr. Amando Polano. I also discovered here and
there two other secret words from the Jewish Cabala
which have to do with this name. It is well known that
the Israelites are often warned in their sacred writings
to shun the worship of El&e N&har-strange
gods or
god. What does l&he Nekhar really mean’? By the
numbering method ofthe Gammatriathese letters equal
3 16, which taken together make the wordJeschu. This
is found at the end of the book Abhkath R&he/. They
therefore teach that to dishonor God by the worship of
EIohe Nekhar is the same as to dishonor him by the
worship of Jeschu. Behold the malice of the serpent!
[H: Still believe that Judeo-Christian can have meaoing when looped TOGETHER? They are ouoosite IN
MEANING.] Antonius also found a marginal note in
a book about the Jewish faith and religion. In a Jewish
prayer book there is a certain prayer beginning with
Alenu. Formerly the wording contained certain things
which were afterwards deleted for fear of the Christians, but the space remains vacant to warn children
and adults that something is omitted there. The deleted
words were hamischtachavim
lehebhel
varik
umitpallelim
lelo ioschia “Those who bow down exhibit vanity and foolishness and adore him who cannot
save.” This is generally said about idols, but is secretly
meant for Jesus whose name is here signified by the
letters...”
(2.) In the Talmud Christ is called Otho Isch“That Man”, i.e. the one who is known to all. In the
Tract Abhodah Zarah, 6a, we read:

Article I.-CONCERNING
THE NAMES OF JESUS CHRIST
(1.) The real name of Christ in Hebrew is Jeschua
Hanorsri-Jesus
the Nazarene. ]H: Ah, but there is
NO REFERENCE AT ALL IN THAT OLD TESTAMENT ABOUT “NAZARENE”.
This becomes important because “Jesus, the Nazarene” was to be the
fulfillment
of that being which would be from
Nazareth. There is NO MENTION of such a thing.]
He is called Notsri from the city of Nazareth in which
he was brought up. Thus in the Talmud Christians also
are called Notsrim-Nazarenes.
Since the word Jeschua means “Savior”, the name
Jesus rarely occurs in Jewish books. It is almost always
abbreviated to Jeschu, which is maliciously taken as if
it were composed of the initial letters of the three words
Immach SCHemo Vezikro-“May
his name and
memory be blotted out.”
Footnote: ~$1. Buxtorf in Abbrev. Jeschu: “The
Jews among themselves do not say Jeschu, but Zsschu,

’

“He is called a Christian who follows the false
teachings of that man, who taught them to celebrate
the feast on the first day of the Sabbath, that is, to
worship on the first day after the Sabbath.”
(3.) Elsewhere he is simply called Peloni--“A
Certain One”. In Chagigah, 4b, we read:
“Mary... the mother of a certain one, of whom it
is related in Schabbath...”
(104b).
That this Mary is none other than the mother of
Jesus will be shown’later.
(4.) Out of contempt, Jesus is also called Naggar
?the carpenter son -of a carpenter” (cf.
bar naggarAbhoduh Zorah, 50b.), also Ben charsch etaim-“the
son of a wood worker”.
(5. He is also called Talui--“the one who was
hange a “. Rabbi Samuel, the son of Meir, in the Ifilch.
*&k-urnof Maimonides, refers to the fact that it was
forbidden to take part in the Christian feasts of Christ-

THE

LIFE

OF

CHRIST

The Talmud teaches that Jesus Christ was illegitimate and was conceived during menstruation; that he
had the soul of Esau; that he was a fool, a conjurer, a
seducer; that he was crucified, buried in hell and set up
as an idol ever since by his followers. [H: Now don’t
blame anyone ELSE, readers, this comes right from
the Jewish TALMUD!]
(1.) Illegitimate and Conceived During Menstruation
The following is narrated in the Tract Kallah, lb
(lsb):
“Once when the Elders were seated at the Gate,
two young men passed by, one of whom had his
head covered, the other with his head bare. Rabbi
Eliezer remarked that the one in his bare head was
illegitimate, a manzer. Rabbi Jehoschua said that
he was conceived during menstruation, ben nidduh.
Rabbi Akibah, however, said that he was both.
Whereupon the others asked Rabbi Akibah why he
dared to contradict his colleagues. He answered
that he could prove what he said. He went therefore
to the boy’s mother whom he saw sitting in the
market place selling vegetables and said to her:
‘My daughter, if you will answer truthfully what I
am going to ask you, I promise that you will be
saved in the next life. ’ She demanded that he
would swear to keep his promise, and Rabbi Akibah
did so-but with his lips only, for in his heart he
invalidated his oath. [H: Good old Kol Nidre at
work?] Then he said: ‘Tell me, what kind of son
is this of yours?’ To which she replied: ‘The day I
was married I was having menstruation, and because of this my husband left me. (H: Do you see
anything wrong with this little cutie, readers? I
thought that Mary was to have already been with
child at her marriage?] But an evil spirit came
and slept with me and from this intercourse my son
was born to me. ’ Thus it was proved that this young
man was not only illegitimate but also conceived
during the menstruation of his mother. And when
his questioners heard this they declared: ‘Great
indeed was Rabbi Akibah when he corrected his
Elders!’ And they exclaimed; ‘Blessed be the Lord
God of Israel who revealed his secret to Rabbi
Akibah the son of Joseph!“’
That the Jews understand this story to refer to Jesus
and his mother, Mary, is clearly demonstrated in their
book Toldath Jeschu- ‘The Generations of Jesus’where the birth of our Savior is narrated in almost the
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same words.
made of Jesus the son of Pundiru. St. John Damato have lived under the Second Temple. All this
Another story of this kind isnarrated in Sunhedrin,
scene also, in his Genealogy of Christ, mentions
clearly proves that they secretly and blasphemously
67a:
Panthera and the Son of Panthera.
understand this son of Stada to be Jesus Christ the
“Of all who are guilty of death by the Law, he
“Secondly, this Stada is said to be Mary, and this
son of Mary.
alone (namely, a seducer, who tries to seduce an“Other circumstances may seem to contradict
Mary the mother of Peloni ‘that certain one,’ by
other to worship an idol and to join a false religion)
this. But that is nothing new in Jewish writings
which without doubt Jesus is meant. For in this way
is caught by a ruse. How is it done? They light a
and is done on purpose so that Christians may not
they were accustomed to cover up his name because
candle in an inner room and place witnesses in an
easily detect their trickery.” (There are Jews who
they were afraid to mention it. If we had copies of
adjoining room outside where they can see him and
themselves confess to this. For instance, in the
the original manuscripts they would certainly prove
hear his voice, but where they cannot be seen by
book Sepher Juchusin (9b): “The Rabbis have althis. And this also was the name of the mother of
him. Then the one whom he tried to seduce says to
ways deceived the Nazarenes by saying that the
Jesus the Nazarene.
him, ‘Please repeat here privately what you told me
Jesus of whom the Talmud speaks is not the Jesus
“Thirdly, he is called the Seducer of the People.
before. ’ If the seducer repeats what he said, the
Christ of Christians. They permit themselves this
The Gospels testify that Jesus was called this by the
other asks him, ‘But how shall we leave our God
falsehood for the sake of peace,” in Rohling, Die
Jews, and their writings to this day are proof that
Plemik unddushienschenopfer
des Rubbinismus ul
they still call him by this name. (cf. Sunhedrin,
who is in heaven and serve idols?’ If the seducer
supru.)
repents, then all is well. But if he says, ‘This is our
107b)
(2.) Furthermore, “In the secret books, which are
duty and it is right for us to do so,’ then the
“Fourthly, he is called ‘the one who was hanged’,
not permitted to fall easily into the hands of Christians,
witnesses outside, who have heard him, bring him
which clearly refers to the crucifixion of Christ,
before the judge and stone him to death. This is
they say that the soul of Esau came into Christ, that he
especially since a reference to the time ‘on the eve
was therefore evil and that he was Esau himself.”
of the Passover’ is added, which coincides with the
what they did to the son of Stada in Lud, and they
(Synug. Judiucu, p. 217; cf. also Buxtorf, Lexicon in
time of the crucifixion of Jesus. InSunhedrin (43a)
hanged him on the eve of the Passover. For this son
verbo Jeschu.)
they wrote as follows:
of Stada was the son of Pandira. For Rabbi Chasda
(3.) By some he is called A Fool and Insane.
“On the eve of the Passover they hanged Jesus.
tells us that Pandira was the husband (A marginal
In Schubbuth, 104b:
“Fifthly, as to what the Jerusalem Talmud says
note says this son of Stada was called after his
“They, [the Elders] said to him [Eliezer]: ‘He was
father, not his mother, although he was illegitiabout the two disciples of the Elders who were sent
a fool, and no one pays attention to fools.‘”
as witnesses to spy on him, and who were aftermate.) of Stada, his mother, and he lived during the
(4.) A Conjurer and a Magician
wards brought forward as witnesses against him:
time of Paphus the son of Jehuda. But his mother
In the infamous book Toldoth Jeschu, our Savior is
This refers to the two ‘false witnesses’ of whom the
was Stada, Mary of Magdala (a ladies’ hairdresser)
blasphemed as follows:
who, as it is said in Pumbadita, deserted her husEvangelists Matthew and Luke make mention.
“And Jesus said: Did not Isaiah and David, my
“Sixthly, concerning what they say about the son
band.”
ancestors, prophesy about me? The Lord Said to
of Stada that he practiced Egyptian magical arts by
The meaning of this is that this Mary was called
me, thou art my son, today I have begotten thee,
cutting into his flesh: the same accusation is made
Stada, that is, a prostitute, because, according to what
etc. Likewise in another place: The Lordsuid to my
against Christ in their hostile book Toldoth Jeschu.
was taught at Pumbadita, she left her husband and
Lord, sit thou at my right hand. Now I ascend to my
“Lastly, the time corresponds. For it is said that
committed adultery. This is also recorded in the JerusaFather who is in heaven and will sit at his right
lem Talmud and by Maimonides.
this son of Stada lived in the days of Paphus the son
hand, which you will see with your own eyes. But
of Jehuda, who was a contemporary of Rabbi Akibah.
That the mention here is of Mary, the mother of
you, Judas, will never reach that high. Then Jesus
Akibah, however, lived at the time of the Ascension
Jesus, is verified in the Tract Chugigah, 4b:
pronounced the great name of God (IHVII) and
of Christ, and for some time after. Mary is also said
“When Rabbi Bibhai was visited once by the
Death Angel (the devil), the latter said to his
_
assistant: ‘Go and bring to me Mary the hairdresser’ (that is, kill her). He went and brought
Mary the children’s hairdresser-in
place of the
other Mary.”
A marginal note explains the passage as follows:
“This story of Mary the Ladies’ hairdresser happened under the Second Temple.
She was the
mother of Peloni, ‘that man’, as he is called in the
tract Schubbuth,” (fol. 104b).
Donations to cover the costs of tapes are 94.00 for one tape, $6.00 for
In Schubbuth the pussuge referred to says:
“Rabbi Eliezer said to the Elders: ‘Did not the
two tapes and $2.50 per tape for three or more, except where otherwise
son of Stada practice Egyptian magic by cutting it
noted.
Postage is included
in tape prices.
into his flesh?’ They replied: ‘He was a fool, and
Please
send
check
or
money
order to: mE
WORD, P.O. Box 6194,
we do not pay attention to what fools do. The son
of Stada, Pandira’s son, etc.“’ as above in Sunhedrin,
Tehachapi,
CA 93582 or call 805-822-4176
if you have questions or you
67a.
wish to use your Visa, Discover or Master Card.
This magic of the son of Stada is explained as
If you desire to automatics//y
receive tapes from future
meetings,
follows in the book Beth Jucobh, fol. 127a:
please
send
at
least
a
$50
donation
from
which
tape
costs
will
be
deducted.
“The Magi, before they left Egypt, took special
care not to put their magic in writing lest other
We will try to notify you as your balance reaches zero.
peoples might come to learn it. But he devised a
The following is a partial list of older items but including all of the most
new way by which he inscribed it on his skin, or
current meeting dates, with the number of tapes in bold, in parentheses,
made cuts in his skin and inserted it there and
and mentioning
if the meeting has a special focus:
which, when the wounds healed up, did not show
what they meant.” (This is treated at greater length
2/l O/95(2) Japanese visitors, plus Jordan Maxwell on Masonic symbolism;
in the book Tolduth Jeschu, where it speaks of Jesus
2/l g/95(4) extended slide-lecture on Masonic and other symbols by Jordan Maxwell;
as a conjurer, as we shall see further on. It is also
3/5/95(l);
3/l 2/95 (3) Rayelan/Ede Koenig Blast; 3/26/95
(2);
mentioned in the Jerusalem Tulmud in chap. 12.)
4/9/95(S)
Vladimir Terziski’s meeting with Commander and the ground crew;
Buxtorf (cf. Lexicon. Jud. in verbo JeschuJ says:
4/23/95(2)
Mary Snell 81 Ronn Jackson via phone;
“There is little doubt who this Ben St& was, br
5/l
81
2/95
(6) May Day meeting; 5/l 6/95(3);5/28/95(3);
who the Jews understood him to be. Although the
6/l
l/95(2);
6/25/95(2);
7/g/95(3);
7/30/95(3);8/1
S/95 (2);9/24/95(1)
Ronn Jackson;
Rabbis in their additions to the Tulmud try to hide
1 O/22/95(3) includes audio of Farrakhan’s speech;1 O/29/95(4) Mark Phillips 81Cathy O’Brien;
their malice and say that it is not Jesus Christ, their
deceit is plainly evident, and many things prove
11 /12/95 (3); 11/26/95(3);
12/3/95(2) Jeff s letter; 12/l O/95(2) Greg & Debbie; 12/l 7/95(2);
that they wrote and understood all these things
12/21/95(2)
Wally Gentlemen 81George Van Noy;l2/31/95
Holocaust “Gas Chambers”(3);
about him. In the first place, they also call him the
1/7/967%e Trouble With Lawyers(Z); l/2 l/96(2); 2/4/96 Jeff Rense’s “Fifth Column” interview
son of Pandira. Jesus the Nazarene is thus called in
(3);2/11/96
(3); 2/25/96
Christopher Reeve interview on “Larry King Live” (2); 3/l O/96 (3);
other passages (cf. The Jerusalem Tulmud, Abhoduh
3/l 7/96(3)Deepak Chopra”TheWitard Within”&Ceorge Hunt ‘1987 WildernessConference”;
Zarah, ch. 11, and Schabbath, ch. XIV, Beth Jacobh,
3/3
l/96 (2); 4/l 4/96(3).
127a.) of the Talmud where express mention is
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continued to do so until a wind came and took him
up between earth and sky. Judas also pronounced
the name of God and he likewise was taken up by
the wind. [H: My, my-awfully
big “winds”, it
would seem to me!] In this way they both floated
around in the air to the amazement of the onlookers. Then Judas, again pronouncing the Divine
Name, took hold of Jesus and pushed him down to
earth. But Jesus tried to do the same to Judas and
thus they fought together. And when he pissed on
Jesus, and both thus being unclean they fell to
earth; nor could they use the Divine name again
until they had washed themselves.”
Whether those who believe such devilish lies deserve greater hatred or pity, I cannot say. (Wagenseil,
Sota, p. 1049.)
In another place in the same book it is related that
in the house of the Sanctuary there was a stone which
the patriarch Jacob anointed with oil. On this stone
were carved the tetragrammatic letters of the Name
(IHVH) (No one knows how this august name of God is
to be read). It is certain, however, that it was not
pronounced Jehovah, although it is thus commonly
pronounced.
For the vowels of this tetragrammatum
are the vowels of the name Adonai [H: Certainly is and
in the name of sAdonai” I often place my own salute.], and it is thus that the Jews read IHVH. Out of
reverence, however, it is never written in their books,
with the exception of Sacred Scripture, but only indicated by: ‘I, or Haschem, the Name.) and if anyone
could learn them he could destroy the world. [H: Ah
so... Since I know them does that mean I have the
power to destroy the world?] They therefore decreed
that no one must learn them, and they placed two dogs
upon two iron columns before the Sanctuary so that if
anyoue should learn them the dogs would bark at him
coming out and he would forget the letters through fear.
Then it is related: “Jesus came and entered, learned the
letters and wrote them down on parchment. Then he
cut them into the flesh of his thigh and inserted them
there, and having pronounced the name, the wound
healed.” (Buxtorf. Lexicon)
(S .) Idolater
In the Tract Sanhedrin (103a) the words of Psalm
XCI, 10: “No plague shall come near thy dwelling,” are
explained as follows:
“That thou mayest never have a son or a disciple
who will salt his food so much that he destroys his
taste in public, like Jesus the Nazarene.” [H: And
you foolish people thought it was good for your
heart to cut out salt?]
To salt one’s food too much or to destroy one’s
taste, is proverbially said of one who corrupts his
morals or dishonors himself, or who falls into heresy
and idolatry and openly preaches it to others.
(6.) Seducer
In the same book Sanhedrin (107b) we read:
“Mar said: Jesus seduced, corrupted and destroyed
Israel.”
(7.) Crucified
Finally as punishment for his crimes and impiety,
he suffered an ignominious death by being hanged on a
cross on the eve of the Passover (as we have seen
above). [H: Now, since Passover in these modern
times is BEFORE the Easter Crucifixion, would it
not seem somebody has set more convenient timing of
events to distract all OTHERS from the event of the
death of that one thought to be Christ?]
(8.) Buried in Hell
The book Zohar, III (282), tells us that Jesus died
like a beast and was buried in that “dirt heap... where
they throw the dead bodies of dogs and asses, and where
the sons of Esau [the Christians] and of Ismael [the
Turks], also Jesus and Mahommad, uncircumcised and
unclean like dead dogs, are buried.” [H: Ranos, I ask
that you pay very, very close attention to the terms
“Zoha?, Zehar, and Seehar and see what you think
about them! Also note how very close we each come
to total distraction and loss.]

In the book Synag. Judaica, (Ch. III, p. 75) is the Lying, cheating and stealing are not of God’s Comfollowing: “He who cuts himself off [namely, who does mandments, readers, no matter how you choose to
not believe blindly in the Rabbinical teachings] will handle yourselves. And yet, supporting another as to
suffer the tortures of the damned, as is decreed in the absolute truth is seemingly difficult to you. Say, you
have gone with someone to pick up or handle funds. If
Talmudic law of punishment in the Tract de Repudiis
(Gift. c.5): He who despises the words of the wise men you have seen a transfer from one to another of, say, an
shall be cast into the dirt heap with the damned.” . . . envelope which you later consider holds funds, did you
(9.) Worshipped as God After His Death By His or did you not “see” the funds? Well, you didn’t
actually see or count the funds enclosed, but you did
Followers:
George El. Edzard, in his book Avoda Sara, quotes later realize it was a most important envelope. What is
the following words of the commentator on the Hilkoth your TRUTH? Your TRUTH is exactly what you came
to know for hindsight causes realization of that which
Akum (V,3) of Maimonides:
occurred as surely as that which you witnessed or
“In many passages of the Talmud mention is
experienced.
The problem always comes when the
made of Jesus the Nazarene and of his disciples,
adversary comes against you with conjured witnesses
and that the Gentiles believe that there is no other
who were not even present but are only claimed by the
God besides him. In the book Chizzuk Emunah,
evil liar to have been there at a given time to lie about
part I, ch. 36, we read: ‘The Chri tians build up an
happenings. It is difficult to realize this happens-but
argument from this [Zachary l-11, lo] and say:
that action is within the very PROTOCOLS themselves.
Behold how the Prophet testified that in future ages
Wherein does YOUR alliance belong? How are the rest
the Jews would lament and weep because they
of your truths? Do you hide in “fear” of some kind? It
crucified and killed the Messiah who was sent to
is time for all of you to begin to realize what TRUTH
them; and to prove that he meant Jesus the Nazarene,
really IS and stand forth with goodness when you have
possessing both the divine and human nature, they
opportunity-for
otherwise, you are going down in the
quote the words: And they looked upon him whom
bloodbath which is before you.
they transjixed and they wept over him as a mother
And to you who simply gain’ revenge over those you
over herfirst born child. “’
falsely perceive have harmed you in some manner, I
suggest you look very carefully at that which you join
[END OF QUOTING}
and do for you are WRONG and shall be sucked into the
This dissertation on the names of “Jesus” has moved pit right along with the liars, cheats and thieves. And
on into too lengthy a discussion and becomes distract- you who deliberately break your alliance and agreeit out carefully for
ing in its presentation. It is most interesting but causes ments and betray a brother-check
our own presentation to become unwieldy while we only you shall be the one to fall, for every betrayer of
HAVE SKELETONS IN HIS OWN
wished to discuss, actually, the misperceptions of sim- another-WILL
CLOSET WAITING TO BETRAY SELF.
ply naming a person.
Can you see that it matters NOT what you call
It must by now be evident that you who do not speak
Yiddish as a language CANNOT possibly translate goodness or how much goodness is called by other
correctly from that language which is not even Hebrew. names to mock it-it shall stand into INFINITY on its
Just as I have to have a translator to speak in your own TRUTH?
Any man who betrays his brother is despised by
language, so too is it impossible to correctly interpret
what is presented to you if you have no idea of the those to whom be offers that betrayal. The betrayed
original language or scripting. How could you other- need do nothing to cost that “other” (betrayer) his
respect for the RESPECT is gone forever more from the
wise realize “Adonai” is “a” term meaning (IHVH)?
Can you begin to see that it is just possible that you perceptions of even the Elite who accept the betrayal.
have been fed a pretty long line of probable errors? I You become the FOOL in such games of directed hurt.
have no interest in YOUR RELIGIONS for they ALL You who join with the enemy of those you shared your
just announced YOUR
are filled to overflow with MAN-MADE errors. It does own liaison in shelter-have
not matter, do you see? It matters only according to that OWN ENEMY. No man shall again trust you in any
Those who stand on Truth without
which is according to GOD within your soul and heart. circumstance.
Right and Wrong are birthed within SOUL at your deviation shall prevail ultimately and shall gain the
presentation so you who try to fool all the people, trust of all who come thereafter. Sometimes that jourincluding self, all the time, are in real deep trouble ney is difficult, but always worthy, students.
ADONAI.
when it comes to TRUTH and FACT within that TRUTH.
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erty was no longer in any way, shape or form, theirs.
This is not presented to Mr. Horn in that way and
now months more of deposing, etc., is oncoming. What
difference it makes is beyond anyone involved but
somehow Green and Brigade are trying to help Horn
prove the Ekkers are frauds (his words). Now, George
Green got away with being an Officer AND Director of
the Institute, diverted funds from CLC into at least
TWO other corporations and at least one bank in Colorado, took untold amounts of gold, $350,000 + KNOWN
and other things. Rod Ence was Officer and Director of
the Institute and got off using friends of MINE to get
$23,500 KNOWN and a note covering, at the least, the
same amount, to buy farm equipment which he said his
“mother” loaned him money to purchase and which he
took and sold. Now we are in over $50,000 outstanding
if you count nothing more such as the total lack of farm
return in several years and finally coming to a total
disaster. He has now drawn maps to turn in to the
County Building Inspection Dept., tattling on the original owner of the farm. Well, he is pretty unpopular for
they came, inspected, and found little to cite anyone for
and what was noted was from years and years before
anyone had heard of Ence or Ekkers. Having to ask
Ences to leave the farm resulted in the following from
Sandy’s Father:

Onlegal
Sllenanigan

And
Blessed
Mother
Marv
J

4/12/96 #l
FATHER

ED

HATONN
CLEARY

Not in your wildest dreams, readers, can you perceive Ed Cleary turning from that which he deems to be
God, whom he has come to realize bears the title “Aton”
of the Creator One Light. What he has turned from are
people who “others” have denounced and pushed aside
in their own anger and transgressions.
Yes, it is hard
to believe that one of YOU in your most confidential
sharings would actively turn into evil destruction of all
for which you stand.
I am grateful that even in their interruptions of
linear flow with our team that he and his old friends
still consider, plan and work for a project which benefits all. They could not know truth for it resided too
close to them to see what was happening.
Father
Cleary, without realization, was aiding and abetting
that which would later mock his own name and tradition.
George Green, he claims, had the full ear of Cleary
and continued to have same. This is simply, as usual
with the tellings of Green, NOT TRUE. It IS true, yes,
that Father Cleary came here when Greens moved to
this place but it was through my own connection with
Father Cleary that he joined us. He had been for many
years retired from the active participation as priest in
the Catholic Church. He retired a bit early because he
had a confrontation with the hierarchy of that Church.
He RESIGNED. He was not “kicked out” because of any
activities of immoral nature as is now advertised about
the circle of the enemy. I cannot stop the George
Abbotts, Greens and Ences from telling these tales-I
can only offer here that the lies grow and grow and are
choking the very tellers.
As Ekkers and attorneys dig out what, exactly, the
“house circumstance” is all about, a lot of information
is flowing. It is NOT what has now been fed to the
Horn/Santa Barbara/Green Brigade. And the thieves
and liars are in a worse position for the deeds they have
done. And, yes indeed, I will tell it for I am sick to my
own soul at seeing those who pretend to be gracious,
giving, honest and wondrously Godly, living the LIE
OF LIES.
Those who watched and participated in the very
presence of the Ekkers as the BATF surrounded the
wooded area around their house and the lock-smith
waited at the corner to come and drive them out and
change the locks, finally had opportunity to allow
longer struggle. As the RTC [Resolution Trust Corporation] took over the property, it was put up for sale.
Silently a group of valid and wonderful friends gathered to see what could be done. There was little funding
to pay the cost of the litigation which had moved into
multiple years.
Beautiful Sharri sent funds to cover the holding
price of the property. She, however, did not want to

have the house as collateral, so as other things eased a
bit, she held her funding, put it in through the Institute
and then most of it went DIRECTLY into a couple of
corporations she was using. She was neither officer nor
director in any corporations.
She had and used the
ONLY bank accounts for any of those funds. She later
pulled out the funds which is a terrible IRS error as to
bookwork and this again left Ekkers to answer to those
nice people about the withdrawn funds. It is fine for it
brought to light the fact that the corporations were
STILL TOTALLY in Ekkers’ care and direction. There
were now no funds to consider in the accounts for those,
too, Sharri closed, then abandoned the corporations
themselves.
These are the SAME corporations later taken by
Betty Tuten from the Agent’s Office unlawfully. Those
corporations were not registered in any way to Sharri.
Months before the taking of actual books a secret
transfer of those corporations was made to a silent
agent in Reno. This agent is cutely referred to in the
legal community as the Corrupt Attorney’s Incorporation Company (CAIC). The name, of course, is not the
same. Well, the corporations got changed out unlawfully and when confronted the State of Nevada demanded that the corporations be returned and hold
charges against the perpetrators.
Nevada Corporate
Headquarters saw to the correction of documentation
and is now told by the State that they must bring some
kind of legal action to “close” the case.
Sharri claimed to have nothing going with Green
and that she did not allow her stock or anything else to
be used by Green. But none of those original documents, including the stock, which is the BIG NO-NO,
has been returned as demanded by both the State and
the Agent. We now know that Green, Abbott, et al.,
have tampered with that stock and are using it as
backup for their dirty tricks. Most of this is not realized
by Sharri, who again will not accept calls. After calling
CONTACT and writing a pre-prepared letter to Doris,
who had to attend the corporation mess, disclaiming
any use of those corporations-there
is a letter from her
in Mr. Horn’s files-right
there in deposition. While
lecturing us on “love”, “goodness” and “understanding”, there is the hate mail right on top of the pile!
Ah, but there is more, for Mr. Green sent out
dozens of “packages” denouncing Ekkers and sending
lists and copies of short-form trust deeds about the
house (in which Sharri is not involved at all) to everyone he could conjure up to lie to. The Ekkers are not
stupid, readers, they KNEW Father Cleary had done
something which “temporarily” secured the house but
they were deliberately kept out of any loop which
involved the property. The understanding, if there ever
was any “understanding” about the matter, was that the
house was sold in order to have collateral to continue
the legal processes.
And, essentially that is what
happened, only the Ekkers didn’t have the slightest
notion of how it was handled and knew that the 1
oroo1

“To Whom it May Concern;
Due to the vicious lies, manipulation
and
transgressions
by Doris and E.J. Ekker also
spy Charles Neil, to have the Rod Ence family
evicted from the Ranch, please remove my
name from your “Contact” list. Also include
the tape list, journals and Gaia products, as I
can no longer support an oueration under such
evil leadership as Doris and E.J. Ekker.
Thank you,
Robert E. Rhoads
P.O. Box 60
Victor, MT 59875. ”

Interesting7 Well it gets more interesting for Robert Rhoads is also in the list of Horn helpers who had
bought a tiny piece of the property on which he holds a
deed. There was also Tammy Ally and her husband
Steve, who also each held a tiny portion in deeds.
Tammy is Sandy Ence’s sister and Steve is her estranged husband. Tammy left owing rent after having
had her small loan to the farm repaid in full. She had
been given a job and it is noted that gossip attributed
directly to her doorstep caused ongoing confusion and
problems at several companies.
Ence owned a corporation called Challenge Met
and the farm was sublet to him with permission of the
owner, Turner. Charles is the manager of Sunshine
Valley Farms which carried the lease. Therefore Charles
was and IS the Manager. So what do Ekkers have to do
with the farm? Nothing save making loans TO the
Farm Research programs and to pay Ences for their
work through the Institute which is set up for these very
research purposes. The farm is THE research place for
Spelta which is now gaining a real notable foothold in
the market place BECAUSE OF OUR THRUST. “Spy”
Charles now has arranged and has growing with the
biggest organic grower in the U.S. spelt fields scattered
now through the whole local area between Tehachapi
and Bakersfield. They are also testing the addition of
pumice which will allow for no irrigation as the land
soil is prepared and “finished”. The soil is going to be
de-weeded and prepared for research of several crops
AT THE FARM.
Now, for you who think Ences were “kicked out”,
naked and poor, they were NOT. They had been
handsomely paid and had, further, been getting assistance from ADC and the Food Stamp program.
All
their living quarters and expenses were fully covered.
And, a job was being worked on for Rod elsewhere in
Bob James’ Jojoba oil extraction project. By the way,
E.J. had to listen while he was accused of having an
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airplane hidden away. Sorry, it is Bob James’ and it
sleeps in a hanger shared by Rob Davis.
Who is Bob James? He is “just” a person who
develops ionized water which alone will save your
lives. He builds and researches radionic devices and
pulse stimulators-THAT
WORK for all manners of
things, including fat loss and parasite ridding. He is
the full support system for our products. He knows Drs.
Beck and Merkl and, and, and. He has invented a small
motor which WILL REPLACE all motors as you now
recognize them and can be utilized anywhere on anything for which you need a motor with efficiency, light
weight, and exceptional power.
He knows about
bladeless Tesla/Posell pumps and turbine generators
and “Brown’s gas”, just to name one or two research
capabilities. He is not even a reader, except occasionally, of the paper or the journals. We have a WORKING
respect-not
some kind of silly following.
It is now claimed by Betty Tuten that people come
and are brainwashed and programmed here. How so?
Even Dharma doesn’t have time to read the paper OR
THE JOURNALS and neither does E.J. The lawyer
claimed Ms. Tuten had even told “everybody” of Mrs.
Ekker’s waste by having elaborate layouts of party
things, expensive cakes, etc., at meetings of the “cult”.
Cult? Offering our visitors and friends a bit of cookies
or cake for visiting? What do you do in your home of
which Mrs. Ekker no longer has one and is not allowed
personal visitors? It is presented that Doris has the
social leadership under full CONTROL with an iron
fist. How so? She doesn’t get to attend hardly any of
the activities of ANYONE, other than an occasional
baby shower in which she participates in the expected
delivery.
Now let us look at this Leon Fort who claims to
have lost everything at the evil hands of Ekkers! He
1oane.d some funds to the Institute after having come to
know of the Tehachapi opportunity from George Green.
He was given everything anyone is given and Ekker did
the paper work. The funds were almost “passed through”
to George Green for publishing books, of which the
journals were used as collateral but included at least
five other authors including John Coleman. Then when
Green left, with the gold, and went to Nevada, Green
summoned Fort, took him to Texas to a “dome building” school and asked him to withdraw his funds and
join him and others in a development using domes. The
project was, of course, NOT HIS but did in fact belong
to a research venture funded by the Institute.
Well, time went by and because of the thefts, the
Institute had to respond to the “run” by going totally
under the shelter of fiduciary responsibility and secure
ALL notes. A plan was worked out to repay Mr. Fort
and $40,000 was, in fact, PAID to Mr. Abbott, Fort’s
attorney. This funding was never acknowledged and
after months of “receiving” payments was laughingly
told by Fort as never having an agreement and certainly
he “never signed the stupid agreement” and they were
just “going to see how much the Institute would pay
before they noticed.” The funds paid were immediately
used personally by George Abbott.
At the same time you nice readers were helping get
a hearing from Gerry Spence, Ann Beam and Leon Fort
were writing poison letters to Spence. Remember,
readers, the request was for Spence to help get legal
hearings STARTED after seven years of inability to get
the case to court trial. The letters sent by Beam did stop
Spence but for the WRONG REASONS. The letters
were filled with lies provided George Abbott with proof
otherwise and dealt with the Green garbage in Nevada.
Ann later, through Fort, acknowledged publicly the
“errors” and “misperceptions”, started to bring charges
against Abbott and within a week was right back on the
Abbott suit list paying for Abbott’s new assaults with
Horton and Green. My goodness, and then we are
bastards and evil for noting this kind of behavior? An
INSTITUTE of which many of you are participants is at
stake here. YOUR interests are being destroyed herewhat is this? The courts allow it to go on and on into
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infinity and yet “goodness” is not supposed to speak
out? Well, just WHEN does “goodness” speak out? Ah,
NEVER?
What might be wrong with your world,
readers? CRIME PAYS HANDSOMELY! These “nice”
groupie friends of Green’s used Eleanor Schroepfer to
DESTROY both John and herself along with her son.
They stuck John into a prison institution care facility
AFTER, John claims, he was hit over the head with a
fire extinguisher.
Abbott drained Eleanor and is still
trying to get all the rest of her meagre assets now that
she is in an elderly care facility having been placed
there by the son who doesn’t want to tend a “crazy old
woman”. Read this and weep, people, for this is where
you have come to in your world.
Well, it is obvious, is it not, that there are so many
cases ongoing wherein the banksters have unlawfully
acted as to cause terror in their hea *ts if ONE loses in
a single case? There comes a note y FAX this minute
that speaks of the unlawful sale of Peter Kawaja’s home
and property-as
we write here [seep. 91. People, the
goodness is over-can’t you see it? The Elite intend to
HAVE EVERYTHING and the “helpers” are just along
for what they can grub out of you in the killing fields.
Green has made sure through his thugs that Ekkers can
NEVER have anything ever again for his buddies have
gotten judgments against them to the extent of endless
litigation or “give up”. Either way the assets are used
up to further the evil invaders.
I don’t want to belabor this further but I am not
going to longer sit and allow these things to continue to
go in secret coverings before you who were sold a bunch
of defective “goods” by the pious pretenders to goodness.
I am, however, especially interested in Father Cleary
for he is now in his long-shadow years and those things
which were precious to him in his church experience
are being likewise shattered as has been in recent
trusting relationships.
I hope all of you will pay attention to yesterday’s
writing [see p. 211 because today I shall offer something on “QUEEN OF THE JEWS”, about beautiful
Mother Mary and the calloused degrading of such a
wonderful and wondrously beautiful entity. Are these
writings true? What mean you? They are provided here
to share and, as a newspaper journalist and journal
writer, we have obligation to share. At thevery LEAST,
Mary was always respected, it seemed-but as you saw
yesterday, the Talmudists degraded her and her memory.
Now Father Cleary is coming under the worst kind of
attack upon his character and in a way TYPICAL of
bringing down Holy Fathers (Priests) in the Catholic
Church. This is predominantly a focus of misbehavior
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in sexual indiscretions.
If the tales of Green were
actually true I certainly DOUBT that Father Cleary
would have told Ence and, much the less, George
Green. But alas, it seems the enemy never knows when
to quit. I do suggest Father Cleary take a good long
look at what has come to pass-through
his friendship
and defense of Rod Ence/Enz. I also suggest Mike take
an equally long, hard look for he isbeing the one quoted
in the damaging tales. When this comes out in third
party DEPOSITIONS, unrelated to anything, it is serious and MALICIOUS! Tuten, is using Father Ed even
more crassly-look
for yourself. She has totally destroyed Dr. Hoffmann’s relationship with his family
and wife and it is noted it was not too steady before. He
has simply tried to offer humanity the benefit of his
healing knowledge. At least, now, I believe he realizes
all moves to protect him were worthy of his note when
at the time he couldn’t fathom such actions by Green
and others-HE
HAD ACTUALLY HELPED ALONG
THE WAY.
How dare I continue this personal discussion? Because I do not PLAY to the WORLD, readers, I send
I
messages to you who WAIT for your connections.
don’t come to bring groupies to join into some patriotic
or religious activity. I am simply making acquaintance
with you who know you are and were, waiting for the
itinerary you seek. These people touch our lives and
therefore TOUCH GREATLY, YOURS. I don’t wave
flags or religious banners; I simply am a journalist to
inform and you may discard or receive as you choose. It
is YOUR journey and it is YOU who must judge and
discern but I shall not hide the perpetrators of directed
evil war against you, my friends, or shelter them longer
from you whom they claimed to desire to serve. This
means that Dharma and E. J. are no more than busy
JOURNALISTS trying to write on matters which impact YOU. They do not plead change in YOU or
demand anything of you but certainly they expected
more from those who actually CAME and claimed to
wish to share the journey. How be it the strikers hurt
mostly the elderly? Well, they can’t fight back much
better than the babe, can they? There is never an equal
playing field with the evil-mongers and greed-snatchers-they always structure the lies to hide the truth of
Then they claim “those UNGODLY
their actions.
people” about you others. It is as old as Satan himself
so why do you act surprised? Ego and Satan are one of
the same cloth. This then is also whereat the sins of the
Father are laid upon the backs of the sons and daughters. Think carefully about it for many will be lost in
their precious direction, to the lies.
This would take days to cover so let us simply move
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on. I get so many letters for updates and I try to ignore
them and then I get more and people are getting badly
hurt out there among you whose names were pulled
from stolen mail-lists and offered black lists of these
very few misfits. I just remind you to look what they did
to THE TEACHER, THE MESSENGER, THE GOODLY
PROPHET. AND, LOOK AT WHAT THEY DO TO
THE BELOVED “MOTHER” AND THEN LOOK AT
WHAT YOU ALLOW TO HAPPEN AND CONTINUE.
So be it. Ed, I am sorry, son, for my soul weeps WITH
you.
Dharma is required to be away much of this day and
be available to attorneys so we haven’t probably time to
finish the dissertation on the topic of MARY but,
please, let us at least begin. I ask that the Editors
please do not correct or change spellings, punctuation or make other ‘corrections” for in the “quoting” of material, it must remain unchanged from the
original even as to apostrophes. We do not need to
spend time integrating our own type of print or
Editing for it only leaves Dharma open for further
accusations. I weary of such garbage on our desk in
such continual assault.
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She be the prophet Jeremiah’s “Woman Who shall
encompass a man”? And is She perhaps the “Woman
Whose Seed (Son) shall crush the head of the serpent?”
Prayer from Jewish Morning Service)
0 God, and God of our forefathers, bless us
with the threefold Blessing of Thy Law, written by the hand of Moses Thy Servant, and
spoken by Aaron and his sons to Thy holy
People: “The Lord Bless thee and keep thee;
May His Face shine upon thee and be gracious
to thee; may the Lord turn His Face to thee, and
give thee peace.”
“ABOUT
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Before proceeding with the subject of this book I
think something about Jesus in particular would help to
its better understanding. Let me begin with a pleasant
memory of my seminary-days. One day a student for the
priesthood asked his Professor of Scripture this question: “Father, about how many Jews, do you think, were
fully responsible for, and guilty of calling for the
[QUOTING, PART ONE:]
crucifixion of Jesus?” The Professor, a really holy and
very learned man in His Subject after twenty-five years
of teaching It, answered almost at once: “0, about six.”
OUEEN
OF THE
JEWS
That unbiased opinion nails the full guilt of the
by Arthur B. Klyber
crucifixion to the few, where it belongs. The mere mobaction of the ordinary Jews who were present at the
[Remnant of Israel Publications, New Hope, Ken- Trial of Jesus, is so clearly stated in Church Tradition
tucky 400521
that only a blindly prejudiced person could miss it.
The booklet was presented in April of 1960.
Simon Bar Jonah, better known to Bible-readers as St.
Peter was very likely an eyewitness of the Crucifixion
FOREWORD
of Jesus. On the Day of the Descent of the Holy Spirit
on the Apostles, he proclaimed to some three-thousand
This booklet speaks to Catholics and Jews about a Jews in Jerusalem: “I know that you did it (shouted for
Jewish maiden praised everywhere as the”Virgin Mary”. the crucifixion of Jesus) in ignorance, just as did your
Hundreds of millions in every nation venerate (not Rulers.” (Book of the Acts ofthe Apostles, Ch. 3, verse
worship) Her as the holiest child of Adam ever to have 17.)
The sage utterance of the Scripture Professor above
blessed our sordid earth with the sandals of Her feet.
In one language after another Her Name falls with quoted, pinpoints the inescapable lesson of history,
gentle veneration from the lips of more than half the that every nation will pay in suffering, for the crimes of
world’s population because they acknowledge her as its leaders. I have tried to present that fact at greater
length in my book “THIS JEW’.
the Mother of the Messiah.
So much at the moment, for the Crucifixion-Event.
At times gentiles have been moved by a holy envy
of the honor that reflects on the whole Jewish people Its inseparable connection with what I write about the
through the honor given to Mary. One such gentile is Virgin Mary should be evident as I proceed: the Two,
the Sainted Ignatius of Loyola, Founder of the Society Jesus and Mary, are everywhere inseparable.
of Jesus. When someone once spoke to him about ‘pure’
[END QUOTING OF PART ONE]
Spanish blood, un-mixed by any Jewish blood through
marriage, Ignatius countered: “I would consider it a
This would seem a good place to break this writing
special favor from God had I been born a Jew, What a
marvellous privilege it is to be related to the Messiah so that we can begin next writing on the focus to Mary,
is She?”
and to the glorious Virgin Mary, His Mother, by ties of “Who is She?-What
The writer of this journalistic piece is not antiBlood!” Is there any Son of Abraham who does not feel
a thrill of exhilaration on learning that one of this own Jewish; he simply, like any other speaker or writer, is
people is being so honored as Mary by gentiles? Para- without ability to separate, by name, those who would
phrasing the words of a well-known American Poet, I break asunder a planet and those who simply walk
make bold to call this Virgin of Israel the Jewish through their goodly journey in ignorance thrust upon
People’s “Solitary but Magnificent Boast”. I want to them by the self-proclaimed Elite. The Elitist Chrisetch into Her Crown therefore, the perhaps hitherto tians are, sadly, worse in perceptions and at gaining
unspoken but most appropriate Title: “Queen of the REVENGE. None WANT truth and that sadly is simply
Jews.” For, this Virgin Mary Whose Son is worshipped the way it is.
There are three very involved people with the writas “King” of the Jews, must be, in an unique way, “The
ing and presenting of this very little book: Klyber,
Queen of the Jews”.
McCormick and Ritter. I use only “Sir” names because
CHAPTER
ONE
the foolish reaction of the “community” is to destroy
the messengers to keep the lies unto themselves. God
is infinite, readers, and to keep ignorance into infinity
IT IS A WONDER
is to separate self FROM GOD. It is your choice, most
Might not the twenty centuries of honor to a Jewish surely, but a “hearing” might well be worthy of some
Maiden prompt Jewish people to ponder: ‘Inview of the note. Could YOU possibly be ever so slightly WRONG
continual disdain that many gentiles hold for Jewish in concept and knowledge? Were YOU perfect and
people, how is it possible that one Jewish woman ever ALL-KNOWING you would not be stumbling around in
came to get so much honor from them? She has been a third-dimensional character of God’s thought projeccredited with a multitude of miracles: Did those alleged tions. If TRUTH prevailed at present, there would be
miracles really occur? Could this Woman possibly be no problems on your place as you now experience. How
the “Virgin” (the “Almah”) of the prophet Isaiah? Can many messengers do YOU help crucify? DARE you not

consider possibilities?

So be it. Good morning.

4/13/96 #l
WATCH

HATONN

YOUR

ICONS

I would like to continue right on into our subject of
Mary, the assumed Mother of the one you call Jesus.
The memory of one you respect becomes the image. If
that image is conjuring a message, then it is a worthy
entity indeed if you can become discerning. Let me
example: Once I received a short letter from a young
man who was quite damaged in Vietnam. He sent along
with the letter, several pictures. The pictures were of
mold and fungus growing around his worse soiled
bathroom walls. He was truly without resources and
lived in poverty. He was physically alright and did, in
fact, “work out” almost to obsession. He found images
of Jesus, the Devil, Mother Mary, urchins and angels
outlined in the mold. He was searching for Icons to fit
the feelings of any given day. I told him to wash his
walls and stop this groveling for God in the refuse of
disease. You will find GOD EVERYWHERE
but to
enshrine fungi is not where to keep your mind. If he
were fascinated by the growing and ever-changing
patterns then he might well study the growth of mold
and fungi but not to find religious icons. As the
different references were marked and presented there
were at least double the number of ill-begotten images
of “bad stuff’ than of good. Clean the bathroom and
paint it and the devils would be gone-except,
of
course, those burned into the heart and obviously it was
those very ones who dealt the constant misery. If you
play mind games the mind will play games with you.
MARLON
BRANDO
Mr. Brando is under attack by the ADL and JDL
these days for suggesting that “some” Jewish groups
are less than wonderful. Are there not groups of White
people, Asians, Indians, ANYTHING, that arc not
perfection in fairness? The thing I find interesting is
the major demand of the man, who had described and
explained himself quite carefully, was demanded to
make apologies on the property of the staged museum of
Holocaust!?
He simply said that the “Jews owned
Hollywood” and therefore, what else is new? Ah, but
there was blackballing, black-listing, etc., underway to
see to the non-acting position of this man forever. He
met their demands and still there is no satisfaction and
I ask you this: If the man is being anti-Semitic, Semitic
apologetic, pro-Semitic, or warbles “Dixie” in a nightclub, does making this public display under pressure
and force MEAN anything at all? And I repeat something: very, very few of these people, or any people, are
from Shem, the recognized Shemite (Semite). This is
a term which no longer represents its true meaning and
has simply become a hate word. Dharma is being asked
that same question about being anti-Semitic in a deposition over a thing totally unrelated which happened
eight years ago. What is this? Then the response was
not accurately written, to allow for further deceit. This
term is applied as A SIGN that the party accused is to
be destroyed politically and socially. It is something
akin to a death sentence for intimidation. The accusers
are harsh, bitter, loud and raspy in their finger pointing
and demanding and still no one defends the speaker. It
is indeed sad but is part of the play unfolding. Doris
worked for, with, and within Jewish circles all her adult
public work life, from politicians to doctors and lawyers and loved them all. Accusations from a Jewish
lawyer in opposition will not change a breath of it but
the insertion of exchange words does. She said: “I am
Semitic” and it just somehow got printed “I am sympathetic”.
Sympathetic? What would that even have in
meaning? Everyone in the room heard it and nothing
save the written and accepted transcript missed the
word. Is this not reason enough, Lawyers, to demand a
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TAPING of the sessions as well as the recorder’s transcript? Or is Mr. Horn afraid his antics and insulting
intonations will show up on tape as they DON’T on a
printed page after the transcriber cleans up the “errors”? Mr. Horn has demanded all of Dharma’s tapes
since 1988 so why can’t you at the least demand a
taping of the depositions7 He considers there is something of value in tapes so why DON’T YOU?

and make their proper connections.
GOD WILL
CHOOSE HIS PERFECT TIME. I fear the man himself
will fall as shackled to the Hollywood scene. The
Protocols demand you be brain-washed by the movies
you are shown within the limitations of the instructions.
There will be very few Godly pictures made for public
consumption, without tampering.
I am hard pressed in wondering whether or not this
particular topic of “Mary” is just another way to cause
more hurt to my Scribe or if it can be accepted as
presented by scholars.
We have nothing save the
recognition of respect and reverence for all men and
their religions as to their RIGHT to believe, practice,
worship anything as they so choose.
BUT EACH
BEING HAS A MORE RESPONSIBLE STANCE TO
STUDY ATTITUDES AND TRUTH. If only the myths
are allowed presentation, how can there ever be a
correct recording of FACT? Well, we shall simply go
on as offered and continue the writings begun yesterday.
Because I offer this information as asked by the
sender of the booklet in point DOES NOT MEAN
THAT I CONCUR IN HARDLY ANYTHING OFFERED. For instance, “Virgin” did not mean what you
think, in those days- THAT ALSO, is a mistranslation
of language. Spirit of God or Angels is different from
a human man’s touch OR artificial insemination. My
purpose is to burst silly bubbles in any instance, not just
the ones YOU don’t like. I find almost NOTHING of
ACTUAL TRUTH in these writings and do, in fact,
believe this does more harm than any good which can
come about from the argument. BOTH ATTITUDES
ARE BASED ON PHYSICAL PERCEPTIONS ACCORDING TO VERY NARROW-MINDED PRESENTATIONS.
If you ponder “differences” then consider this as
used: “Jesus” in this instance is the NAME OF A MAN.
“Christ” is the label used for representation of the
Spirit of Soul in Goodness. And, readers, unless you
have the RIGHT connection with God in Spirit-all the
rest has NO MEANING! Physical aspect of experience
is temporary at best; Soul is eternal. YOU are “not”
your body physical-YOU
ARE THE YOU OF SOUL.
I will share another chapter or two from this booklet to allow you to see the direction taken and then

DR.

HOFFMANN

Dr. Hoffmann has sent a reasonable questionnaire
regarding the use of the word “Jew” in the book And
They Called His Name Immanuel.
Since I don’t know
what copy or printing to which he refers I am at a loss
for being able to explain another’s intention. In the
original manuscript there was a long explanation of the
use of the word “Jew” for it was not a term used in the
days of Esu “Jesus”. It is, however, the later translated
term used. As readers come along and read such a book
wherein in other places the word is “Jew”, there is no
way without long reference to know the difference.
There are several versions of this translation NOW and
those other equally good translations use the term AS
ACCEPTED by the later generations. It is for identification and nothing more. To translate anything from
one language into another where it remains unknown is
not our primary focus.
We always try to identify
“terminology” but can’t take the time to explain, with
every USE of a term, a dialogue regarding each word.
The actual enemies of Esu “Jesus” were the Pharisees.
In addition, you will note the difficulty there is in the
word “Jesus” for it was NOT his original name but you
call him by that name and if we don’t use it, also, there
is no way for you to identify with that intended energy.
And by the way, readers, it wus well over 300 years
(three centuries)
AFTER the Man Jesus tirat tke
gospels
and the New Testament were written and
chosen FOR ZNCL USZON, by German scholars. Nothing wus written in book/arm
prior to that. The Man
himself never wrote onythingl

I do wish to also thank Dr. Hoffmann for turning
his attention to Christopher Reeve for there is no
physical reason his spine can’t heal, for all that is
necessary is for the spinal nerves to realign themselves
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New Gaia Products

Offer Help
GaiaCol
GaiaCol is a combination of Colloidal Silver and Trace Colloidal
Gold. This combination of ingredients has produced a product that is
so high frequency and potent that it could quite possibly be the solution
to our ongoing tight against the new antibiotic-resistant
diseases that
we face today. Colloidal Silver was used extensively and very successfully against bacteria, virus, fungi and the like before the advent of the
first antibiotic, penicillin.
The uses of Colloidal Gold were also
significantly used in the restoration of health as early as 1885 andwas
noted for its ability to calm and harmonize the emotional body. Once
the chemical companies began manufacturing the myriad of antibiotics, silver and gold were no longer looked to for treatment,
The
antibiotics they were producing, however, produced no effect on the
more resistant viruses, fungi and parasites.
Now we face a new
generation of bacteria that are completely resistant to any antibiotics
merely due to antibiotic over-prescribing and resultant survival of the
fittest bacteria.
Research has demonstrated that Colloidal Silver is nontoxic to
humans and allows no presently known disease-causing
organism to
live in its proximity. With the addition of Trace Colloidal Gold the
frequency of GaIaCol is remarkably enhanced to allow these newer,
more powerful viruses and bacteria to be eliminated. GalaCol is gentle
enough to use topically on just about any skin, hair or mouth condition
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without fear of toxicity and is outstanding for bums.
For internal use during any type of infectious process, start with
one teaspoon the first day and then lo-12 drops, 3-4 times per day
under the tongue until the infection clears. Then maintain with 3-4
drops, 3-4 times per day under the tongue. Important: Due to the
powerful nature of this product, friendly bacteria can be affected so it
is advisable to replace the natural intestinal flora with some type of
acidophilusllactobacillus
supplement daily or at least when symptoms
are noted such as cramps, bloating, diarrhea/constipation
and a general
feeling of malaise.
GalaCol is said to be safe for children and pets and can be taken
with other medications without incident. This product is not addictive
and does not build up a tolerance to it in the body. 2 oz. 510.00

GaiaGold
GaiaGold is a solution of 100% Colloidal Gold which is one of
the oldest used substances for medicinal purposes and has no equal in
affecting the physical body positively.
Around 1885, colloidal gold
was commonly used in the United States as the basis for the cure of
alcoholism with additional uses including treatment of Arthritis, skin
ulcers, burns and certain nerve damages. Colloidal gold does not have
the same Germicidal/Antibiotic
action of Colloidal Silver when topically applied, but it does have tremendous effect if taken internally

realize that the author never actually extends beyond
the argument over physical myths. And worse, spends
most of his time apologizing for his own perceptions. It
is like arguing over whether the candy is better as a
Baby Ruth or as a Butterflnger.
The point is they are
both simply a matter of preference for both are candy
and both are “physical”. ONLY the “Idea” is of spiritual recognition. Youargueover“THINGS”
BECAUSE
YOU ARE SO ILL-INFORMED AS A SPECIES AS TO
HAVE LOST THE MEANING OF YOUR EXPERIENCE ALONG WITH YOUR REALITY OF YOUR
PERFECT CREATION. Were YOU created in a Man
called Jesus? By a Mother called Mary’? Were you
created in Atlantis, Mu-Pan?‘??
No, YOU wer,e created with God, FOR GOD and BY GOD in the projection of HIS THOUGHT INTO MANIFESTATION. In
this sense, readers, there CAN BE NO one Man who is
the basis of LIFE or can be YOUR salvation. There
CAN ONLY BE teachers, messengers, and leaders
toward, or away from, GOD. Does it matter what
Marlon Brando thinks? No, certainly NOT. It matters
only what YOU think AND HOW YOU THINK ABOUT
IT! These thought demands and restrictions are for the
PURPOSE OF CONTROLLINGYOUREVERY
MOVE
AND YOUR EVERY PERCEPTION.
[QUOTING, PART TWO:]
CHAPTER
WHO

IS

TWO

SHE?-WHAT

IS

SHE?

I here apologize to my own Jewish people for part
of what I am about to write. I love them... what else?
but before God I do not see any other way to accomplish
what simply must be done. Certainly too, I haven’t the
slightest intention to call down on Jewish heads the
anger of any Christians who may read this book. In
centuries past, and even nowadays, some dastardly
calumnies about Jews in general, have been circulated
by gentiles who do not deserve to be called Christians.
Who would think of upbraiding the Jews for fighting
back with their justified complaints about all that?
On the other hand we find equally malicious calumnies on the Jewish side against cherished basic
Christian Beliefs.
So, as the French adage has it:
for such as Syphilis and other diseases.
Colloidal
Gold has been noted for its tremendous ability to
balance and harmonize the emotional body, particularly in regards to
unstable mental and emotional states such as “depression”, “autism”,
“Alzheimer’s”, etc. Gold has further been found to aid in the healing
of heart muscle and is highly beneficial in rejuvenating sluggish
organs-especially
the brain-as gold is the best electrical conductor
yet recognized for nerve action. Another use for Gold is in cases of
glandular and nervous incoordination because Colloidal Gold is said
to rejuvenate the glands and stimulate the nerves which releases the
pressure and allows the signals for function to reach through to the
various organs and glands.
GalaGold
intake can benefit relf-control in diet and quitsmoking programs because it helps to balance the brain’s craving or
need for such overindulgence or addiction. Taken in conjunction with
GaiaCol, overall renewed vitality and longevity may be achieved.
2
oz. s20.00

Please. call
New Gab Products
at 800-639-4242
to place an order/or for a ii-ee catalog.
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“Noblesse oblige”--that
is, “nobility obligates”. As
Christians are willing and ready to defend the Jews
against gentile calumnies, so we expect our Jewish
fellowmen to bear up with our own complaints about
some Jewish mistakes. Informed Christians just cannot
in conscience allow certain untruths about Jesus and
Mary to go their destructive way unhindered. Honestminded Christians and Jews will see the reasonableness
of this. With that observation let me go ahead. I refer
here to the total blackening and destruction of the good
Names of Jesus and Mary in a certain printed Work of
the 13th century known as GENERATIONS OF JESUS
(in Hebrew, TOLEDOTH JEST). The contents of that
Book are known chiefly to the Yiddish-speaking people
of eastern Europe; and, those contents are explosive.
Discussion about them makes me think of something
that happened to a friend of mine who was inspecting a
carbide-pit while smoking a cigarette. As he bent over
the pit some of the cigarette-ashes fell into the pit and
caused it to blow up into his face and hands.
With a smile-let me say to the reader whoever you
are: please try not to read this book with the “lighted
cigarette” of prejudiced mind: it might blow up into
your face. A Jewish reader could be strongly tempted
to condemn me as a “jew-hater”, and Christian readers
might feel like condemning Jews as anti-Christian.
Please be on guard against that, and credit me with
sincerity of purpose in relating the following incident,
and in drawing conclusions from it. I am stretching it,
only because of the calumnies it reveals as buried in the
minds and hearts of many really religious Jews. (H: Is
this not sad that half the writing has to be in apologies for expected rebuttal? What happened to your
freedoms to debate and research possibilities ? How
come a writer must walk on glass shards to simply
give you a story to consider? It is sad in history when
the debates are smothered and only ONE tale is
allowed, through force of Law. I don’t care either
way for I consider that there is little remaining
TRUTH in either side of THIS TALE.]

seeing her again. As I stepped across the threshold of
her home she greeted me with a warmer than usual
motherly embrace. We had hardly gotten seated than
the dear woman began to scold me, and after a couple
of minutes she asked me point blank: “Do you believe
that Yaysus (Jesus) is God?” She spoke the Name
“Jesus” in her Yiddish accent, and surprised me by
pronouncing it at all. Since she was nearly stone-deaf
I had to answer “Yes” with a nod of the head. At that
she countered with an unmistakable sting of sarcasm:
“Don’t you know that he is a mamser?” (“Mamser” is
the Yiddish word for “bastard-child”.)
That was a
severe shock, not only because of what she had said, but
because she had said it to me. It made me sick at heart.
I had read that 13th century Book called GENERATIONS OF JESUS (TOLEDOTH JEST) in which the
moral character of Mary and Her Son Jesus are dragged
in the mud in vile verbiage that I choose not to write in
these pages. I was aware too that the calumnious sewerlanguage of TOLEDOTH about Jesus and Mary was still
circulating among the best Yiddish-speaking Jews in
the world, and possibly among the non-yiddish-speaking Jews. [II: I am caused to pause and ask you,
reader, a question: Is it the “somehow” fault of a
baby as to how his parents consort?
Is not the
Hollywood of current vintage overfilled with unmarried child-bearing people, both Mothers and FaDoes “legitimacy” make a child better ?
thers?
Worse? Well, certainly, it appears, disadvantaged
if not properly credentialed. Is THIS the perfection
of GOD in understanding and Christ-goodness, Jewish or Gentile? Do you not argue stupid topics. 9 You
CLAIM you want freedom in allowance and then
find that THIS is actually “the allowance”. Is it not
time YOU determine your position in the reality of
TRUTH of all things, not just religious or race
doctrine and dogma?]
As was hard to grasp that this devout Aunt of mine,
85 years old, had always sincerely believed that Catholies gave divine adoration to One who “had been born
out of wedlock to a prostitute named Mary”. Again, to
think that my Aunt Ethel had thought of me for some 25
THE
MAMSER
years as one who venerated and asked heavenly interOut of respect and love for the feelings and reli- cession from that woman whom she honestly believed
In addition to
gious convictions of my dear Aunt, my mother’s sister, was a common slut and street-prostitute!
I refrained from visiting her, or writing to her for about this, it is saddening and mind-boggling to know that of
twenty-three years after I had come to believe in the all Jews it should be the really religious ones who still
Messiahship of Jesus. [H: You must see that even believe those lies, while the less-religious Jews had
here a false impression is controlling even the au- thrown GENERATIONS OF JESUS into the sewer long
thor!] However, I finally decided to visit her because before. This is verified in VALENTINE’S JEWISH
of her advanced age, lest she go to God without my ever ENCYCLOPEDIA in its column headed “Toledoth Jesu”
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as follows: Toledolh Jesu is a Hebrew biography of
early composition with no background in fact.” (Emphasis is the author’s). The master Work known as
THE JEWISH ENCYCLOPEDIA
(1908) has the following in Vol. 7 under the subheading “Jesus in Jewish
Legend”: “Many of the legends (Jewish) have a theological background.
For polemical purposes it was
necessary (7) for Jews to insist on the illegitimacy of
Jesus as against the Davidic Descent (of Jesus) as
claimed by the Christian Church.” Right here, but also
in the abominable language of GENERATIONS OF
JESUS we may see the reason that our religious Jews
remain blind to the real, historical Mary and Jesus; it
all explains why the Synagogue condemns Jesus and
Mary as deserters from the Jewish People, and as
persons condemned eternally by God Himself.
(From the Jewish Morning Service)
0 favor us with knowledge, understanding
and discernment from Thee. Blest are Thou, 0
Lord, Gracious Giver of this knowledge.
SMEAR

THEN

FORGET

The facts about the history of the Virgin birth of
Jesus were originally proclaimed and written by Levi
(St. Matthew) [II: Just how many of you knew St.
Matthew as, in fact, Levi? Do you see how actually
little you know about those times and those people
involved?] and by St. Luke. Christians will recognize
in GENERA TIONS OF JESUS the butchered account of
that Gospel. [II: Furthermore, NO THEY WON’T!
Christians are less prone to ‘think” or study the
FACTS.] The few leaders (“about six”) to whom I have
referred, transmitted to their unsuspecting Jewish pasterity the horrible smear that the Mother of Jesus was
just a filthy prostitute: and this they did so as to give the
impression that they were consistent in rejecting also
Her Son Jesus. They injected their spiritual poison so
doggedly and persistently into the minds of their People
as at last to completely sterilize their spiritual bloodstream of every “germ” of genuine love of Mary and
Jesus which they had in the beginning. Consequently,
a “prayer-curse”, uttered often by Yiddish-speaking
Jews especially, is: “May His Name be blotted out,” and
in blotting out of their memories the Name of “Jesus”,
they also blotted out His Mother’s Name. If they find
that they must speak about Jesus they will “sidestep”
that Name, and say instead: “that man”, or “that bastard”, or “that apostate”. [H: Can you see that here,
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CONTACT is a unique and inspired newspaper for concerned citizens
everywhere, though it particularly focuses on the United States because of
this country’s special mission in the affairs of the world. That is, “As goes
the United States, so goes the world.”
CONTACT is a vehicle for Commander Gyeorgos &es Hatonn’s most
recent writings on important current affairs, plus those from other enLight-ening sources, on matters critical to a responsible and informed
public at this time of planetary transition and final days of battle between
the Forces of Light and the “Evil Empire” forces of darkness.
CONTACT exists to counteract the manipulating lies and clever halftruths put out (on purpose) by the regular print and broadcast media
prostitutes of the Satanic Elite controllers-parasites
who are in the
process of economically, physically, and spiritually collapsing this once
great country (and actually the entire planet) down to a slave-state level of
existence under their diabolical control plan called The New World Order.
This newspaper, CONTACT, began life on March 30, 1993, risen, like
the mythical bird, with great determination “up from the ashes” of its
internationally acclaimed predecessor called THE PHOENIX LIBERA TOR.
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Project

THE PHOENIX LIBERA TOR, in turn, began life in mid-October of 199 1, having
evolved from an earlier newsletter called the PHOENIX JOURNAL EXPRESS,
which itself came into existence as a faster way to get THE TRUTH out to you
readers than was possible with the more substantial “book” format of the PHEONIX
JOURNALS.
Much incredible ground has been covered so far in that mission.
While the PHOENIX LIBERATOR ‘s motto reminded all that “The Truth Will
Set You Free”, the CONTACT’s motto, displayed prominently in the masthead,
takes that thought another important step forward and proclaims: “Ye
Shall
Know

The

Truth

And

The

Truth

Shall

Make

You

Mad!”

The “Phoenix Project” is about those preparations needed-at body, mind and
soul levels--to both understand and survive the great healing changes which are
beginning to energize this beautiful little planet, now so frazzled and tortured from
abuses of all kinds. We look forward, with great expectations, to the CONTAC7lng
with all of you-a coming together that is rapidly taking place as the entire Phoenix
Project “ground crew” continues to connect, solidify, and gain strength through
becoming informed of THE TRUTH. Indeed, welcome aboard, friends!
-Dr.

Edwin

A4. Young

Editor-In-Chief, CONTACT
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again, there is only argument over the PHYSICAL
ASPECT OF EITHER AND BOTH OF THESE BEINGS? IS ONE MAN’S OPINION BETTER THAN
THAT OF ANOTHER? IF BOTH BE PHYSICAL,
HOW CAN THEY BE SPIRITUALLY IN TRUTH?
PHYSICAL AND SPIRITUAL ARE TWO OPPOSING IDEALS AND IDEAS! We too are categorized
and you cannot separate the facts of presentationone is PHYSICAL, the other SPIRITUAL. IF YOU
CLING TO THE ONE WHILE CASTING OFF THE
OTHER, YOU HAVE ERRED AND ANOTHER
MAN’S OPINION CAN DESTROY BOTH IN FACT.]
More devastating than a nuclear bomb was that
campaign of “smear first and then forget”. Only a sad
vacuum remained in the good hearts of those deceived
Jews. God’s People in Israel justly expected their
Leader-shepherds to walk them to green pastures where
they might find their Redeemer; but instead they
marched them into dark, forbidding wastelands. [H: It
doesn’t matter whereto you march, YOU are your
REDEEMER or there won’t be one.]
Well-whom
they once loved they can love again
because “Nothing is impossible to God.” If the charm
of the real Mary of Nazareth should once again capture
their hearts, and if the “Second-Moses” (Jesus), Who
loved His People unto death on a Cross, ever becomes
known to them they will again fill the air with their
Hosannas. It is undeniable that if those two “boasts” of
Israel ever became known to our Jews, they would evict
from their minds forever the hideous ogre that now
lives there, and would hug Mary and Jesus to their
hearts with tears of joy.

person” is in point here and so many false statements
have been foisted off onto you unsuspecting relatives.
Sharri Yount had some funds from mutual fund
changeouts. This made for a large sum of money in the
neighborhood of “around” a million dollars, give or
take a bit.ShesentitTHROUGH the Institute
and it
was IMMEDIATELY AND DIRECTLY transferred in
sums over $600,000 INTO HER OWN PRIVATE BANK
ACCOUNTS. The majority of the remainder purchased
gold FOR Sharri’s account at the time, prior to “calls”.
There was not enough LEFT IN THE INSTITUTE
FROM THOSE SUMS TO PAY THE INTEREST ON
THE NOTES! What is there that you readers don’t
seem to understand other than almost nothing? Do you
actually expect a good business person, as Sharri was,
to tell you she had then emptied those bank accounts
and paid HERSELF? This has MAJOR IRS implications for wrong-doing.
That is certainly the business of
one, Sharri, but it would have been far more simple to
DO IT CORRECTLY AND SECURE HERSELF. You
who have given Sharri such WRONG information are
far more responsible than anything Sharri did on her
own account. You don’t shift and then steal corpbrations at the whim of a Betty Tuten at the instructions of
Mr. Berger and certainly not from George Green. Theft
of corporations is Felony Grand Theft and whether or
not that is by “little old ladies” or criminal thieves is
only different in intent. Now, YOU WHO CHOOSE TO
REVEAL YOUR OWN PRIVATE MATTERS CAN NO
LONGER EXPECT ME TO COVER YOUR ASSETS.
YOU MAKE THE CHOICES BUT INNOCENT PARTIES WILL NOT BE HELD LONGER RESPONSIBLE
FOR YOUR PROTECTION THROUGH SUCH PREVAILING LIES AND MISREPRESENTATIONS.
GEORGE GREEN HAS SPREAD WORLDWIDE THE
INFORMATION ABOUT EACH OF YOU THAT HE
CAN CONJURE OR GET OUT OF YOU, YOURSELF.
IF YOU WANT THE LIES TO STAND THEN YOU

(From the Jewish Morning Service)
And may His Kingdom soon be revealed
and made visible to us: and may He be gracious
to the Remnant of His People, the House of
Israel, granting them grace, kindness, mercy
and favor.
[END QUOTING OF PART TWO]
I’msorry,Isimplycan’tgoonwiththisdiatribe.
It
becomes a bigoted article which is worse than that
which it is supposed to venerate. I remind you of my
prior explanation: exchanging one physical perception
for that of another physical perception is missing the
life-boat to Spiritual Life. I would example that I prefer
YOUto pray FOR me in your own name than in the name
of anyone or anything else-1 KNOW that it is YOU
who can make a difference and not some possible
You have no PROOF of the
figment of imagination.
existence of anything, including SELF. WHAT you
THINK is what YOU ARE. When you dump your
responsibilities
onto the head and shoulders of another-YOU
HAVE THE WRONG IDEA! GOD OFFERS THE “WAY” TO SALVATION BUT NEVER,
SALVATION. IF YOU WANT SELF “SAVED” THEN
I SUGGEST YOU GET WITH THE SELF-SAVING
PROGRAM.
YOU HAD, BEST GET YOUR
THOUGHTS AND IDEAS, IDEALS AND DIRECTION,
INTO PROPER ORDER, SEQUENCE AND TRUTH
OF HOW IT IS! NEVER MIND THE CHRIST IN
JESUS-WHAT
ABOUT.THE CHRIST IN YOU?
By the way, as long as you attend and focus on the
Christ in Self, you don’t have to pay much attention --to
the Evil in Another. It is only when you allow self to
slip into the evil patterns of intention and behavior that
you might well have great concern. Revenge for perceived injury to self, usually by self, is the really big
scene to watch for, because it consumes you and wisdom is lost to the fire of hate.
Let me just give you a story in TRUTH of something
which now many of you have as reference. Betty Tuten
has been writing and stating that she “called her note”
and left this area. She is angry because she “says” there
was a million dollars in the Institute the umonth before”. Let me just explain something since the “money
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HADBETTERGETADIFFERENTVANTAGEPOINT
BECAUSE I WILL NOT COVER YOU LONGER!
Can you see that if you have only a tiny part of a
story-the
rest is what will “getcha”. Ekker has protected your assets; GEORGE GREEN AND ROD ENCE

HAVE TAKEIV YOUR ASSETS-lJNL,dWFULLyAS THE THIEVESIN
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THE NIGHTf Would it not pay
you unthinking badgers to KNOW THE FACTS’? How
much do YOU EXPECT Ekker to stand for when he
only has tried to protect both the Institute and all its
business- AND YOUR ASSETS? And, furthermore, is
not this ganging up to destroy you and your businesses,
a CONSPIRACY TO DAMAGE? YOU had best think
about these things for this is the pattern of everything
in your world this day1
Ekker simply allowed Sharri to get her funds and
hold them in her own accounts for security. This is
called PRIVACY. He most certainly DID NOT owe
Betty Tuten or George Green or John Doe an explanation of Sharri’s business in her own bank accountswhich did not, in fact, even affect the Institute in any
manner businesswise.
This simply provided Sharri
with the flexibility to handle her affairs as SHE
WANTED. Do you see that if you get a story it is better

to get the WHOLE STORY correctly stated? The
FACTS make the nightmare team look pretty stupid
and leaves each open for consequences and repercussions of your own errors and omissions. A lot of people
are offended and damaged by YOUR ACTIONS and
MISPERCEPTIONS.
“OOPS” and “ButI thought...”
won’t cut it once the hounds of legal hell are loosed and
they certainly seem to be, now that you have joined in
a case having NOTHING TO DO WITH ANYTHING
BEING BROUGHT FORWARD! If it were not so sick
it would be amusing and, in fact, is amusing to watch
the total irrelevancy unfolding as each and EVERY
name of your secret coalition is laid bare for the world
to see in its worst light. A snitch and thief uncovered
is never again trusted by ANYONE, especially the ones
you claim to serve. Why do we continue to share?
Because THESE ARE THE LESSONS OF LIVING!
THERE IS NO BETTER TEACHER THAN “EXPERIENCE”. THEREIS NO BETTER EX4MPLE THAN
TRUTH UNFOLDED.
Remember that only names are

changed in your never-ending tales. On which SIDE of
TRUTH does YOUR NAME FIT? So, how will it be?
Exactly as it will be! Is it not interesting that ONLY
YOU can decide how it will be with you? And, what YOU
ARE is none of my business. What I AM is ONLY my
business.
Let me close this with a tid-bit of waksope (WISDOM) from Little Crow:
“You are not an accident thought up. You are
not an experiment.
You are from the universe itself
and you are made up of the universe in its entirety.
Itflows through your veins and you call it blood; it

flows

through

your

THOUGHT. ” 6124190

mind

and YOU call

it

I don’t wish you a “nice day” for it would be so nice
if you went forth and did something WORTHY and
REAL this day-like
THINK. We don’t rattle these
keys to make Dharma’s day! She is pretty tired of the
repercussions of pounding these alphabet and number
keys. It becomes, however, worthy of the labor if only
ONE thinks and hears while seeing the TRUTH presented in the silly symbols of Man’s lacking languages.
Ignorance is not silly nor cute-the
ignorant man
deserves compassion and then when he refuses to learn
truth and knowledge-he
must have pity. Above all,
however, he becomes no longer ignorant, but, rather,
stupid and foolish. A world built on foolishness by
fools cannot stand. He who builds on an earthquake
fault might well expect a good shaking so when is your
earthquake coming? How much do you have stored for
food between life and starvation? How long between
home and homelessness? Ah indeed. There truly ARE
other things to think about than the Mighty Ducks
hockey team and your brand of beer. Further, there may
be no big meaning in sorting Jesus and Mary from the
recognized myths of any religion-BUT
YOU HAD
BEST GET THE STORY OF GOD CREATOR QUITE
STRAIGHT IF YOU PLAN TO CATCH THE BUS
“HOME”. Salu.
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version (alchemy). Just be careful that you don’t utilize
another’s output to the extent we cannot accomplish
our own very different needs. These people know they
can’t corner and patent this “earth” any more than
dolomite can be patented. Please use your God-given
brains, students. What I see happening is an outlawing
of being able to use these natural substances just as you
can no longer use the plant, hemp. I do not want to
discourage you for you need confirmation every time
you can get it. But don’t go dive off a springboard with
no water in the pool. If you want these things so much,
why have you not been working with our own products7
Well, I’m not in the make-you-feel-good operation for
I am trying to allow some of you, a remnant, to get
through the tribulation and negative things coming
upon you. All the rest can simply try to heal the world
and somehow offer salvation and ecstasy to any and
everyone who comes along in a search for “doing it
without any effort on your part”. I do not agree with the
end possibilities.
I do agree with the perfecting of
DNA/RNA etc. for the RIGHT REASONS. So, just
make sure YOUR reasons are “RIGHT” and go for it.
Icertainlyagreethattheproductslosesomuchintheoral
taking of same as to discourage those who are ill. AI1am far
more effective given by injection and especially by IV modality. However, we are not in the medical business, drug
business or any other kind of such so I will NOT jeopardize
anyone or anything by suggesting things which are limited by
any kind of regulation at all.
Thedigestivetractemitsenzymesandacidswhichnegate
a lot of the product taken orally but it is the only method you
are going to have suggested by me-other than enemas,
possibly. Those things are up to you. More product is negated
by the parasitic invaders you carry and the toxins given off by
otherlife-formmicrobes. Sowhatisnew? Well,lotsofthings.
I suggest that the frequency boxes be made available because
daily use of same will rid the body of parasites in about three
weeksandthenwillallowthebodytobaianceitselfandfatwill
be able to be controlled. Surely these are not tiwful uses.
But again, why do YOU have to go get such simple products
fromotherswhenyouhavegreatneedforprodudsalesbkeep
your own businesses alive and thriving? These art: not
patentable products any more than is a battery charger. These
are the most simplistic of all.
Everyone is looking for the magic. Well, you have it but
it needs some attention. I will tell you now that all anyone has
to do to accomplish what Hudson’s crew is pushing is go to a
volcanic area and EAT DIRT. Please allow some of the team
to keep our heads aboutus. Yes indeed, I DO think you need
to get some memberships with Hudson-for the connection.
But don’t go sell us out to his bunch, please. The Ramtha
misfits are gaining total control over his operations and the
Spiritual profits will be diminished exponentially. If a man is
allowed to believe HE IS THE ANSWER TO THE PROPHECIES, you have inherited the wind in a most unfortunate
manner. You can accomplish the same fine feeling of ecstasy,
for goodness sakes, with heroin or morphine right from the
poppy plants of Asia. This wave of artificial “flying” will
result in multitudes of suicides because you have to separate
from the physical body to truly have freedom as expressed.
This will become just another thing for the govemment to
control and remove from your ability to have and share.
This is very definitely NOT what Dharma wanted to hear
because she searches for someone else to take this responsibility from her and for others to stop waiting for her to finish one
assault attack to allow the enemy to get on with the next. Well,
theenemyisnevergoingtostopattackingsowhydon’twejust
deal with that reality?
What else is new? Well, several things have been ordered
up by the opposition which have NOTHING to do with the fact
there was NO SALE of the property in 1988. In fact, nothing
of the new assaults have anything to do with the property at all.
Mr. and Mrs. Ekker have now been ordered to deliver to Mr.
Horn ALL DOCUMENTS, ACCOUNTS, PAPERS, COPIES
OF TAPES, WRITINGS, BUSINESS, NOTES, HANDWRITTEN NOTES-EVERYXIING
THEY HAVE DONE
SINCE 1988. Mr. Horn is trying to enforce a psychiatric
evaluation of Mrs. Ekker to see what is in her brain-like
“me”. Thisis, ofcourse,beingdemandedwithaDr. Goldberg.

Using
OrAbusing
The
GiftsFromDavid
Hudson?
4/14/96 #1
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right focus and you can accomplish the same thing.
Hudson understands HIS role very well and there is
ON ANY
SUNDAY
great healing in his offerings-just
be sure you don’t
perpetuate the WRONG intentions in your lust for lust
I would wish that on EVERY Sunday the preachers
fulfillment. God always has a hooker on the line which
would stand up and recite from I Corinthians, 10: 13 NIV.
is duly noted by the Evil Empire. Where are Hudson’s
products MOST USED? In the homosexual community
“No temptation
has seized you except what is
of the garment industries, in the circles of deviant
common to man. And God is faithful; he will not let
behaviors and child abusers, in the hairdresser-prodyou be tempted beyond what you can bear.
But
ucts companies and, generally, where there is a fullwhen you are tempted, he will also provide a way
fledged effort to maintain deviant behavior as a lifeout so that you can stand up under it. ”
style. “If you don’t get the diseases of the game, then
why stop the game?” is the hue and cry. We have the
How many have you betrayed simply by listening perfect product for offering the same thing in its natuto, and passing on, gossip, that of which you have no ral form IF SOME OF YOU WOULD JUST DO YOUR
knowledge-anger,
revenge, false testimony for which JOB AND GET IT TESTED, WORKED AND AVAILyou have no facts or only few facts? Check your list and ABLE. Why do you wait always for us to prepare it into
see where YOU fit.
your bottled applicators? Well, when the scientists get
Why do I begin this day with this message? Be- focused on that which is available, perhaps we can have
cause my scribe wants to have this “cup pass from her”! some assistance. You do not have to GO ANY WHERE
Well, chela, so too does Zita want hers gone and Wally to gain what we have been offering you for YEARS.
wants his gone and most certainly John wants his gone
and on and on right through all of the people you can
WHY
DON’T
I JUST
MANIFEST
think to list.
LIKE
BABA?
Dharma says, “But with me it is different...” Isn’t
everyone’s cup of problems unique and individual7 If
Why don’t YOU just manifest like Baba? You want
you just work on the ones that are in sameness you still ash with all the alchemist’s attributes? You don’t even
have plenty of problems to pass around. Sometimes the have to manifest it to get it! YOU have it but you don’t
only way of solving the problems is to unite and brain- want the responsibility of having to live in such a
storm.
manner as to be near perfection in relationship to God.
I am not going to present it on silver platters because
DISCOVERING
DAVID
HUDSON
then you have a following which is called a cult and
which endangers the very lives of ones who must be
Ah, but when Dharma did this in the Phoenix protected. We want truth within GOD and not some
Institute Board meetings she finds the very Board frolicking idiots dancing in their tutus. To heal self in
Members now betray her to the world and her worst order to simply reinfect self with disease is hardly my
enemies, and build case after case against her BE- idea of proper attitudes.
CAUSE SHE WORKS WITH ME. But this is not the
, Do not think that I am putting down David Hudsonreason she believes she can again suggest less writing for I AM NOT! He has a responsibility to GOD and he
and speaking-it
is because of David Hudson and the recognizes that aspect of himself.
He knows even
recent interest being stirred within our little ground MORE than he tells and he knows that these very
crew. More people are diving off into Hudson’s games metallic products are exactly the substance of true
than pay attention to my own. I find it amusing for I extraterrestrial flight craft. He also realizes that propcalled attention to Hudson’s work two years ago nowerly expressed
you shall have the freedom
of
where have YOU been’?
interdimensional explorations WITHOUT SPACE VEThis does NOT mean that I do not approve of HICLES, save your own. LIFE is not out there someHudson’s work; I just find it interesting that you have where-it
is right wherever you THINK YOU ARE.
MORE, and in a perfected way of use for whole health.
I am a rather pragmatic and practical teacher,
What you want is to express the “ecstasy” without students, and my job is to instill some sort of balanced
working for it.
KNOWLEDGE and RESPONSIBILITY within your
What Hudson is speaking of lately is NOT particu- eternal soul-minds, I have no intention of teaching you
larly monatomic gold but rather, iridium, rhodium, to simply further lock selves into the physical nonruthenium, palladium, platinum, etc. Well, these are reality of dreamland. I am in full recognition of the
the SAME things offered in OxySol and are already in substance of LIFE-monatomic
gold. But, realize sometheir monatomic form, You simply want to fly before thing, brothers: the thrust of the group you seek is for
you crawl. We need people with both feet ON THE the iridium-rhodium products in the natural form of
GROUND and not a bunch of scatter-brained Lolly- earth samplings. You are not getting refined monaLoophole-Land airheads. What gets the most attention tomic gold. If you convert these substances by Drias
to Hudson’s recent revelations?
Ah yes, the sexual you have more than the same thing as you convert to
aspects of satisfaction without the having to be gra- “frequency” while not even a scientist can recognize
cious or giving to another person-a
sort’of .do-it- anything in the end prod.t+ct. You can watch it being
yourself tension-stress reliever. Get your mind in the added, and later, nothing shows. That is natural con-
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Well, ifit is the same Goldberg Doris knows ofalready, fineshe will enjoy it immensely. If Doris is nuts NOW, she
certainly was NOT in May of 1988! She could see, hear, tell
time, speak, eat, sleep and do all those normal things on the
day there was NO SALE as advertised, of any property to
which she had claim of interest. And even if she is not
“sound”-what are they going to do with E. J.? He was, after
all, the very one who made arrangements to meet the obliga
tions of the sale transfer. Can all of you see to what lengths the
Evil Cartel will go to “get&a”? And, in addition, do you also
see how far the judicial system is sunk into the cesspool of
injustice?
It would appear to me to be a wonderful opportunity for
you nice people here to enter Horn into a position of coconspirator with Green, Abbott, et al. He is personally doing
the damage at their behest and mandate. Ifthey think they are
proving Ekkers are somehow unable to have said property, all
their claims of money-getting only PROVE their ability all
along to get the property! If they have taken MILLIONS OF
DOLLARS from hapless innocent victims as Tuten claimsthey could have bought the property ten times over. They
didn’t, however, so somebody must be “honest” around here.
Tuten certainly doesn’t have her stories even remotely or
nearly correct. Sharri simply left out the most important
information in her offerings to Tuten. Worse, this sucks into
the lies such as Father Cleary and now, Mike, et al. Father
claims Enc&nz and Tuten as HIS FRIENDS. (???) Better
think again CAREFULLY! They havebetrayed all trust ever
placed in or with them. Look around and see what they have
done--even unto YOU.

Some of these are clearly homologous to the multidrugresistant proteins of bacteria and higher eukaryotes. This is
Iinb lV2ausewe have growninto the cellular membranes ofthe
Driasamergingfactorforallcellularstructuring.
Thisis most
important in considering the multidrug-resistant homotypes
and -homologous structures of those resistant proteins of
bacteria and higher eukaryotes. Still with me, readers?
Let us consider a most interesting example which is
simply noted as PDRI, a protein that has all the hallmarks of
the so-called ATP-binding cassette (ABC) proteins, but with
the ATP-binding domains attached on the N-terminal rather
than the C-terminal side of the membraneembedded domains. As is usually the case for membrane proteins, overproduction of this protein turned out to be difficult for your
scientists. However, and this is usually the case, a mufation
in the PDRl transcription factor was isolated that not only led
to a lOO-fold increase in synthesis of active PDRS, but also
allowed eflicient sorting to the plasma membrane. Whether
this or similar mutant strains will be a general panacea for
membrane protein over-production in yeast remains to be
seen; the success with the PDR!VPDRl system certainly
suggests that genetic selection of overproduction strains may
aid the assignment of protein function. Ah, but what happens
if the mutation becomes part of the functioning genetic
structure of the CONSUMER?
It must be noted, readers, that the rapid accumulation of
fully sequenced prokaryotic and eukaryotic genomes puts new
demands on bioinformatics. If, for instance, the sensitivity of
sequence similarity searches can be increased by even a few
percent, hundreds of new genes maybe functionally and even
strncturally classified with minimal requirement for tedious
experimental investigations. My goodness, won’t this be a
wonderful boon to cloning science? We might point out that
already there are about 15% of all the yeast proteins which are
fully and sufficiently similar to proteins ofknown 3D structure
to allow automaticgeneration of 3D models. Aren’t you glad
to know that you are going to be a simple yeast product? These
models are already expected, in scientific circles, to be very
accurate and almost identical around an active site and are
fairly accurate within the central core of the protein, and yet
are still quite unreliable in the exterior loop regions. These
would be useful, however, in, for instance, guiding sitedirected mutagenesis studies. Fine so far? What do you think
your exterior mutation appearance willbe after all this “blending” and tampering? Those exterior loop regions are quite
important for external appearance and identification.
Well, you now have this information floating around on
your Internet-untlnished and making it as easy to tamper
with DNA structuring as is making a bottle-bomb for the
kiddies. There are MAJOR studiesunderway in laboratories
world wide, readers, that would take away your breath Now
we can just slam this on the Internet and the awaited unification of experimental and computational biology will be in
vogue. Where will this take you, World? It is anybody’s guess,
I suppose, but MY guess is that a lot of people will be playing
with deadly toys and wipe out your whole species! So be it.
Is everybody now happy to have this wondrous information revealed herein? Does it make your day? How nice that
you can get this revelation and understand it Illy. How nice
that you are all going tobe so careful henceforth to understand
fully everything fed to you. To you who are bored with my
presentations and impatient to get more of what you can’t
possibly understand, much the less comprehend-go latch
onto the world of the Internet. Information in and of itself is
as worthless as a Mensa meeting of nit-wits lacking any kind
of common sense. Is it information you desire or do you hyperwitsthinkIwillsomehowbeimpressedthatyou“don’t”know
enough to even ask a proper question? All you need to
understand is LIGHT, ladies and gentlemen-JUST LIGHT!
Am I not weary ofthe distractions7 Ofcourse! But there
is something you must understand and that is that MY
KNOWLEDGE and your knowledge are two different things.
YOU ARE GOING TO GET WHEREVER YOU ARE GOING ON YOUR INFORMATION-I AM ALREADY
THERE! THEREFORE, ITMIGHT BEHOOVETHE STUDENTS TO ALLOW THE PROFESSOR TO TEACH THE
CLASS IN HIS STYLE INSTEAD OF THE UNLEARNED
STUDENT RUNNING THE LECTURES.
You can all blow your minds with iridium and rhodium

YEAST

AND

OTHER

PROTEINS

Yes indeed I am changing the subject. I weary of the
narrow focus and the demands of some people on our time and
outpu- for the satisfaction of their own narrow tunnel vision.
1 have a full-blown and quite insulting bit of thrust against us
for dealing with anything save THEIR interest focus. I am told
that you can convert microbes to fight against other microbes.
This is so and is in use so why aren’t you nice people free of
disease? The idea is to fight fire with fire, so to speak. I also
am reprimanded for not offering you the transitional information of using yeast to offer a protein base, yeasts being a whole
product life-form as are the algaes, etc. Ok, readers, I am
going to offer you a little information and I want you to
respond to me with a full explanation of what I offer you, by
return mail in 30 seconds or less and certainly use no more
than 50 words.
TURNING

YEAST
PROTEIN

SEOUENCE
FUNCTION

INTO

We will only deal here with the most studied genome Saccharomyces
cerevisiae.
Why? Because this
is the genome getting the most DNA attention in your
scientific community. Separation of structures were long
ago begun and by March when the information was due from
the scientists as to sequencing. Well, as of April of this year
a mere 1% of the 12.5 million base yeast genomes remained
to be sequenced. And, moreover, what will you do with the
information when you finally get it?
Thereare62OO-63OOpotentialopenreadingframes(ORFs)
in the genome, around 25% have been sequenced and Iurictionally characterized before 30% encode proteins with significant similarity to proteins of known function from other
organisms, and the remaining 40% represent completely
novel proteins. Work is now underway in your laboratories to
make a rapid assessment of the functions of these NEW genes
by gene disruption, and, for some genes, by more detailed
phenotypic studies. Remember, readers, MUSCLE is madeup
primarily of proteins. Does this smack of genetic tampering
and reproduction or what?
The yeast data has already led to the identification of a
number of proteins that had previously not been suspected to
be part of the S. cerevisiae genetic repertoire. It is interesting
to know, however, that a very large number of plasma membrane proteins with different transport functions have been
identified by sifting through about half of the genome with
hydrophobic@ analysis and sequence alignment meth&.
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etc., but what have you achieved? You have achieved an
alternate state briefly for your minds which, in fact, will
distract you from GOD and not TO GOD in a permanent
understanding of LIGHT WHICH IS GOD. Be careful,
readers, for the life you SAVE might well be your own.
Likewise, the life you lose may also well be your own. These
tamperings can and will, if continued, wipe out your SPECIES. Thinkabout it for youmight well not likewhatyou are
now or how you look or how fat or thin you are, but you are
definitely NOT GOING TO LIKE WHAT YOU ARE
HEADED FOR TO BECOME.
Each person of souled being has a purpose and a gift to
share and offer. Be careful with those precious holdings lest
you get carried away with your “allowances”. Note the
government boys will leave you alone until many are sucked
into the trap and then you are going to get pinched as the door
shuts on you. Addictions come in many, many forms and the
addiction to disassociate mind from living responsibility is the
greatest of all desires. MIND addiction is worse than any
physical body addiction. What are YOU doing with yours?
Mind, that is. There simply aren’t any shortcuts to living as
God demands and conditions, but there are a zillion short-cuts
to reaching Hell in many forms of presentation.
Childhood’s end has come, readers, and with that comes
responsibility. Why don’t you just stop the silly search for
magic tricks and uncover the great and wondrous MYSTERIES so that LIFE can be forthcoming-not just a journey
through loop-the-loop land. Any plane which is airborne and
runs out of fuel or breaks its motor will CRASH! It is not the
flight that is hard on the body-it is the landing! It is not
enough to KNOW how to get the plane off the ground-you
must know how to, more importantly, LAND IT.
How many people will MISUSE Hudson’s products?
ALMOST EVERYONE! He is quickly going to become the
Timothy Leary of brain blasters. And yet, he holds the
priceless pearl of great value in the monatomic realms of
substance. Can we not be patient in our eagerness to serve
SELF? When man can relate to his relations, then, and only
then, can “self’ be put to the rear burner and allow the
unfolding of God’s great mysteries of infinite LIFE.
My scribe is tired and I can’t argue the merits of how that
comes to be and I apologize for such lengthy dissertations that
not three in any billion people understand. And, if you now
have something which allows you such incredible insight and
psychic KNOWING-DON’T YOU THINK POSSIBLY
YOUR ENEMY ALREADY HAS l-f lN USE? HE DOES!!
Is the “giving away” of the “substances” an altruistic
gesture7 No, the “GIVING” away of the substances without
full instructions in a “how to use” guide with the product
indicates an effort to protect the people involved. The
structured “memberships” and offshore TRUSTS indicate
good business which protects, further, the people involved.
Don’t be blind and silly. Use these tools well and recognize
in KNOWING what is taking place and then you aren’t among
the foolish dingledangles who destroy all the good opportunities through your selfish need to make others pay for your
mistakes.
So, the Hudson plan sounds too good? Well, so be
it. Just how are you going to turn your dirt, when you
get it, into all those abundant and valuable metals?
How are YOU going to get your gold out of the dirt? Ah
so? Alchemy is the cat’s meow isn’t it? It is just that
it is so elusive to the masses to perform. And the
“factory” tour that you don’t really want to take? Well,
consider that a rock crusher isn’t such an interesting
thing. You are focused on the “idea” and by his own
presentation-it
is NOT THE MONATOMIC GOLD
PRODUCT HE REFERS TO IN THIS OFFER OF CURRENT UNDERTAKING. When are you going to get
out of the sandbox, upside down? Or better yet, if you
choose your sand wisely-stay
in it.
No, I do not put-down this wondrous man for he is
gifted and special, but I do dislike the method of using
the gift so carelessly. When we are given the very gift
of the knowledge of LIFE, we must attend it most
carefully and selectively lest it be scattered as the
pearls before the trampling swine and is lost to man
forever.
Good morning.
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